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UCR Grad
School Gets
$5 Mil. Gift
he University of California at
Riverside Graduate School of
Management announced last
month that the A Gary Ander.;on
Foundation was presenting the
department with a $5 millioo grant,
and, as a result. the department will
be renamed the A. Gary Anderson
Graduate School of Management,
pending regent approval.
The $5 million grant, the largest
in the school's history, was made by
the estate of Mr. A. Gary Anderson.
the former head of Riverside-based
Director's Mortgage. Mr. Anderson
guided the Riverside firm into one of
the nation's leading mortgage banking companies prior to his death
from cancer in 1992 at the age of 52.
The renaming of the deparunent
would mark the first time in campus
history that a department was named
after an individual. UCR Chancellor
Raymond Orbach said that the gift
and renaming of the department are
an honor for the school.
"The A. Gary Anderson Graduate
School of Management will set a
new national standard of quality and
creativity for university business
schools," said Orbach. "We are honored by the commitment of (the
Foundation) to these goals. Even
more signtficant is the fact that it
honors the memory of one of the
most revered members of the Inland
Empire business community.''&
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ithin the next few years,
the Inland Empire should
be positioned as the hub
for Southern California's entire
water supply; that is. if the plans currently on the drawing boards of the
Metropolitan Water District are realized.
During the last month. two majOr
development~ have helped to solidify the importance of the Inland
Empire to the future of Southern
California's water supply.
The first development came in the
fonn of executive approval for an
owner-controlled insurance plan to
cover the construction of the
Domengi Reservoir in Southern
Riverstde County. The new plan
would save about S II million over
conventional insurance and allow the
construction on the project to continue unfettered.

W

A conventional insurance
plan would have
cost the MWD
about $59.6 million, according to
Wiley
Thorne,
MWD assistant
~S;liiilei~flilol general manager.
OClP will only cost
the district about
$48.3 million.
"The key to
the operation and
._. ....__..... success of an OCIP
ts control. control of essenual project
insurance lines such as general liability and workers' compensation,
control of subcontractors in all tiers
and control of site security among
others," said Lawrence Gallagher.
MWD risk manager.
Full scale construction of the
three dams in the Domengi Project is
scheduled to begin in 1995 and, once
completed in 1995, will double the
MWD's storage capacity for groundwater.
Tile second Inland Empire related
development with the MWD surfaced a~ a result of the MWD's new
water storage and transferal program
that will pioneer the district's water
delivery system throughout the
Southland.
The pilot project.
whtch involves the MWD, Chino
Basin Municipal Water District and
Cucamonga County Water District,
PkOM Su Pagt 6J

CVB Financial Loads Its Bases With Ne
he third time may apparently
be the charm for Ontariobased CVB Financial Corp.,
the parent company of Chino Valley
Bank, which just completed its
acquisition of Western Industrial
National Bank.
The S14.5 million deal struck
between CVB and Western Industrial marks the third acquisition of a
financial institution this year by
CVB Financial, and effectively
tightens the grip of Chino Valley
Bank as one of the most successful
and aggressive banks in California.
This buying spree by CVB began
in March when it acquired Fontana
First National Bank for $5.2 million
and spilled into October when CVB
closed a deal with the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. to purchase

T

Shelton Resigns Chamber
Position
eep Shelton, the chief executive
officer of the Indio Olamber of
Commerce has made public her
decision to leave her position with
the chamber just after the first of the

J

year.
Shelton will be leaving Indio to
assume a similar position with the
Lake Elsinore Valley Chamber of
Commerce.

New Tribe Looks to Strike
Gold With Gambling
Yet another group of Indians is
seeking to throw their hat into the
gambling arena with major corporate
backing.
The Pechanga-Band of Luiseno
Indians announced that the tribe is
considering entering into a partnerPk/ue Su Pagt 68

Acquisition

"

troubled Mid-City bank for a-----------------"':'"-=:~ garnering Chino Valley
around $700,000.
Bank a position as one of
With these three acquisithe top 50 performing banks
tions, Chino Valley Bank
in California and the top
hopes to expand their service
performer in the Inland
throughout the Inland Empire
Empire.
and the San Gabriel Valley.
Wiley credits this
The latest acquisition gives
success to the willingness of
CVB a total of 18 branches
the board of directors to
across the region.
make calculated moves to
According to Linn Wiley.
position the bank in the marpre~idcnt of Chino Valley
ket.
Bank, the aggresstve. yet pru"We have had suedent, strategy of CVB has
cess because the bank and
the board of dtrcctors are
posiuoncd the banks to better
CVB 's recent growth has been
serve their customers.
spurred on by the bank's success in
willing to work at it," said Wiley.
"We have been able (through
the financial arena. The bank has
In the wake of the Western lndusacquisiuons) to significantly expand
seen a J0.4 8% growth in assets over
trial acquisition. CVB Financial's
our market and services and really
the last 12 months and an average
stock Jumped by I /8th to 13 1/4.&
improve our overall presence in the
return on assets of more than LS%
area." said Wiley.

----- ....... --
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n Jan. 13, 1994 the Inland
Empire Business Journal, in
association with a number of
local area universities, will be presenting the Fourth Annual Inland
Empire Economic Forecast Conference at the Riverside Municipal
Auditorium.
Our cover features some of the
more prominent speakers who will
give their expert predictions on the
outlook of the region's economic
future.

The conference will address specific markets like real estate, retail
sales, manufacturing, gross domestic
and national product.
In the past, the Inland Empire Economic Forecast Conference has been
lauded for providing vital information to businesses and community
leaders about the prospective eco·
nomic climate in the area.
For ticket information, please call
the Journal at (909) 391-1015.

~
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BARTER EXCHANGE Castle Amusement Park
25 ~es of :family :fun !
Additional I •
• Group Packages Available
Business I
(The Personal Touch)

MEMBERS INCLUDE:

Auto M81nten.nce • Gift Shopa
• RMtaurant.
• Print Shopa•

Through
BARTERING

I

• Legal Service•
• Accounting
•.Femlly Rectutlon • Vetarln.y
• ClOthing StorM
• H81r Salona

• TV & Appliance
• ~Shops
• Fltnaaa Club

• VIdeo Store•
• ConatNctlon
• .._..,.

(Reservations required)

• Gin Certificates
• Birthday Parties
(Reservations required)

Why lay out your hard eamad cash lor your business needs when you can be
bartering lor them wrth the addrtional business we send you?
Conserve your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartering with Barter
members tor your business, personal and family expenses.
Example... Pay a $200 cash equtvalent credtts lor your mechanical and pnnttng
needs from your accumulated cradrts.
Ustng your wholesale barter credrts (eqUivalent dollars) you are purchastng at
your cost (wholesale). Ooasn1 that sound great? PLUS YOU STILL HAVE THAT
$200 CASH IN YOUR POCKET- SOUND INTERESTING?

BARTER EXCHANGE
1678 North ·e· Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405

SIGN-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW OVER 380

• 30 Rides and Attractions
• Four Sculptured Miniature
Golf Courscs-72 Holes!
• Arcade with 400 Video
Games
• Quality Family
Entertainment in Colorful
Pleasant Settings, 365
Days a Year!

Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 8 Years

(909) 881·6130·34 • (FAX) 881·6135

As/c tor JoSfPh. JuUe. Maryann or Tony

I

3500 Polk Street • Riverside • (909) 785-4141
(Off 91 freeway between La Sierra and Tyler)
WINTER flOURS:

Minature Golf and Arcade open dJiily 10 am
Ride Park open Friday 6 pm, Saturday and Sunday at 12 noon

Two of california's
Largest Employer
Groups Merge
wo of the state's most prominent employer network
groups, The Merchants and
Manufacturers Association and Federated Employers of the Bay Area
merged last month creating one of
the nation's largest employer representative organizations.
Now formally known as The
Employers Group, the two former
organizations bring together more
than 5,000 members and nearly 100
years of experience in the area of
human resources management.
The Employers Group brings
together a unique cross-section of
California employers including representatives from nearly every kind
of business, from start-up companies, family-owned shops, multinational corporations and chain
stores.
According to Frank DeVore,
chairman of the Inland Empire
Regional Advisory Board for The
Employers Group, in order for a
business to stay in it, an employer
must be well versed in all aspects of
employee management.
The Inland Empire Regional
offices of The Employers Groups
are located at 3600 Lime Street, Ste.
421 in Riverside. A

T

E

ver since wildfires ravaged
Southern California in early
November, different communities have honored the people who
were instrumental in saving the lives
and homes of residents in fire affected areas.
There have been parades for firefighters, dinners for the police offi·
cers and even salutes to the media
that covered the fire. One company,
however, that probably had the
greatest effect of all on quelling the
spread of the blazes, has been overlooked by the crowds and excluded
from the kudos.
The Ontario production facility of
the St.Louis-based chemical manufacturing company - Monsanto,
was opened round the clock during
the brush fires, its employees
worked double shifts to tum out tons
of the company's most sought after
commodity- Phos-Chek.
Phos-Chek is the reddish, fireretardent substance dropped from the
air onto the fires via helicopter and
airplane. According to Monsanto, in
the first few days of the fires, more
than two million pounds of PhosCllek were dumped from various aircraft_ 1bis quickly depleted the facility's three million pound Phos-Chek

inventory.
As
the
winds kicked
up and the
fires spread
to historic
proportions,
the call went
out to the
Ontario division of Monsanto to start
producing,
on the double.
"We mimick the forest service. As
they staff up we staff up, as they
staff down, we staff down. At the
time the fires started, they had
staffed down, so as the fires hit, we
really had to kick in to high gear,"
said Michael Mertens, business
operations manager for Monsanto's
Phos-Chek facility. "We immediately went into 24-!nur, around-theclock manufacturing, shipping to
five locations."
Phos-Chek itself is a compound
made up of about 11 different components, primarily ammoniu;n phosphate and ammonium sulfate. 1llese
ingredients are designed to produce
a muddy type substance that blankets a fire-ravaged area.

The reddish color is added to the
Phos-Chek so that firefighters and
pilots can see exactly where the
chemical retardent has already been
dropped.
Although Phos-Chek may be
deadly to fires, it is non-toxic and
does not damage the landscape or
soil at all. In fact, when the PhosChek dries in the sunlight, it not only
loses its coloration but also acts • a
fertilizer to help institute growth of
new vegetation.
''The main ingredient is basically
fertilizer, we get our fertilizer the
same place the farmer gets l1is. We
add a coloring agent and a thic:taler
to make it wort a lot more efl'ecdvely, and that's basically all you ba¥e
in it," said Mertens.A

The Day You Discover That Your House is Smarter Than You Are 11
IMOvalions!Micluul Schrage

tweaked the oven a few degrees for
my pizza Everything nice and cozy

Tie-Communicadons Inc., the
ation 's largest cable televion company, is in talks to
launch a pilot project in conjunction
with Pacific Gas &: Electric Co. and
Microsoft Corp. to design a "smart
home." The home automation industry is expected to triple in size from
$I. 7 billion this year to more than
$5.1 billion by the year 2000.

when I arrived. Maybe I should get
the universal remote surgically
auached.

Nov. 28, 1995:
Moved in at last Finally, we live
in the smanest house in the neighborhood. Everything's networked.
The cable TV is connected to our
phone, which is connected to my
personal computer, which is connected to the power lines, all the
appliances and the security system.
Everything runs off of a universal
remote with the friendliest interface
I've ever used. Programming is a
snap. I'm like, totally wired.
No v.JO:

Hot Sluff! Programmed my VCR
from 1be office, tumed up the ther·
mostat and switched on the ligbu
with the car phone. remotely

Dec.3:
Yesterday, the kitchen crashed.
Freak event. As I opened the refrigerator door, the light bulb blew.
Immediately, everything else electrical shut down-lights, microwave,
coffee maker-everything. Carefully
unplugged and replugged all the
appliances. Nothing.
Called the cable company (but not
from the kitchen phone). They refer
me to the utility. The utility insists
that the problem is in the software.
So, the software company NilS some
remote teled.iagnostics via my bouse
processor. Their expert system
cJalma it has 10 be lhe utility's fauh.
I don't care, I just Wllll my ldtchen
back. More phone calls; more
remote diagnostics.
Turns out 1be problem was ''unanticlpated failure mode": The network
had never seen a refrigerator bulb
failure wblle the door w• open. So
the fuzzy logic interpreted the
burnout 11 a power swp and abut

down the entire kitchen. But because
sensor memory confirmed tha there
hadn't actually been a power surge.
the kitchen's logic sequence was
confused and it couldn't do a standard restart. The utility guy swears
this was the first time this has ever
happened. Rebooting the kitchen
took over an hour.

Dec. 7:
The police are not happy. Our
house keeps calling them for help.
We discover that whenever we play
the TV or stereo above 2S decibels.
it creates patterns of micro-vibra·
lions that get amplified when they
hit the window. When these vibralions mix with a gust of wind. the
security sensors are activated, and
the police computer concludes that
IOIDeoDe is tryiDa to break In, &0 fig-

ure.
Another glitch: Whenever the
basement is in self-dilgDOIIic mode,
the universal remote won•t let me
dwlge the cblnnela on my TV. Thai
means I actually have to get up off
the couch and change 1be channels
by band. The software and the utility
people say lhil ftaw will be fbed in
the next upgrade SmanHouse 2.1.

But it's not ready yet.

Dec.ll:
This is a nightmare. Tlwre•a a
virus in the house. My penooal
computer caught it while blOWIID&
on the public access network. I COlle
home and the living room is a - .
the bedroom windows are CO¥eftlll
with ice, the refrigeratOr has~
ed, the washing machine has tbJieil
the basement, the garage _ . lJ
cycling up and down and t1tt TY ii
stuck on the home shopping ..........
Throughout the house, ligld'liclllr
like stroboscopes umt they
from the strain. Broken
everywhere. Of course, the
sensors detect nodling.
I look at a messaae
bing on my personal
sc:reen: "Welcome to
er!!! Now, the fun
ever so bumble thele•s no

HomeWRCter)."
I act out of 111e boule.

Dec. II:
They lhiM lbey've

fecled 1be boule. but
abamblea. Pipe1 have

,._s..,..."
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Inland Empire Not 2nd Class
EDITORIAL

I

f you live or do business in the Inland Empire long enough, undoubledly
you '11 stan to develop a regional inferiority complex. Not because the
Inland Empire is in anyway less productive, attractive or desirable than
either Orange or L.A. Counties, but because when it comes to government or
policy matters, the Inland Empire is consistantly treated like the bastard stepchild of these other two major metropolitan areas.
1be latest solidification of the abusive relationship between L.A. County
and the Inland Empire comes from the Board of Airport Commissioners,
which oversees the operations of both Ontario and Los Angeles Airpons.
It seems as if the BAC has put the construction of Ontario Airport's new
terminal on hold until it can resolve the maner of collecting delinquent landing fees from several airlines that utilize the L.A. Airpon.
As if it weren't bad enough that Ontario is receiving the shon end of the
stick for financing, there's yet another catch. With all of this flap over airlines
having to pay the delinquent LAX landing fees, these same airlines may be rerouted to Ontario, stuffing the already overburdened Ontario terminal to
beyond the rafters.
It is about time that the officials who control Ontario Airpon and the cities
who benefit from having it in the Inland Empire, take a stand and ask the
BAC to quit squabbling over landing fees that were rung up years ago and
move toward the future.
If we are ever going to break the vicious cycle of the surrounding counties
treating the Inland Empire, its businesses and citizens like second-class individuals, we need to stan with one of the most imponant features of the areaOntario Airport.&

Squirrels and Owls and
Flies- Oh My!

~----

I

EDITORIAL

~----~

n the recent past, there has been some squabbling over the rights of endangered species versus the steam of progress. Two of the most recent examples of this political wrangling concern the expansion of the Snow Summit
sld resort and the development of the Agua Mansa Enterprise Zone.
It seems thai the development of the two areas is being held up by the fact
thai they are both being inhabited by endangered species. Snow Summit is
home to spoaed owls and Dying squirrels, and Agua Mansa is apparently the
favored stomping grounds of an endangered fly. That's right, a fly.
It's no wonder thai california is in one of the worst economic downturns in
iiS history. Rules and regulations in the state are simply choking the life out of
development IDd business.
This is DOC to say thai the Dies and squirrels shouldn't be cared for, but at
whit price? One has to wonder how much tax revenue was raised last year by
the spoaed owls.&

Art DiNciDr: Joe"-

a-~aoa-:,....A. Tllpla
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Commentary

Tort Reform: Limiting Fees
Limits Liberty
By Senator Bill Leonard
here is very little in pol itics that generates so mucn agreement
as the notion that ton reform is desperately needed. Everyone
acknowledges that California's legal system is bogged down
with lawsuits that drag on for months and years. This legal monstrosity is damaging our already fragile business climate and huning consumers with higher prices for goods
and services. Several attempts
This legal monstrosity is
have been made in the past few
damaging our already
years to institute reform in the Califragile business climate fornia legal system, but none have
and hurting consumers been successful.
The latest contender to taKe
with higher prices for
advantage of the consensus opinion
goods and services.
that something must be done is
Several attempts have Barry Keene, the president of the
been made in the past Association for California Tort
Reform. Keene has submitted an
few years to institute
reform in the California initiative for the 19?4 ballot which
would impose restrictions on the
legal system. but none
amount of fees an attorney can
have been successful.
receive for personal injury suits.
He believes that limiting the
income of attorneys will cut down on the amount of frivolous lawsuits
which are plaguing our legal system.
This approach is a misguided attempt to stop the lunacy of frivolous
suits. California should not get involved in the regulation of attorney's
wages. Negotiating the cost of services is best left between the attorney and his or her client.
A better way to solve California's lawsuit crises is to institute
reforms such as "Loser Pays" or
"English Rule" that require the •:r.'='l~P.J.ml!l: solve Calilosing litigant to pay the winner's
legal expenses if they lose. If fornia's lawsuit crises is to
people know they will have to pay
institute reforms such as
the other pany's fees, they will not
bring suits that are not legitimate.
"Loser Pays·· or "English
Another option is Federal Rule 11
that allows a judge to impose Rule·· that require the lossanctions on an attorney or a pany
to the lawsuit for submitting a ing litigant to pay the wincase that is not well grounded in
fact. Both of these methods would ner ·s legal expenses if they
deter the introduction of unmeritolose. If people know they
rious lawsuiiS.
We must also consider: limiting
will have to pay the other
punitive damage awards to acts of
conscious wrongdoing rather than
party's fees. they will not
negligence; instituting mandatory
pretrial settlement conferences so
bring suits that are not
that all parties in a lawsuit arc
legitimate.
forced to attempt to resolve the
dispute; and instituting a drug and
alcohol defense ~tt which would hold plaintiffs responsible for their
injuries if they were intoxicated at the time and are more than 50%
responsible for the accident
·
The main goal of ton refonn must be to create a legal system that is
unfriendly to lawyers and plaintiffs who seck personal gain by abusing
the law.&

T

-Leonard u a California Sllltt Senator rtprtsentbll 11M Jl•t District.
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Carl Ross
oever said " ll's a
ungle Out There "
may have been looking
out at the courtyard of Safari
Business Center. This month,
IEBJ interviews entrepreneur/
golfer/hunter/developer Carl
Ross, who says the unusual
office complex is a dream coming true for him. The complex
features life-siz.ed bronze
giraffes and a life-sized bronze
elephant which roars. For a
"safari tour" for school children
or other groups, contact Donna
White, general manager, at (909)
947-5896.
IEBJ: What properties do you own
in the Inland Empire?
Ross: I have Safari Business Center
on Vineyard Ave., Safari Executive
Office Building on Inland Empire
Blvd. across the street from the
Hilton Hotel and Airport Commerce
Center South which is located on
Archibald just nonh of Cedar.
IEBJ: How long were you in the
golf business?
Ross: About 26 years, I guess. I was
Arnold Palmer's first employee in
1960 and 1 worked for him for 10
years. In ! 970, 1 founded Lynx Golf
Company and was president for 16
years until my retirement in 1986.
IEBJ: What kind of man is Arnold
Palmer'?
Ross: He is a very interesting person, very honorable, sincere and
honest. He's a hard-working, regular
guy who grew up in Latrobe, Pennsylvania on a golf course where his
father was the pro. I have never
heard one person say a bad word
about Arnold Palmer. He is the
greatest person I have ever known.

A closer look ...
Name: Carl Ross
Age: 57
Family: Wife, Angie; daughter, Safari Natalie, 4-1/2; son,
Remington Carl, 11 months.
Hobbies: Golf, hunting, fishing and trekking.
Affiliations: Vice president,
Safari Club International;
member, La Quinta Golf Club
and Red Hill Country Club.

Safari Business Center is a dream coming true. I
dreamt of a building, the finest industrial park in the
state of California, and I have done just that. My park
has a theme and a personality.

IEBJ: What changes have you seen
in Ontario since you came here in
1985?
Ross: The biggest change has been
in the Ontario Airpon. I have
watched the construction for several
years now and understand that the
construction of the new terminal will
stan this fall. This will really
strengthen the city of Ontario and
enhance the industrial growth within
the Inland Empire.

Ross: In my opinion, the environmentalists and the politicians are
chasing the corporations and many
businesses out of the state. We need
to relax the policies of OSHA, the
AQMD and the EPA to encourage
businesses to come to California.
Nevada and Arizona are in boom
times right now, while California is
in the worst depression since the
'30s. Until this happens, we will
continue to suffer here in the Golden
State.
IEBJ: Who are some of your current

done just that My park has a theme
and a personality. From the height of
the buildings, which is 35 feet, to the
reflective glass offices, to the coinengraved animal ribbon around all of
the buildings, we have a better
mouse-trap.

Ross: We have companies like Bell
& Howell, K-man, Valvoline Motor
Oil, Westinghouse, General Electric,
Sumitomo Machinery, Unisys, Oak
Distributors and many other lesserknown companies that we treat like
Fortune 500 companies.

IEBJ: What is your occupancy rate?
Ross: 91%.
IEBJ: Can you explain your high
occupancy rate in a very soft real
estate market?

IEBJ: Are you under construction
now?
Ross: Yes, we have about 140,000
square feet under construction now,
and that will total about 1,1 00,000
square feet available by next year.

Ross: I'm convinced it has to be the
IEBJ: I'm sure you have been asked
many times why you have put so
much money into your park. Can
you explain this to me?
Ross: Most developers build industrial buildings, get them leased, sell
them to an investment group or an
insurance company and then go
down the road and build another
park. I built Safari Business Center
to own. not to sell. My children will
own Safari Business Center some
day and I'm very proud of what I
have, and this is reflected in the
overall condition of the business
center.

Ross: Not really. The golf business
is in my blood, and it never leaves
you. I lost my left thumb in a hunting accident two years ago, and
don't play as well as I used to, but I
still love the game. Golf has been
very good to me over the years.
IEBJ: Tell me about Safari Business

Ross: In 1985 I purchased 56 acres
of ground from Bunker Hunt and

IEBJ: What can be done to funher
increase your occupancy rate and
also the general occupancy within
the Inland Empire?

tenant.~?

decided to develop the finest industrial park in California there, and I
named it SAFARI.

IEBJ: Are you happy to be out of
the golf business?

IEBJ: When did you buy your first
piece of property in the Inland
Empire?

within the center. The fact that we
have on-site property management
and maintenance is also of value to
any prospective client.

Center.
Ross: Safari Business Center is a
dream coming true. I dreamt of a
building: the finest industrial park in
the state of California, and I have

location. We're 300 yards north of
the 60 freeway with near access to
the 10 and 15 freeways The quality
and care of the business center Is
mirrored in the overall appearance of
the building's impeccable liDdacape
and in the bronze sculptures located

IEBJ: What are your plans for the
future?
Ross: At this time I have no future
plans. I have one more building to
complete at Safari, and I probably

won't build after lbat.

~
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Go Global for Higher Returns and Less Volatility
Would Norton and George Air Force Bases best serve the public as airports?

E

view, u president of the
Airport Alllhority, I feel tbll we

uac tbc facDity as it wu

iDiended to be used under the public

pic will be back to work in this

benefit trlnSfer, and that is, • Ill airport.

rqion alooc.
We feel that we sbould have ooc

We 11e dealm, with many potential tenants right now and we arc

of the most IIUCCellfu1 clolures in the

CXJlC'Clinlthat as soon as we can get
a SS-ycar Jcasc, we will be able to
decide Oil oa:upancy.
We 11e sure that once the facility
is occupied, that the benefits to the
public will be that thousands of pco-

u.s.
With the Nonon facilities, we

could have ooc of the finest airpon
facilities in the country - it baa nmwaya big enough to allow any plane
that could fly to land til=; it is completely surrounded by freeways on

By Tom Davis

all aides; and we have good flying
coodidooa 36S days a year.

One of tbc purposes of this public
benefit ttansfcr is that an airport at
Norton would be able to relieve a lot
of the congestion at Ontario Airport.
Obviously, Ontario Airpon bas a
great deal of congestion right now.
I think it's time that we send a
message to California and the San
Bernardino community that we are
beaded for economic recovery, and 1
think San Bernardino International
Airport would be the catalyst for that

recovery.

Taking Care Of
Business Is Easy
With Montclair Plaza
Gift Certificates.
Searching for that perfect business
gift this season doesn't have to be a
second job. It's easy with Montclair
Plaza gift certificates. Available now
from $5 to $25, they're the perfect
solution to )'001' professional needs.
And with over 220 stores to ch~
from, emplo)US and clients alike,
are sure to love them. So stop in at
our bftr bel Inhmation Centtr.
We have )'001' bUsiness matters all
Wiappedup.

A

;ar

a s

the future
plans
for
George Air
Force Base,
there 11e two differed entities currently vyina for that project; tbc city
of Adelanto and the Victor Valley
Redevelopment Authority.
Both have placed plans on the
table for the reuac of tbc facility.
Tbcre bas been a long-standing

dcb8ll: between tbc two cuitica who

are involved-both of whom

arc ·

vylna for Ill *bport.

Tbc debate is because they both
rccopizc the potential for the
imptCt of an alrpon off of a major

transponalioo corridor; tbc effects of
the congested airways in Southern
California, the abundance of land
available for future development

IIOUDd tbc facility to the north and
DOrtb wac, IIIII tbey 1rc bolb inlm'-

elllediD1111!11111Jl. . .,._ldta.

G

lobal investing today is easier and more commonplace
than you might think. Just 20
years ago, the U.S. accounted for
more than half of the world's economic activity. Today, just over a
third of the world's goods and services come from the United States
while 62% come from non-U.S .
markets. With most of the investment opportunities beyond our
shores, even conservative investors
should consider investing overseas.
But the great number of opportunities isn't the only reason to invest
abroad. While America struggles
with budget deficits and higher
taxes, many foreign countries are
expected to provide better opportunities for profitable investment.
Selected financial markets in
Europe, Asia and Latin America
may hold the most timely opportunities.
A World of Opportunity
In Europe, interest rates are high
due to inflation and stock prices are
relatively low because of recession.
That spells opportunity for investors
in both stocks and bonds. Many
European stocks appear to be good
values, with attractive price/earnings
ratios. European bonds generally
carry higher yields than U.S. bonds.
In many cases, European countries
are just beginning to rally. As their
economics recover and interest rates
fall, prices of European stocks and
bonds should rise- just as U.S.
securities benefited from declining
domestic interest ralCS in 1991 and

1992.
The Asian economies, with the
exception of Japan, are already
growing. They 11e expected to grow
' " to 8" over the next few years,
fueled by intra-regional trade and
investment. infrastructure spending,
China's economic boom and increasina consumpdon by a growing mid-

dle class.
In Latin America, developing
nations are making progress toward
economic stability and greater international competitiveness. Regional
economics abould grow 3" to ' "
over the next few yean, driven
mostly by expons to the United
States. This situation should also
benefit with the recent pusaae of
the North American Free Trade

Apema.

....

Dl.. ~ ...... c.trel
Yes, inremalioaal iDveldna carries risltl that do not affect U.S.
inveatmems.
in poUdca
and currenc:y excbanJe ratca can
increase or clecreue rctuma. and

aaan,ea

there are special tax treatments. You
over the past 20 years. And, bond
should consider investing only a porportfolios made up of70% U.S. govtion of your funds abroad and, as
ernment bonds and 30% foreign
with most investments, maintain a
government bonds provided the least
long-tenn perspecvolatile mix.
tive.
1bc reason?
Nonetheless,
The world's marEven if you can·t travel
studies have conket cycles do not
firmed that intermove in tandem .
around the world to find
national diversifiWhen the U.S. is
cation can reduce enriching experiences. your in
recession,
volatility. Equity
Europe or Asia
portfolios commay be thriving.
money can.
posed of 60% U.S.
As a result, overstocks and 40%
seas markets often
non-U.S. stocks provided the least
rise when the U.S. markets fall and
volatility without sacrificing returns
vice versa.

Talk With an Expert
Where should you invest for the
highest returns with the least risk? A
number of investments, including
stocks, bonds, mutual funds and
closed-end country funds, provide
easy access to intemadonal owtets.
Talk with your financial consultant
about how much to invest overseas
and which securities are suitable for

you.
Even if you can't travel around
the world to find enriching experiences, your money can.A

-Davis is a financial consultiJIIl with
the offices of Smith Barney Shears011

i11 Claremollt.

ONE WAY to MAKE
YouR CLIENTS
LovE You MoRE:

See Them Less.
Introducing

TELECO FERENCING SERVICES

from

GTE .

The logic is this : You can be

paniopann of rhe scheduled call,

more producuve and efficient ser-

reserve prearranged rimes for

vicing your clients by meeting

meetings, send our casserte

more

via

recordings of your meeung, and

Conference Connecrions!' GTE 's

more. And you don't waste money

cusromized teleconferencing ser-

by paying for serv1ces you don t

v1ce. You can host a professional

need, makmg our teleconferenc-

meeting over the phone, be con-

mg serv1ce very affordable So call

necred d1g1tally to more than 600

today, and we 11 fsx you mote

often

wuh

them

locauons, and have a GTE operator accesstble to ass1st you In
adda>aon, our operators can 1tot1fy
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SBA Adjusts Interest Rate on Disaster
By &gene E. Valdez

B

ants that make commercial
loms these days are under
tremendous pressure, espe-.
daDy pressure that is exerted by outside bank examiners IDd b8nk stock-

holden.
Bllllt examiners and blnlt stockholden usually have the same
desires, tbat is, that blnting executives manqe their banks in a safe
and prudent manner so as to maximize depositor oonfidence.
One way of measuJins "safe and
prudent" is by measuring the quality
of a b8nk's commercial loan ponfolio, i.e., bow many "JOOd companies" has the b8nk lent money to as
opposed to "bad companies."
In a more sophisticated sense,
loan portfolio quality can be measured by such yardsticks as the percemage of non-performing loans to
toca1 W.. or the pertentage of actual bad loin write-offs to toca1 loans

emnded

For I aJIIliDeldal blnJt. tbe quality of ill loa ponfoJio is usually the
DUmber' one faclor affecdD& a blot's
overall pofi1ability. Witb this • the
bactpoaad (coupled with a recession) CCIIIUile:dal blnb, more than
ever before, are focused on early
iclencificldoa of problem COIIIpiDies
io tbeir pordOiio and lbe subleqllelll
agresai¥e "miNii'W of tbae compmies" out of tbe t.t.. "Mau8ioo
problem cnmpmles out of tbe t.:lt"
is a baaker's polite way of llkiDB
c:ompllliea 10 find another bank to
bonow IIICllleY from.
Problem companies can be

situation IS related to Ibis writer by I
business owner, his banker, his CPA
and his financial consultant. This
case study is designed to give you,
the business owner, some insights u
to what you might do if your bank
suddenly asks your company to
leave the bank. 1be IW!i;:s listed are

fictional.

Ace Manufacturing Inc.: A
case Study
Ace Manufacturina Inc. (AMI) is

a 10-year-old corporation engaged in
the manufacture of various electrical
supplies. The company is owned
100% by Fred Ace.
The company's primary target
martet is electrical supply distributors. In its heyday, the company generated about S 10 million in sales
volume. For eight of its 10 years in
business, AMI bad banlted with Progressive Bank (PB). For the last
three years; PB bad made available
to AMI a $750,000 line of credit
which the company had always paid
back as agreed.

Dear Fred

nepdve trends in the company's
openting resulll, tbe clecUrling value
of tbe collateral: N;e had pledged
for his line of cmlit IDd "tiie pervasive problems in the construction
industry," Progressive Bank was no
Ionaer interested in providing Ace a
$750,000 line of credit
1be letter further stated Progressive Bank wam:d Ace to find another lender and pay off Progressive by
no later than Sept. 1, 1992 or 120
days from the date of the letter. During the next 120 days, the letter indicated his line was frozen meaning no
new advances would be approved.
Ace, upon receipt of the letter,
was extremely angry and somewhat
confused. While he did not agree
with the banlt 's logic, he reluctantly
accepted their position and vowed to
himself to locate another lender as
soon as possiblr.. He thought it
would be easy.
In early June 1992, Ace contacted
four local commercial banks and
supplied financial statements on his
company. In each case, the prospective bank turned down his loan
request, citina several factors,
including operatina losses and

sive Bank and informed them that he
would comply with their request by
Sept. 1 and that be had hired a finandal adviser to help him. Additionally, the consultant sent a letter of
introduction to Proaressive Bank
and offered to send Progressive
Bank bimonthly status reports on the
progress of negotiations with new
lenders.
Further, in late June, the consultant contacted AMI's CPA Dale
Debit to request that Debit prepare a
six-month financial statement for the
period ending June 30,1992 as soon
as possible.
In early August 1992, the company's comprehensive loan proposal
was completed and the six-month
financial statement for the period
ending 6{30/92 was inciuded in the
appendix.
While the company still reported
a loss for the second quaner, the
losses for April and May were
smaller than previous months and
the company showed a small profit
for the month of June. 1be improvement in profitability resulted from
swift actions in slashing overhead
and a revised marketing strategy.
In mid-August, the consultant
contacted eight different lenders
whose lendiJia criteria wu less strict
than Progressive Bank and who were
active in accounts receivable lending. Proareasive Bank did not have
an accounts receivable lending
department, citing hilh administrative costs and high credit risks. 1be
consultant choose this type of
financing because, despite the company's recent unprofitable opera-

Due to the recession and the
rmlltilll softening of the electrical
commercial market, AMI's sales
volume fdl off 20'11 for fiJcal 1991
excessive Ievera,e.
and the company broke even in
In late June 1992, Ace worried
terms of profits. For the first three
about findina another lender by
mombs of 1992 tbrough March, tbe
Sept. 1, 1992, and CODIIcted his CPA
company's financial statements
for advice. After meed111 with his
revealed a continuina decrease in
CPA, it wu decided that the best
sales and $150,000 first quarter loss.
course of action was to hire a finanNc forwarded these financial statedal consultant lmowledaeabie about
meDII to Propaaive Bllllt io April
bankina and financial restructures.
1992. His $750,000 line of credit,
His CPA knew of sucb a consultant
wbicb be bad used frequently and
and refemd the consultant to Ace.
bad a c:urrau balance of $500,000
Consultant's Strategy
cllfilled • COPIJW'iea dill - JoliDc
""'"ancti"', was due to IIIIIIW Dec.
Ace hired the consultaDI who laid tiona, AMI had excellent paying cusIDCIIIeJ, are ldply Jevenaed, bave 31, 1992.
out a step-by-step straleay. 1be first
rcmers and thus quality receivables.
W'¢rred . . . . . . . .
have
In .May of 1992, Ace received a
step involved a thorough analysis of
A
$600,000 line of credit was
aepdve wortma capital or have
certified letter from Proaressive
AMI's operations to pinpoint the
requested,
which was roughly equivpledJed collateral whose value•
Bank and AMI's loan officer Bill problem areas contributing to the
alent to 80,., of the company's
....,., ....fico.Miy clecream
Pdncipll.
COIIIplllly'SlOSiel. (Nc bad not done
monthly receivables. Each lender
Tile fDIIoMua c:a1e IlDdy is a tJUe
Tile leaer staled that, "due to the this prior to contactina lenders on
received a copy of the company's
his own io early June). The second
lOID proposal.
THE SIL4PE OF &4NKING IN lllVERSIDE
step involved cldaminina wbat corOf lbe eight different lenders tbat
rective actions were necessary and
tbe consultant contacted, two lenders
implementina them immediately.
turned the request down and six
1be tbin1 step would invol¥e draftlenders approved the request. Three
..., a comprehensive loan proposal. of the lenders who approved the loan
Tile loan proposal would describe request were eliminated due to
why AMIWiost money, wbal corexcessively blgh Interest rate quotes.
recam ICdonl bad been taten. why
Of the three remaJnin& lenders, the
the relation&bip with Proaressive
consultant neaotiated loan terms
eanit bad deteriorated, and, more
with each and finally selected the
lmportllldy whit type and IIIIOid of
beat lender which be presented to
financina AMI NOW needed to
Ace for biJ approval.
remain a viable company in the
In late Aupatl992, the compa-

without
credit
from
available
other sources is
3.625%, down from

C

Looking for the cure
to your banking ailments?

On tbe ClOIWI!!JaN's advice. ill lale
June 1992, Nc c:oalacllld Pqla-

ny's new lelider tanded lbe $600.000
Qlile aacl Pro-

,.,.,,.,,

ICC01IIIII ~

ConritWed From Page 10

gressive Bank was paid off and their
liens on AMI's collateral released.
The upshot was that AMI was able
to establish a new lending relationship at an interest rate of only 2.00%
higher than they were paying before,
and the collateral required was les.~ .
Additionally, AMI was able to leave
Progressive Bank under ci\'il tenns,
thereby protecting its reputation and
credit standing within its community
and also with its suppliers and its
employees.
Banks asking businesses to leave
their bank is a common phenomena
these days. While you do not have to
hire a consultant to help you accomplish the goal of obtaining a new
lender, you do need to develop an
exit strategy. Additionally, as our
case study indicates, give yourself a
sufficient amount of lead time and be
patient. You will be happy with the
results. A
-Valdez is prtsUknl and CEO of the
Claremonl Consulting Group, advisors ro tlllreprt~urs and their
organizations. (909) 621-6336.

BETTER & DIFFERENT
INLAND
COMMUNITY
BANK
The Inland Empire's Best Kept Secret
' custom tailored business
offers
banking that will add to your
bottom line•

awr..

fUture.

II

InJury disaster
Federal law requires that loans help provide
necessary working
interest rates for each
capital for nonloan be based on whether farm small busi4%.
Rates for loans the applicant does or does ~ tnil resumpto nonprofit organition of normal
not have credit available
zations, set by a
operations after a
elsewhere (the ability to physical disaster
different formula,
fell from 7.625% to
borrow or use their own evenL Tile maximum loan is $1.5
7. 125% for groups
resources to overcome
with access to
milliort This loan
the disaster).
limit applies to the
credit elsewhere.
Tile rate remains at
combination of
physical and economic injury.
4% for nonprofit organizations withFederal law requires that interest
out credit elsewhere.
SBA offers several different types
rates for each loan be based on
of disaster loans:
whether the applicant does or does
Home disaster loans cover uninnot have credit available elsewhere
sured disaster damages of up to
(the ability to borrow or use their
$100,000 for real estate (for homeown resources to overcome the disowners) and up to $20,000 for peraster). Currently, more than 95% of
sonal property (renters and home
SBA's disaster loans are to borrowowners).
ers without credit available elseBusiness
where.
the statutory for-~~~~~
The maximum loan term is 30
mula that sets
es were prompt- physical disaster
loans cover uninyears. However, for businesses with
rates for SBA discredit available elsewhere, the law
aster loans to ed by the effect of contin- sured disaster damlimits the maximum term to three
ages to real estate,
homeowners and
ued low market interest
years. The term of each loan is
inventory, machinrenters.
established in accordance with each
The new rates rates on the statutory for- ery and equipment,
and other assets of
borrower's ability to repay. Based
for homeowners
mula that sets rates for
non-fann businesson the financial circumstances of
and renters with
SBA disaster loans to
es of all sizes and
each borrower, SBA determines the
credit available
nonprofit organizaactual loan term.
eJsev..ilere is 7.25%,
homeowners and renters. tions, up to S1.5
All of SBA's programs and serdown from 8%.
million.
vices are extended to the public on a
The JaeS fur homeEconomic
norHiiscriminatory basis.A
owners and renters
hanges in market interest
rates have prompted an
adjusunent in the rates that
the U.S. Small Business Administration charges on loans to some fire
disaster victims to as little as
3.625%, SBA Administrator Erskine
Bowles said.
The lower rates apply particularly
to loans to homeowners and renters
who suffered uninsured damages in
disasters that occurred after Oct. I,
which includes a small fire disaster
in Massachusetts and the wildfires m
Southern California.
"I'm very happy to announce
these changes, because it will make
it more affordable for disaster victims to rebuild their homes, get back
up on their feet and get on with their
lives," Bowles said.
The chanReS were prompted by
the effect of continued low market
interest rates on

Are You Prepared
For a 'Dear John'
Letter From the
Bank

FIRSf

9fmaeslyle CJ>ersonal ~
~made £om11y

PROFFSSIO~

BANKN.A.

~le:frienlly ~

California's Health Care Bank

Inland Empire Regional Office
10 North 5th street
Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 335-8532
santa Monica - Beverly Hills -Tarzana
Pasadena - Cedars Sinai <eBen
Member FDIC

'\l shoW you wit\1•••

W won't ius\ te\\ JOU, we
e t ()IDSIJUCiionLoanS

• ~~Professional \.OlliS
• BusiJleSS
• SBA \.,oalll \.,oalll
o}leal f.s1IICCaJd ~~
·Macb~Dl
member FDIC

.couners~ . '
• 'raX DepOSil ~
• Payroll~

• coos~ \.,oalll
• l\OIDC

----(909) 874--4444
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Alternate Workouts Can Reduce Cost and Frustration of Bankruptcy H
By John A. Barclay

B

anlcruptcy is not a panacea
that provides debtors with
interminable delays at the
cast of creditors. Debrors and creditors are realizing that more effective
methods exist for restruCturing troubled companies than through the tortuous route of bankruptcy.
When the recession began,
debtors found courts more tolerant
of complex business and legal theories to justify continuing bankruptcy
protection for debtors. However, as
the economy worsened and judicial
resources
became
strained,

bankruptcy couns have become
more adept at recognizing debtors
whose effons are futile, and give
creditors in these "futile" cases
speedy relief.
Business bankruptcies typically
fall into two categories; "single"
asset or real estate reorganizations
and operating business reorganizations. The single asset or real estate
bankruptcy is commonly filed by
investment groups whose propeny
lacks the income necessary for loan
payments. In these cases, lenders
need the coun's permission to foreclose on the propeny. A creditor
must show that the propeny has no

equity and the debtor cannot effectively reorganize if the creditor
wants to enforce its rights.
Debtors have many tools to help
reorganize in bankruptcy. However,
it is vinually impossible for a debtor
to reorganize a single asset real
estate bankruptcy without an infusion of additional capital.
As California real estate values
continued their decline, judges
became less willing to tolerate
debtors who would try to avoid
inevitable foreclosure based on a
pipe-dream of reduced vacancies
and increased rents in the near
future. While projecting rosy

In San Gabriel, Dr. Rosenberg operates a very
successful dental practice.
But m order to be successful, he must provide stateof-the-an technology.

on Chino Valley Bank for
a wide range ofbusiness
banking services, from
bankers who know
business.
Give us a call and we'll
He banks on his business ..__ ____._....;;;;;;....;;;:;;;;;;;...;;==.. send an experienced
cmlit line at OUno Valley
business banker to your
Bank to enable him to purchase the
place ofbusiness for a free on-site analysis.
eqwpmalt the minute heneedsJL
Bank on us to show you new ways to
For- nearly twenty years, forwardimprove your business.
thinking businesses in the San Gabriel
Alrlldia • Olino • CtJIIDtf • C4rmta • Cotlina

Frnut~~~t~ • Orw:JriD • ~ • R~rJmitk

business.
A number of companies have

used pre-pactapd bankruptCies. In

Valley and Inlaod Empire have relied

.scm Bmtanlitto • .scm Gabriel• Up/lmd

futures, most debtors lacked the confidence or financial ability to make
substantial new capital investments.
Those investors who are willing to
make a new investment in the propeny can wait until foreclosure and
then repurchase the propeny at the
reduced value from the lender who
also provides favorable financing.
The Bankruptcy Code gives a
debtor the exclusive right for 120
days after the bankruptcy is filed to
present a plan of reorganization.
However, a number of judges have
become so disenchanted with
prospects of success for single asset
real estate bankruptcies that, upon
filing, they immediately issue an
order requiring that a plan be filed
within 60 days. This signals to the
debtor that if there is a sincere interest in reorganizing, there should be
an immediate plan and, if the debtor
does not have a plan, the creditors
will be allowed to take the propeny.
The heavy workload of bankruptcy judges only allows them to spend
time on those businesses which they
realistically believe have a prospect
for reorganization.
The judges' jaundiced view in a
real estate bankruptcy is well supponed. Over 90% of real estate
bankruptcies are unable to get a plan
approved by the court. or the
remainders, most of them cannot
carry-out the plan that the coun has
approved.
Bankruptcy judges are more tolerant with an on-going business than a
real estate reorganization. Nevenheless, successful reorganizations are
few and far between.
There are significant costs to reorganizing. Professional fees often
exceed $100,000 to approve a plan
of reorganization in a modest size
company.
In addition, the debtor may have
to pay other panies' professional
fees. For example, a creditor's committee's (a group representing the
interest of unsecured creditors)
lawyer is paid with the debtor's
money. lust as the debtor incurs
substantial fees in bankruptcy, so do
tbe creditors.
As creditors and debtors gain
more experience with the costs and
frustrations of bankruptcy, and the
predictable outcome in many situations, they have found alternative
ways to resolve the fate of a troubled

Chino Valley Bank
The Bank Business Banks On.

this situation the debtor and the
major ~tors ap-ee on tbe contents
of a plan of l'eOipDization before the
bankruptcy ia fUecl. When the
banltruptcy il flied, tbe dilclosure

.... . . . . . . of ftiOipiUadon
,__,_ P.,_J6
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Most IE Banks Still in the Race at Third Quarter's End

A

s the third quaner results for
banks in the Inland Empire
rolled in, it became increasingly clear that there are three completely different types of banking
institutions in the area - a handful
of winners, a handful of losers and
everyone else.
While most all the banks in the
area reponed profits during the third
quaner of 1993, there is a tremendous disparity between the big winners and the nominal losers.
While Chino Valley Bank turned
in earnings of $2.5 million in the
third quaner, 8.8% better than the
bank's earnings in the third quaner
of '92, other area banks like
Ontario's First Trust Bank, reponed
heavy losses which they attribute to
ill-fated real estate investments.

Vineyard Bank saw a complete turnaround in its
financial performance from
third quarter 1992. This
year. the bank listed earnings of $292,000 in
contrast to last year·s
loss of $749,000.
Ontario First Trust saw its earnings plunge by $1.3 million in the
third quaner, citing write-offs on
real estate as the primary reason for
its dismal income.
While Chino Valley and Ontario
First Trust represent opposite ends
of the scale, by far, the largest classification of Inland area banks during
the third quaner has to be the one's
reponing lower but still nominal
earnings.
Pomona First Federal Savings and
Loan reponed profits of more than
S1.1 million during the third quaner;
these numbers represented a 61%
tumble from the earnings posted by
the bank during the same quarter of
1992. Pomona First Federal's officers have been sheepish about the
reason for their bank's slip in earnings.
"Primarily, it's the same story,"
said Rinehart in an interview with
the Daily Bulletin. "It has to do with
loan loss provisions on real estate•••
We're feeling the effects of the economic recession and the slumping
housing economy in Southern California."
This same sentiment was echoed
by a number of other local banlting
officers who have seen their bank. 's
profits slip as the area's housing
martel sinlts deeper Into tbe reces-

siorwy doldrums.

At California State Bank the third
quaner earning statistics nearly mirrored those of Pomona First Federal.
Cal State recorded $672,000 in earnings, a drop of 32% from the bank's
earnings during the same period last
year.
"We are pleased with the bank's
ability to produce satisfactory earnings during this prolonged period of
slow economic activity in our market area," said Eugene Bishop, president. "While we expect to remain
profitable, earnings results in the
future will continue to be influenced
by economic conditions in Southern

California and the effect on the volume and quality of our loan ponfolio."
Only a handful of banks were able
to escape the real estate market's
financial gauntlet and record steady
earnings.
Vineyard Bank saw a complete
turnaround in its financial performance from third quaner 1992. This
year, the bank listed earnings of
$292,000 in contrast to last year's
loss of $749,000.
Upland Bank was another third
quaner winner with profits of more
than S 15,000 which is a far cry from

its $782,000 loss last year.
By far, however, the big winner
for 1993 has to be Chino Valley
Bank which has not only managed to
post profits throughout the year but
also stay aggressive in the banking
market.
CVB was ranked as one of the
Top 50 performing banks in the state
this year and hasn't rested on its laurels.
Last month, CVB completed the
acquisition of Western Industrial
National Bank, th'e third bank that
has been acquired by CVB this
year..&

Califomia State Bank
Territory
RANCHO CUCAMONGA
Jeanne Lochart
VICe President

VICTORVILLE
Edward E. Holley
SlN1ior Vice President
Manager

Manager

BEAUMONT
ONTARIO
Bob Ballard

John W. Marchesi
Vice President
Manager

Senior Vice President

Manager

We've got you covered.
Today. more and more businesses h at..r1enttory ae 1\.Jrk)g to Cdfonia State 8c.Ji<. Ot.J"Iocd
decision making pl5 experienced t:xrlkhg professlonc:E offer you~ pe!SOrd service,
convenience and FAST responses to loan requests. Clloc:overCalfomia State Bank...we cc:Nerycu
territory Ike no one else.

~California State Bank
Beoomont

385 E. 6th Street
Beoomont. CA
(1109) 845-2631

Equal Housing Lender

ViciOIVIe
12470 Hesperto Rd
VlciOIVIe. CA
(619) 24HXJ36

Ontar1o

800 N Haven Av.
Ontalo. CA
(1109) 980-7801

II

Rancho Cucxmongo
7746 Haven Ave
Rancho~ CA
(1109) 944-6200

Member FDIC
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Regulations Binding Hands of Banks
ADVERTORIAL
• There is little doubt that banking as a whole was ready for
some reforms after the scandalous failures within the S&L
industry," said Ed McCormick, president, Redlands Centennial Bank.
The regulatory reactions to avoiding
a repeat of the dilemma, however,
are huning the ability of banks and
the remaining thrifts to perform the
responsibilities that they were chartered to assume, according to
McCormick:. The current legislative
and regulatory environment is
severely discouraging most banks
from lending to good reliable people.

ulators. This is causing many banks
"Regulators, most of whom have
to invest depositor's money in Treanot worked directly in the industry
sury bills and other alternative
and are given mandated procedures
investments,
to follow, are typirather than using
cally
causing Regulators. most ..... the funds to help
bankers to withdraw from lending. have not worked directly in companies expand
and build new
Industries
and
said
small businesses the industry and are given jobs,"
McCormick.
that generally lead
mandated procedures to
"I certainly
the economy out of
would not and am
recession cannot
follow, are typically
not advocating a
support the excesrelaxation of persive documentation
causing bankers to with· formance stanand collateral support often needed
dards in our indusdraw from lending.
try, but we must
to please these reg-

"'-'-'!IJ!I!I

II the banking
•
servtees you
need ••• when
you need them
• Home tmprovement and home eqUtty loans

• All standard banking services

•

• Wire transfer

•

• Courier service from your business
to ours

•

•

•

lletllanu tenteuial Bank
"Your Hometown Bank"
233 East State Street, Suite A
Redlands, CA 92373
{909) 798-3611

ltE2h!NDS

CENTENNIAL

BANK
MemberF ore

With a pattern of failing
institutions, mega mergers
and over-regulation, why
would local people get
together and start a new
bank? The answer is quite
simple- there is a strong
niche for the locally independent community bank.

Banking is a necessary component of our economic structure.
Auto loans (new and used)
More importantly, as a local community bank, we remain a very
Real estate construction loans
important community resource. We
Business loans (for cash flow needs and
are often the facilitator of our comcapital expenditures)
munity's prosperity and well being.
We finance the expansion of the
Small Business Administration (SBA) loans
local businesses that allow more
jobs to be created to produce more
income and generate more local tax
revenues. "Helping people to help
themselves has remained our greatest reward," said McCormick.
"We are a strong example of how
a local bank can succeed in the
Inland Empire. We have retained a
strong sense of support from our
local businesses. Our community
has maintained a stronger ecooomic
base among its citizens as well as its
character and history. We believe
we can bring the best level of banking services to our area, because we
know it so very well, and because all
of us at Redlands Centennial Bank
have a commitment to keep our
community a special place. ".A

• Friendly staff and courteous service

Personal and professional lines of credit

be allowed to do our jobs. Direct
investment does not produce the
yields that lending provides. As a
result, lower lending activity inhibits
profitability, and the strengthenmg
of the capital base of the organization. Without a strong capital base,
a bank cannot grow safely and
remain stable.
With a pattern of faihng institutions, mega mergers and over-regulation, why would local people get
together and start a new bank'l The
answer is quite simple. There is a
strong niche for the locally mdcpcndent community bank. Better than
any other financial institution, the
community bank can know and still
respond most creatively to the specific needs of its hometown customers.
''Our bank.," explains McCormick,
"was formed with the specific purpose of establishing a locally owned
and managed bank in our community. We have chosen to focus our
activities as a small business bank.
Although we retain and service personal accounts, we are developing
our principal line of products for the
business owner...
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alifornia Counties Escape
CreditWatch

W

ith the successful passage of Proposition 172
in California, which permanently extends the If}. cent sales
tax, Standard and Poors will not be
placing any California Counties on
its CreditWatch. A rejection of the
sales tax extension would have
resulted in the ratings of several
counties being placed on the list.
Although some immediate concerns are mitigated by the success of
the proposition, S&P will continue
to monitor all counties for the
longer-term impact that three consecutive years of state funding cuts
and the statewide economic recession have had.

With the successful passage of Proposition
172 in California, which
permanently extends the
1;2 cent sales tax,
Standard and Poors will
not be placing any California counties on its Credit·
Watch.
Due to the tax shifts, many counties have experienced substantial
budgetary pressures, causing sizable
government downsizing and service
reductions. Weakened financial
flexibility and general fund balance
deterioration are common to many
of these counties. Not only are
property taxes being diminished, but
the sluggish economic growth experienced by many counties have
restricted the growth of other revenues. As a result, since the state
cuts began, S&P has revised its outlook to negative from stable on six
out of the 33 counties rated by S&P,
including Riverside and San
Bernardino, and lowered the ratings
on two counties.

Due to the tax shifts. many
counties have experienced
substantial budgetary pressures. causing sizable government downsizing and
service reductions.

Future concerns that will continue
to be monitored by S&P include the

state's ability to generate sufficient
sales tax receipts to meet county
budget projections, and the use of
one-time remedies, such as Teeter
Plan proceeds, to balance already
weak county budgets.

Some counties, such as Alameda
County, did not budget for passage
of the initiative and will experience
a financial boost, allowing them to
restore public safety services and
avoid further lay-offs. Other counties, such as Marin and Los Angeles,
assumed passage of the initiative and
will not be immediately affected.
S&P expects only a small proportion of the counties to ultimately
expenence rating downgrades, but
rating actions are likely in selected
instances, S&P said. A

A

Topllst A.Uows Yo11 To:
Write and print leuen.

0

Print mailing labels and
follow-up repons.
0 Create exportable text files
0 Load and use over 30 additional
"Book of List"

Q

0

Plus more!

TopList Is:
0 Self-installing and menu-prompted
Q Available for IBM/PC or
Macintosh computers.
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Available in ACT!-ready
To Order.
formalS.
909-:391-1015
_ _.,......_..._l._ ,_ _ _......__. .... ___ ..,.._. _ _ _ _ _ ..,.__ ... _ _ _
Q

Wells Fargo, we've got busmess
loans and lines of credtt that
can keep you out in front of the
competition.
We're offering a wide range of
long and short term loans. From real
estate financing to property improve~

ments, equipment loans, and vehicle
financing, Wells Fargo has money to
lend to established small businesses.
If you're lcx)king for a line of
credit, Wells Fargo can tailor a line to
meet the needs of your business,
from big plans to smaller steps. )bu'll
find the right Ime to free
up your working capital, giv~
ing you the leverage you
need to take advantage of
seasonal purchases and trade
discounts.
Get some strong financial
backing. Stop by your local
Wells Fargo office or call
1~800~35~WELLS to set
up an appointment today.
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Alternate Workouts Can Reduce Cost and Frustration of Bankruptcy 11
C~Fn.PfiiC/2

are Ill filed IIIII the lppi'OVal process
immediately begins. This tactic
streamlines the entire bankruptcy
process. It reduces the time necessary to complete a plan of m>rganization. the attorneys' fees and other
administrative costs of prolonged litigation, gives cenainty to crediton
and ownen about what is required
for the company to restructure its
debt and reorganize a continued
operalion. Pre-pectaged plans have
been used in the airline industry,
boeel and food service industry.
More importantly, bankruptcies

have been reduced by the recognition that there are alternative "workout" methods for businesses. These
methods can benefit the creditor and
debtor by avoiding the bankruptcy
coon's control over the business and
eliminating the added costs and
uncenainty of bankruptCy.
An assignment for the benefit of
creditors is commonly used to
resolve failing businesses. All assets
of the business are assigned to a
third pany trustee (which may be a
creditor of the business). When
money is received from the sale of
machinery, inventory and raw materials, or the collection of receivables,

the assignee will hold the money.
When funds from all the assets are
received, the proceeds are used to
pay taxes, wages and other creditors
as appropriate. This treatment is
comparable to the treatment of
claims in bankruptCy but avoids the
administrative expenses and legal
proceedings.
BankruptCy often results from the
acts of a single substantial creditor.
This may be a trust-deed holder who
is about to exercise its control over
everything in order to get paid. Filing bankruptcy stops all collection
effons, until further order of the
bankruptCy court.

Don't become just another number on
the Interstate. Be someone special at home.
If you reused to the personal
approach of a local bank. it can
be wry owrwhelming to be
n!l1lUtled into a merger with a
giant megabank. oo1y to find
yourself just another number,
bit m the aowd.

Also to learn that your bank.
who used toconcenlrate just on
local roncems, IS now part of a
huse inll!rslate network. And
that many deciions about your

banking relationWp are now
being made by people long
dislancesaway, who don't know
you and wiD never meet you.
If this isn't the road you'd like to
bavel. we know a direct route to
top management and one-on-ooe
penonal banking, right in your
own backyard. For nearly two
decades North County Bank
has been an integral part of the
local community. Owned and

managed by local people,
North County Bank has also

oonsistently rated highest in
custorne!' service quality,
performance, safety and
501llldness, year after year.
So if you'd like to avoid the
aowded mterstate, call North
County Bank today. As

neig}ixlrs helping neighbor.;,
were looking forward to

welroming you back home.

In this circumstance, the debtor
need only reach an agreement with
the one creditor who has the capability of closing the debtor's business.
Once this obligation is resolved, the
business can proceed under the
terms of a new creditor arrangement
Crediton will often find this resolution cheaper, and faster than
bankruptcy while also providing
them a higher likelihood of repaymeli

Many borrowers do not know
their sights, and when threatened by
a creditor, their immediate reaction
is to run to a "bankruptcy lawyer" to
file the banlcruptcy. This may be an
unnecessary "lmee-jerk" reaction.
Many times the debtor in business
can exercise legitimate legal rights
as a borrower to prevent the lender
from ta1ting action which puts a halt
to the business. For example, in
California, a lender, with a trust
deed on real estate collateral who
sues on its note to collect a loan,
may render its trust deed unenforceable; or the lender may completely waive its creditor claim.
An individual in business who
mes bankruptcy to m>rganize usually has many assets that are
"exempt." This means that no
creditor can take these specified
items to satisfy the claim. For
example, someone in business may
have a large judgement against
them by one of their trade crediton
and is concerned this will force a
sale of their home. This fear may
be completely groundless since the
house can be subject to a homestead exemption, and the creditor
must pay Ill the senior liens and
pay the homestead exemption to the
creditor before the creditor can talte
the bouse. Debtor's rights in pension plans are also usually exempt.
Borrowen who tint fully ascertain all their rights against their
lenden and seek protection in state
coun are better able to avoid the
pitfalls and costs of bankruptcy
court

All too often bankruptcies
become the first threat of a borrower trying to renegotiate with a
lender. However, the current state
of the economy teaches that financial problems of a business affect
everyone dealing with it. An
undersfanding of the COS1S and frustrations of the banbuptcy system
motivates debton and crediton to
find more effective ways to JaOlve
their problema. This reduces COlli
and burdens of an over-worked
bankrupfcy system.&

-Barclay II apriltclpolwllll 1M
Batdiql.tlw~
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Recourse or Non-Recourse: Is That the Question?
By Merecetks KeUy

A

s business owners delve into
the world of factoring as an
alternative funding source,
they often question who is liable for
non-payment of customer invoices.
Is the business owner, the customer
or factor responsible for payment
when a customer doesn't pay the
factor'?
An understanding of terminology
and the types of factoring agreements currently used in the industry
becomes necessary. Fint, there are
four parties in a factoring transaction:

hand, may be less
client against a
expensive for the Once the client and the fac- customer's failure
client, ranging anytor have decided to
to pay outstanding
where from 2% to
sums. The credit
transact business. they
8% of the face
risk clearly remains
must agree on the type of
amount of the
with the client.
factoring arrangement
invoices. This is
Many facdue, of course, to
toring companies,
to be used.
the
factor's
however, are now
reduced risk of loss. In recoune faccarrying commercial credit insurtoring, if a customer doesn't pay an
ance to cover losses incurred when a
invoice within a cenain period of
customer fails to pay its credit oblitime, no maner what the reason. the
gations. And, according to the Comfactor has the right to go back to the
mercial Finance Association, factorclient for payment. The factor
ing is one of the largest sources of
doesn't provide any protection to the
capital available in the United

The Factor: The individual or
company with the money to
buy the invoices.
The Client: The business
sellinv its invoices.
selling its invoices.
The Customer: The business
who owes payment on

"Is there any other way we could be
helping your business?"

"I don t think so. We're usingjust about
eve!}' product Union Bank offers."

The Broker: The individual
who brings the factor
and client together.
Once the client and the factor
have decided to transact business,
they must agree on the type of factoring irrangement to be used. The
most common are non-recoune factoring and recoune factoring agreements.
Non-recoune factoring means the
factor assumes the risk of the customer not being financially able to
pay for the goods or services it has
received (except in cases where the
customer won't pay because of
defective goods or services).
In any type of factoring agreement, before a factor purchases
invoices from a client, the factor
approves the client as well as
reviews and approves the creditworthiness of the client's customers.
The prudent and very professional
factor checks out his client's customen with great care. This being
the very essence of the factoring
business-accepting risk only after
eliminating it as much as possible
through due diligence. The main
coooem is whether or not the client's
customer has a good credit and payment history as well u the customer's ability 110 pay ill invoices.
Non-recourse factoring can be
more expensive, CCIIIins up to 1411
of the flee IIDOUDl of receivlbles or
invoices. 'Ibis risk proteCiion apement provides the cUent a c:uabion
against a customer not paying ill

deiJII.
Rec:ounle factorinJ,

Oil

tbe other

"Let's see ...you've got lock box service,
cash management, short-tenn money
market funds .. 7'

"And investment services for our 40/(k) program."
"I'm curious. Ever tempted to move your business to a bigser
bank?"

"I used to be with one ofthe biggest Year.s ago'!'
"And?"
r.r..\lo'it hig hanks IWI'l' a way of
making you feel small. I don't
gettlwtfeding ar l ·nion."'"'

~'"~ Unton
. Bank·
W
Right people. Right bank for your business.
c IW \ Umnn Banl.

~lllhrr

FDIC

I

01&.,

States. Nl2ty $300 bilim WID
IXXIIpiDes in 1992. . . . ~
Business owners c:ODiidertni factoring should seek the usiiiiDCe of.
broker and carefully weigh the question of non-recoune or recourae factoring agreements based on the
needs of the business involvecL .&
-Kelly is afactorillg qJ«<IIlln wllo
helps small- tllld mediwrwiud buiMsses increase thdT ctultjlow. Site
represell# morr dwt 100fociOrilll
companies Nltiotrwide. For Gddlrional ifl/onNUioll, cOIIItlet Ke/ly'1
Brolcerage tllld FINutcltJl Senlka til
(909) 792-8598.
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Empire Business

Inland Empire Business Journal
Presents the

Bankruptcies
Jeffery Raymond Barlow, fdba
AftiDr of California, 27150 Avenida
Quintana, Cathedral City; debts:
$250,597, assets: $140,140; Chapter
7.
James Greg, Sandra Lee Gregg.
dba Gregg Trucking Company,
2905 Snow Creek Lane, Ontario;
debts:
$263,154.19,
assets:
$93,737.89, Olapter 13.
Steven L. Abercrombie, Sylvia D.
Abercrombie, dba A.A.R. Heating
& Air, dba A.A.R. Abercrombie
Air Systems, 68680 Senora Rd.,
Cathedral City; debts: $204,644,
asseiS: $209,625; Chapter 13.
Chong Suk Kim, Chong Ok Kim,
dba The Market Spot, 525 Marilyn
Lane, Redlands; debiS: $842,650,
asseiS: $659,700; Chapter 7.
Marcelino Lomeli, Marcelline
Lomeli, dba Fay Boileau's
Sportswear, Me & Marcie
Sportwear, 249 Massive, Lake
Arrowhead; debts: $295,241.93
UICIS: $175,836; Cbapter 7.
CUfl'ord M. Mlyublro, fdba Cllfford
fdba Todero

Counseling, 4681 ArlingtOn Ave.,
Apt. 21, Riverside; Judltb Todero
Miyashiro, aka Judith R. Todero,
Judy Duda, Judith Todero Duda,
fdba Judith's Nutrition, dba
Todero Counseling, 66125 14th St.,
Desen Hot Springs; debt:
$468,771.89; assets: $70,708.07;
Olapter7.
Rodney Elwin Kenyon, Mary Jane
Kenyon, aka Mary Jane Burke,
dba Barstow Realty, a Sole Propietorship, raw Desert Vision Inc.,
dba Desert Paging, a California
Corp., faw AEE, Inc., 2001
Barcelona Circle, Barstow; debts:
$675,479.55; assets: $181,321;
Chapter?.
Hamid Raza Molni, Parichehr
Pasdar Moinl, dba Primo Auto
Sales, 3750 Addicott Circle, Corona;
debts:
$329,454.44,
assets;
$210,512; Chapter?.
Leroy James "Jim" Bradfield,
Diana Elaine Bradfield, dba Bradneld Equites 11, fdba Brittany's
by tbe Sea, Brittany's Care, dba
Real Estate Service, 12240-A Carnation Lane, Moreno Valley: debiS:
$1,019,119, assets: $560,541;

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
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10 SFR"S, VAL FROM $137,0M TP $159, 3M EACH
Owner: Clusic Dewlopment. 6682 GrHnbriar Court, Chino,
CA 91710, (909) 591·5088. Projed: 6580-6613 GrHnbriar,
13833-41, Col1onwood. Chino, CA 10118/93

20 SFR'S: 1,633 SF TO 2,215 SF Wlf!JJ7SF GAR: VAL FROM
98, OM TO $137,9 M EACH, (1054648-B)
Owner: Brook Hom... 23382 Mill Creek Dr., 1130, laguna
HII,CA lt2853, (714) 583-1061, PTOjed 2232~ Cah Bien·
V'llllda 12431-M P-. Del Paleclo, Chino Hila, CA. 1012&'113
I 8FR'S WIATT GAR., VAl. $6,421 EACH (1394783-B)
0wrw: ConlrKD, Thom• ar-, P.O.Box 5181-24 La Quinta, CA 11:2253, (119) ~. Plojec:t: 40985 Schafer, m83815 Vila Rd., P_., o..rt, CA 11103193
4 8FR'S FROM 1,342 SF Wl452 SF GAR TO 2,017 SF WI
ii£J;i·,J.i2!Ht 801 SF GAR: VAlUE: $88,1M TO $127,0M EACH (151:w31·
B) Owner: PIMiier Homea, 2280 WMiow Cln:le, 1250, Colona, CA 11720, (9011) 272-811, Projec:l: 7211·7235, Ahrl ,._,
RMdlo euc.nong., CA 10128113

11 SFR'S WIATT. GAR., VAL: FROM S104,5M TO $122,7M
(1114344 B) Owrw: ShiMon CommunlliM, 418n N. Enter·
prlle Cln:le, Temecula, CA t25to, {tot) 115-2201, Project:
32571-32717 Hlalop, 44735-44780 Kit Cln:le, Temecula, CS
1Cft2MS

ler7.
Alexander (NMI) Goglanlan Jr.,
Denise Marie Goglanlan, dba
Engineers of Deslp, fdba Deslp
Enterprise, 40793 Morning Glory
Drive, Murrieta; debts: $313,274
asseiS: $234,233; Olapter 7.
Philip James Lagestee, Dorette
Marie Clark Lagestee, raw Philip
James, Inc., fdba Triumph
Marine, Ince., Fas-Break of
Orange County, 27831 Abadjo,
Mission Viejo; debt: $798,517,
assets: $553,949; Olapter 7.
Ollie Mae Morgan, aka Rachel
Olivia Morgan, Ollie Mae Jarrell,
fdba Murrieta Body Balance, faw
Jarrell Chiropractic, Inc., 24375
Jackson, Murrieta; debiS: $285,024,
asseiS: $205,495; Chapter 7.
Lloyd James Arthur, DorothyJjean Arthur, aka Dottle Arthur,
fdba Alupland Recycling, a Sole
Propletorshlp, 1538 N. Oakland,
Ontario; debts: $225,920, assets:
$153,595; Chapter?

Source: One Step Ahead
pboue: <• 429-2220 or <714) 725-0711
: ('7!4) 642-7610

Ambrose B. Fields, Debra S.
Fields, aka Debra S. Provencio,
dba Northpoint Financial Concepts, 40556 Avenida Centenario,
Temecula; debiS: $365,400, assets:
$238,900; Chapter 7.

Mark Sterlln1 Bailey, aw Riverside M/C Dfsmantlers, Inc., a California Corporation, dba Riverside
M/C Center and Dlsmantlers,
8079 Golden Star, Riverside; debts;
$296,469, assets; $237,()36; Chapter

Gerald A. Brown, Bonnie Md'eakBrown, aka Bonnie M. Brown,
fdba D'Matt Unlimited, 6060
Promontory Lane, Riverside; debts:
$219,312, asseiS: $229,765; Chapter
7.

Menifee/Nuevo Partnership,
Menifee/Nuevo, a Partnership,
Future Estates, Inc., 357 E. Carsoo

• Program
• 1994 Economic Forecast for the
U.S. and Inland Empire
• Five-year Economic Forecast for the
U.S. and Inland Empire

Sdentilk Engineering & Manufacturing Co., fdba, CLE/Seek, a
Partnership, 900 E. John St., B,
Banning; debts: $131,485, assets:
$1,657,140, Olapter 7.

John M. Borges, fdba John Borges
Dairy, Diane M. Borges, 14587
Olandler, Corona; debts: $1,192,165,
assets: $112,550; Chapter 7.

Joeepll N. Fn, Kathl L. Foll, dba
Total Health, 41255 Avenida De
Los Posas, Murrieta; debt: $291,350,
assets: $264,250; Olapter 7.

The North American Free Trade Agreement and the Inland Empire, Julian Nava, Ph.D., Former U.S. Ambassador to Mexico o Growth
Potential for the High Desert, Alfred Gobar, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor Cal State Fullerton o 1994 Economic Forecast for the United States,
James L. Doti, President and Professor of Economics, Chapman University o 1994 Economic ForecaS1 for California and iiS Impact on the
Inland Empire o Esmael Adibi, Director of the Center for Economic Research and Professor of Economics, Chapman University o 1994
Economic Forecast for the Inland Empire, Michael Bazdarich, Ph.D., Director, Inland Empire Economic Data, Bank and Forecasting
Center, Graduate School of Management, University of California, Riverside o The Seven Counties of Southern California, Jack Kyser,
Economist o Economic Forecast for the Coachella Valley, Hans DuBach, CPA, Owner, Publisher Wheeler's Desert Letter

Joel Antoine Charbonnet Jr.,
Darla Jean Charbonnet, fdba
Ergo Soft, 13033 Fescue Coun,
Corona; debts $4,218,591. assets:
$186,935; Chapter 7.

Darryl Lee Nix, fdba Machlnlx, a
General Partnership, 3056 Danmouth, Corona; debts: $428,812,
assets; $12,200: Chapcer7.

James Llnzymlah Kennedy,
Norma Jean Kennedy, fdba
Kennedy's Barber & Beauty Supply, 3282 N. Arrowhead Ave., San
Benwdlno; debts: $342,107, assets:
$310,620; Chapcer7.

1:\\'ITED SPEAKERS

Classic Crusader, inc., dba Carrera Boats, faw VIctory Marine,
1501 Pomona Road, Corona; debts:
$4,095,702, asseiS: $159,688; Chapter 7.

VIP Lemon Project, Ltd., etc, a
California Limited Partnership,
1646 Francis Way, Upland; debts:
$400,000, assets: 0; Chapter 11.

.

for the Inland Empire

Ricahrd Cervantes Martinex, fdba
Main Street Cafe, 12641 14th St.,
Chino; debt: $236,166, assets:
$91,800; Chapter 7.

Dennis P. Mulgannon Sr., 6681
DeAnza Ave., Riverside, Christi
Lea Mulgannon, 25959 Joanne
Ave., Hemet, dba D&C Mulgannon, Plus Two, Maxwell Street
Pizza, debts: $134,910, assets:
$122,355; Chapter?

7.

1994 Economic Forecast Conference

St., Ste 200, Carson, Calif. 90749,
debiS: $743,497, assets: $750,000;
Chapter 11.

Uoyd Chester, fdba Daa1 Weekly
News, Judlo Inc., 73307 Bursera
Way, Palm Desert; debts: $275,481,
assets: $236,950; Chapter 7.
Steven F. Shacklen, General Englneerlna Contractors, Inc., 10919
Almond Ave., Fontana; debts:
$257,243, assets: $0 Cbapter 7.
Katherine J. FOiter, fdba Creative
Baskets and Collectables, 1349 A.
West Valley Blvd., Colton; debts:
$226,108, asseas: $206,502; Chaprer
7.

199-l EC(f\(r\-IJC FORECAST CO:\FERE:\CE SPO:\SORS

Doctor's Hospital of Montclair/Ontario Community Hospital • California State Bank •
North County Bank • Victor Valley Community Hospital • National Orange Show • Wells Fargo Bank
• Riverside Medical Clinic • San Antonio Community Hospital • Inter Valley Health Plan •
Chino Valley Medical Center • Union Bank

DATE: Thursday, January 13, 1994
TIME: Booth Display & Registration
•12:30p.m.
Conferencs • 1:00 p.m.
Networking Recsptlon • 4:30p.m.
LOCATION: Riverside Municipal Auditorium, 3485 7th St., Rlverslde,CA
Economic Forecast Conference Cost: $65 per person/$60 per person for groups of 8 or more.
Ir---------------------------------------------------------------~
REGISTRATION FORM... 4TH ANNUAL ECONOMIC FORECAST CONFERENCE
I
I
I
I
IIName
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
ICompany
•
I Address____________________________________________________________________________

I

Ietty

State

Irotal Number of Tickets
1
1Credlt Cerci: MasterCard
I

Check enclosed In the Amount of
VIsa

ZIP---------

Number:
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PC World Unveils Electronic
Shopping Mall
C World magazine announced
the launch of an on-line high
technology shopping mall for
vendors and buyers of PC-related
products.
The electronic mall, called PC
World Exec/Direct, will be made
available to CompuServe subscribers
on approximately Dec. 15, 1993.

enormous," explained Marino.
"They will be able to reach a huge
and ever-growing base of prequalified buyers with real-time product
and pricing information. For the
PC-savvy buyer, the ability to shop
and order on-line will be a great
attraction." Marino said that PC
World sales representatives are well
into the process of contracting the
country's leading hardware and software vendors and the initial response
Each step of the shopping
to Exec/Direct has been extremely
and buying process. from
positive.
shopping through selecOn-line communications repretion. will take place on-line
sents one of the world's most rapidly-expanding markets. In the past
with Exec Direct. The elecyear, subscriptions to on-line sertronic mall will contain textvices rose 27% and total worldwide
based product information
sales of on-line services exceeded
and will feature VGA win$10.1 billion in 1992. Sales are
expected to reach $15.2 billion by
dows-based graphics.
1997 with a compounded annual
growth rate of 10%.
The agreement between PC World
Exec/Direct is the latest and most
and CompuServe will pave the way
ambitious feature of PC World
for I..S million on-line subscribers to
Online. PC World Online, available
shop for and purchase, by credit
on CompuServe and America Oncard, PC hardware
line, is PC magazine's electronic onand software prodline service. The
ucts. PC World For PC vendors. the bene- service offers users
Exec/Direct is the fits are enormous. They will the current editions
latest feature of be able to reach a huge and of PC World as
PC World Online,
well as its special
the
electronic ever-growing base of pre- Lotus Edition and
communications qualified buyers with real- Multimedia World.
arm of PC World
time product and pricing Other services
and
currently
information. For the PC- include: a daily
available to Comnews and press
puServe
and savvy buyer. the ability to release service that
America On-line shop and order on-line will provides informasubscribers.
tion on breaking
be a great attraction.
"Electronic
general and indusshopping is the hardware and softtry news; product reviews and "Best
ware marketing and distribution
Buy" recommendations on new softwave of the future,'' said PC World
ware and hardware products tested
Publisher Rich Marino. "The
by the PC World Test Lab; two
incredible shol'teJiin& of PC product
years of back issues in a searchable
cycles, coupled with the explosion in
database; a forum that lets members
on-line communications, have creat- converse with editors and other
ed a rich, new distribution channel
industry expens; and extensive
that will benefit both PC product
shareware library; and magazine
manufacturers and users. We view
subscription services.
Exec/Direct as an 'electronic bridge'
A leader among computer publithat seamlessly connects marlteters
cations, PC World has a 1994 guarwith the marltetplace."
anteed rate base of 910,000. PC
Each step of the shopping and
World is published in San Francisco
buying process, from shopping
by PCW Communications, a subtbrougb selection, will take place onsidiary of International Data Group
line with ExeciDirect. The electton(100). 100, which publishes more
ic mall will cOmain text-based prodthan 194 computer-related magauct information and will feature
zines and newspapen in 62 counVGA windows-based graphics,
tries, is headquartered in Boston and
allowing vendon to illustrate their
has annual revaua of $880 million
produaa.
and more tban 5,000 employees
'"For PC Wlldoll, lbe benefl1l a
woddwlcle.A

P

Serving the Inland Empire
and all of Southern California with
tull-servtce engineenng expertise
LAND DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING
SURVEY AND MAPPING
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION
WATER AND WASTE
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
SPECIAL FINANCE DISTRICTS

I

.J. F. Davidson Aaaociatea, Inc.

EE'""'E":
EE'""'E 5

-== - -

David H. Grosse, President

3880 Lemon Street • Rtverstde, CA 92502

909/686-0844 • FAX 909/686-5954

TEMECULA VALLEY • ONTARIO • COACHELLA VALLEY

BUSINESSES
ALL
GOODWILL
{ REAL ESTATE

A NA710NW/DE
FUUSERVICE
COMPANY

The Top MfJStJU Speciolists Since 1939: Concerning OM OfA Kind, Odd,
UNque, Exotic: Hi & Low Tech ValiiDiions For..
ProdMcts,IIIVelll«iu, Land, Bllildings, Real ESUUe, Machinery & Equipmen1.

IIIIIMstriol Proculu, Fixluns, Mam{acturing, Mining, Engin«ring,
Cortstrvctioft, Food, Govmimen1 and Ge11Ual CIIITefll or Obsolete Swpluses.
Alliatioft, Marilte, Trt111Sp0rt111io, Oil & Gas, Scrap, Demolition, Convnercia/,
Rdllll,llftbutriaJ, EltlerroiNne111 & Motion Picture Industries, Lease Buyouts.
For Auet 8IIMd l..8nders. Allomeya, CPA's, General Public, Bankruptcies, Tax,
Dilpuees, Dhloroe, Feaabfties, Insurance, Etc.

WEARE SEASONED EXPEKIS, CREDENI7ALED BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS
TRAINED IN LAW, ACCOUNI1NG, APPRAISALDISOPUNES, ENGINEERING,
RESEARCH & VALUIJ70N STRATEGIES, UQUIDA770NS; STATE AND
FEDEIIAUY CER77FIED,APPRAISERS AVAILABLE.

PLEASE CALL OUR MAIN OFFICE

909
(
)

278-5530

STATE WIDE 1·800-244-5992
P.O• . _ 711, CoroM, c.Mmsla fl711
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Graphics and Presentation
Tools for Windows
studio), which makes this option a
ast month we discussed
last resort. Graphic images can be
computerized presentation
purchased from an increasing numsoftware. In this month's
ber of software vendors. You can
column we will take a further look
even buy satellite images from sevat some helpful tools for aiding
eral government organizations
your presentation efforts. One of
(including the CIA). If you are conthe main features of recent presennected to any of the nationwide
tation software is the ability to
computer services like Cominclude graphics and sound into
puServe, Prodigy or the Internet,
your presentations. Since creating
then you have access to a slew of
your own sounds and graphics is
public domain graphics ftles which
out of the question (it is simply too
you can download to your own
time consuming), most presentation
computer.
packages do, indeed, include some
Graphics fJ.les come in a number
graphics. However, after becoming
of different me formats, and norfamiliar with your choice of premally have a three-character fik
sentation package, you will most
name extension that is determined
likely find that the selection of
by the file format. Standard formats
graphics included for your usage is
include
WMF
no longer sufficient for your ClickArt Business Images (windows
metafile), GIF
needs. Although
some presentation is a collection of more than (graphics interpackages, like 1000 black-and-white busi- change format),
BMP (windows
Microsoft's Powness images produced by
bitmap) to name a
erPoint, offer a
T Maker. The graphics
few. These file
wide range of
formats historicalgraphics,
it
cover everything from
ly come from the
becomes boring
logos to people to map
software that crewhen all your colated them. Today,
symbols and states.
leagues include
most software
the same graphics
packages recognize several of the
in their presentation. Thus, there is
graphics formats and can conven
a need for new graphics and graphbetween the different ones.
ic tools.
Although it normally doesn't pose
In my case, creating my own
any problem, make sure your pregraphics is out of the questionsentation program can handle the
I'm not anistic enough, nor do I
graphics format before you buy
have the time to engage in this
graphic files.
activity. Hence, my graphics must
ClickArt Business Images is a
be collected elsewhere. I can either
scan in graphics using a scanner, or collection of more than 1000 blackand-white business images proI can buy (or otherwise acquire)
duced by T/Maker. The graphics
professionally created graphics.
cover everything from logos to
The quality of your self-scanned
people to map symbols and states.
images are typically lower (unless
These images are in the PCX foryou run a computerized graphics

L

WE RESPOND SO FAST
VOU.LL THINK YOU CALLED 911.
Ask younelftwo ~
Ale you complelely JaliJfiod wilh
lbe performance ol yo... copier?
Ale you completely lllisfJed wilh
your _,ice?
lflbe - « ID eith«
q-xm is no. Ilk younelf one
more question. Why haven't you
called CopyLine?
Free copier trial. Free •I'Yice.
Free ..ppU..

Call for a Cree copier llial.
Ask how you can receive six
monilia free HrYice inl:llllfin&

COPTUNE

suppliel for l'ne.
Call now Cot quick copyline

...... o.r., Dr. •C.. CA."*

response: (909) 824-8730

C 0

I

P 0

I

A f

I 0

II

images. Graphics Tools will display
mat, which is the format used by
several images simultaneously, and
PC paintbrush (the paint program
it provides tools for searching and
that comes with Windows). The
sorting images. Also, it comes with
software does not require any
a graphics editor that can enhance
installation, as the files are ready to
images. You can adjust brightness,
use as is. The pictures can be
contrast and cropping, as well as
imported into almost any Windows
rotate, retouch and
program,
and
resized to fit your There are some problems awly special effects
to your images. It
needs.
associated with both
can also "optiAlthough the
computerized graphics and mize" your graphselection of graphsound. After having col- ics to look the best
ics is very good,
on screen or on
the lack: of color
lected graphics and
the printer. In
may be a concern
when using the sound clips. you will find addition, Graphics
Too.ls lets you
clips in color preyourself swamped with
capture any part
sentations.
hundreds of files containof your computer
Click:Art Studio
ing this information.
screen. This latter
Series Business
feature comes in
Art is a collection
handy if you frequently create softof more elaborate graphics than
ware manuals or instructions, and
Click:Art's Business Images. These
images are for the most pan in
for demonstrating software funccolor, and are stored in the Wintionality (for example, you can credows metafile format. I ~Y
ate slides of various screens to be
imported several images from both
displayed on an overhead projector
when a computer is not available).
the packages into both Word and
PowerPoint, and conclude that the
Graphics Tools can also convert
between numerous graphics forcolor images are stunning when
used in color presentations and
mats, including Fax formats. It can
prints.
evm convert images between differThere are some problems associent hardware platforms (Windows,
ated with both computerized graphOSfl. MDJIDSh 101 Sun). Graphics
ics and sound. After having collectTools cunes wilh a bonus CD coned graphics and sound clips, you
taining more than 800 high-quality
will fmd yourself swamped with
art and photo images, and the softhundreds of mes containing this
ware is an absolute must if you collect and make use of graphics.

Graphics Tools is a soft-

Manufacturer information and

ware package tl7at lets

reqlliremeata:

users organize. capture

Graphics Thols! Retail price: $169
DeltaPoint
2 Harris Court. Suite B-1
Monterey, CA 93940
(800) 367-4334
Requirements: 2-4Mb of memory,
5-11 Mb hard disk space, VGA
sraphics card, Windows 3.1, a
mouse, DOS 4.01 or later.

and convert images. You
can. for example. group
your images into collections of related images.
information. Typically, each graphic image or sound clip is contained
on one file. The real nishtmare
comes when you are trying to
locate a particular file to include in
your presentation. Also, the size of
these files pow rapidly as tbe quality of the lfaphics increase, and
you'll find yourself out of disk
space after a while. That's when
you need DeltaPoint's Graphics
Tholsl
Graphics Tools is a software
packaJe that lets users Ol'Janize,
capture and conven images. You
can, for example, aroup your
imaps into collectioas of relaled

C1k:kArt Business Graphics,
Retail price: $59.95
ClickArt Professional Gnphics.
Retail price: $129.95
T/Maker Complmy

1390 ViDa Street
Mountain View, CA 94041
(415) 962-0195
Fax.: (415) 962-0201
Requirements: Windows or DOSbased PC. hard disk drive. EGA or
VGA grapbics card. Bodl CUckAn
products are also available for tbe
Macintosh. Oilier imqe roDec:dool

a allo avlilable.A
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A Prescription for Reviving
California

DECEMBER 1993

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

T

BoaaKoas.
'l'be bigb California tax burden
reflectl increases in government
tpendlq. Prom 1984 to 1990,
spendinl from 1be stale•• JeDel'll

/Niepelfdelfl IIISiitJIIe ill Ooklaitd
aNI ctHMIIhor ofthe rece111 book,
•0111 o{Wort: UMmp/oymelll and
GtnerlfiMIII ill7'weiiiJetii-CelfiiUJ
A~wrU;a• (New Yorl: Holma &
Meier).£
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Chambers of Commerce in the Inland Empire
I ;,,,.cf \/plwht·tira/1\

coURIER SERVICE

B1 Rkltturl K. Vttldtr

revenue fund rose more than 10% a
year. And recent statistical research
here is no reason why Calisuggests that California would have
fornia, with its resources,
had about 50% more economic
space, infrastructure and
growth (increase in income per capihuman capital, should not always
ta after allowing for inflation) in the
have a dynamic economy. The prob1980s if it did not have the tax burlem is that California also has a
den associated with financing the
political and bureaucratic establishgrowing ranks of public employees
ment intent on micro-managing the
as well as other increases in state
state's economy, a prescription for
government spending.
economic decline.
Excessive growth in government
Compare Californi a to, for
spending during the 1980s also lowinstance, Hong Kong. Unlike Caliered the income of the average California , Hong Kong is extremely
fornian by more than $1000.
crowded and so resource poor that it
Unlike in Hong Kong, in Califoris the only major economic area in
nia government is a growth industry
the world that has to import its own
most concerned with redistribu ting
drinking water. And as if that wasn't
resources than with allow ing
enough, in four years Hong Kong
resources to be put to creating abunwill be swallowed
dance for all.
whole by a ComSmall wonder then
Unlike California. Hong
munist
nation
that in Hong Koog,
some 200-times its Kong is extremely crowded capital fonnation is
population.
and so resource poor that it at historic highs
Yet,
Hong is the only major economic while California
Kona's ecoocmy is
now must contend
atca in the world that has
booming.
Tbe
with the programs
unemployment to import its own drinking of more than 20
rate in Hong Kona
water.
U.S. states trying
is under 2% and
to lure businesses
the economic growth rate is 81'01Dld
away from the Golden State.
6%. Employers are complaining of
But still the state government
labor shortages. Hong Kong's stock
seems oblivious to the damage, for it
market also bit an all-time high
continues to impose the same old
recently, and property values are up
and tired authoritarian policies based
30% over the past year.
on the fallacious notion that governTbe secret to Hong Kong 's sucment knows best bow to spend other
cess is very simple: let the people
people's money.
unleash the spirit of enterprise Some $1.5 billion in new taxes
and keep taxation and regulation to a
will be imposed as a consequence of
minimum.
the 1993 state budget, after allowing
The typical professional worker in
for the ploy of the state expropriatHoq Kona bas no deductions from
ing revenues traditionally collected
bis or her paycbeck. the most diect by local govemmems. Another Sl.S
IDd bureauci'ICy-free form of ecobillion in taxes will deal another savDOIIlic empowerment a govermnent
age blow to an already battered Calimay arrange for its citizens. Sucb
fornia economy. Even lower ecofiDancial freedom for worten bas nomic growth, layoffs and fewer
allo been good for h11hwa, wbicb jobl sbould be expected.
t. drawn 011 apn-.ted savinp and
Individuals, families and busiiDvalment fuods 10 fuel ecooomic nesses put their mODey 10 more producdve use 1bln do bureauc:nlts and
JIOWib.
Now COIIInlll Hoaa ICq 10 Cali- regulalorl. It is I lesson I booming
tomia, wbere IOIIle iDdividuala this
Bona JCona bas taken 10 heart and I
,ear will face I total fedenl, stare California in decline hu obviously
IIIII localiiiiiJiDII iDc:ame tax bur- not. ~ are 1J1P10KbiD1 the Pacific
clfllappOfiCbin& ~. IDd wbere die Century. let's just pray Califomla is
Invited 10 Jalllin in die game.
~tax baldeD, COUIIIiDI feder-Vedder Is a rueordaftllow wilh the
al taxa. iJ well over double 1bat of
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(619)246-S711

550

1965

(619) 247-3202

Baallnl
p 0 , Bolt 665, 92220
Baniow
442
P 0. BOJ<698, 92312
Btaum0111
215 Appx.
450 E. 4th St. 92223
Bl& Be.- Lakt
550
P.O. Box 2860.92315
Clllttdnl CltJ
500
68-MS Pemz Rd. 116, 92234
Chino Vallty
800
13134 S. Centnl Av.• Suite C. 91710-4125
Clamaoel
420
205 Yale Ave., 91711
100
Coadttlla
P.O. Box 126,92236
Coli•
620 N. La Cacleaa Dr... 9232A
78&
Coroea
904 E. Siml SL. 91719

1947

('909) 849-4695

N/A

(619)256-8617

Doug Fowler

Glngtr OntlvtrOO

~/A

('909) 345-9541

BIU Jenldnt

LHHowell

1931

('909) 866-4608

Dennis ShollenburJ

Brad SuUlvaa

1981

(619) 328-1213

PtttrSiu.l'JeOII

1909

('909) 627-6177

PaUl Hams

1949

('909)624-1681

Gtt~t ConJ

1967

(619) 398-5111

Josie Dlaz

1947

('909) 825-2221

David Htnlll4a

1915

('909) 737-3350

Mark W. Costa

Davt Bolkk (E1. V.P.)

Destrt Hot Sprlnp .
11711 WcsL Dr., 92240

1949

(619) 329-6403

Gerald Plsha

1081 Stobbs (Oflke Mp-.)

1941

('909) 822-4433

NIUICJHooptr

RudJ Gll

P.O. ~ 700,92301

Apple Vaky

P.O Box 1073, 92307

SAME DAY

?

ONE WEEK

TWO WEEKS

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
as low as 60c per letter!
Sel1'lc:Bs AruJ/able Include:
• Same Day Delivery
• ICBM 60c Program
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems

•
•
•
•

Parcel Delivery
Special Messenger
Bag Exchanges
Overnight Letter Service

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

(909) 784-1600
Serving all of Southern California

Fontana
8515 S1em Ave. lA. 92335
Grad T.,._
22795 Banon R.d. BJd&. 112. 92324

Ht1Btt
395 E. Latham Ave.. 92543
He.ptria
P.O. Box 403656, 92340
HIRhland
P.O. Bolt 455, 92346
Iach
P.O. Box TIT. 92202
Lakt Arrowhud
28200 Hwy. 189, Bldg. J, 92350

Lake F.lllaoN
132 W. Otabom Ave., 92530
La Quinta
51-331 Avenida Bermudas. 922.53
LoalaU..U
P.O. Box 343, 92354
Montclair
5220 Benito Av., 91763
MortMVdtJ
22620 Golden Crat Dr. I ll0, 925S3
Murrieta
41520 Ivy St, 92562

Exciting

....~>er~•

I~

Adtbate

Norto

350

Bob PIMity
Stewan Ackley Jr.

Ontario

421 N. Euclid. 91762
Pai•D-..t
72-990 Highway Ill. 92260
Pal• Sprtap
190 W. Amado Rd.• 92262
Ptrrta'
P.O. Box 177. 92572
Rancho CYcaJnonga
8280 Uuca Ave.• N160. 91730
Raacho Mirage
42-464 RADCbO Minse Lllle, 92270
RecllaiKII
Ooe Eall RedWK!s, 92373

Displays
& Graphics

Portable a Modular
Displays To Fit Your Needs
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(h. V.P.)
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1920

('909) 658-3211
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1954
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v....t
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(619)347~76
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N/A
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36S
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1949

('909) 074-'25TI
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1950
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1970

('909) 799-2828

Jolla D. Rufl'eon
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260

1956

('909) 624-4569

SueSundtl

MerodJU! Watldu (E1. V.P.)

N/A

('909) 697-4404
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T.t Zal (OIIIca Maf.)
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1961

('909) 677-7916

Bll Klllgbl
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300

1947

('909) 737-2531

H..ryS.l'Oit

550

N/A

('909) 934-2458

s- Toft Will* (EL V.P.)

825

1973

(619) 346-6111

ClMcle Browma (Mer. latera)

1,000

1940

(619)325-1577

260

N/A

(909) 651-3555

1.140

1917

('909) 987 ·I 012

400

1955

(619)568-9351

650

1893

('909) 793-2546

1907

('909) 875-5364

Rlalte

• Tabletops To Custom Islands
• In-House Design & Graphic Servic~
• High-Resolution Computer Graphics
• International Sales & Service Network
• Rentals & Leasing Available

N/A

800Appx.

P.O. Box 27. 91760

Trade Show

A.W. LaBrtcl>t (Ex. V.P.)

Rolre G. Anlh1J11

!'WI tlllntJ(CIIal,.u)

Vlaaoot EWante (C.E.O.)

Gary Clarildu (Sr. V.P.)

Vene F1adleJ

JKk Hailer (h. V.P.)

120 N. Riowlide Dr~ 92316
RI....W.
4261 MDI Sa.et. 92.501

1.300

1900

('909) 683-7100

s.. ........

1000

1908

('909) W -7515

400

1927 (App.)

(909) 654-9246

1,300

1966

('909) 07(>.5090

TwtiiiJ·NIM,.._
6136 Adobe Rd., 9'JZn

26S

1936

(619) 367-3445

~s-ad 91786

650

N/A

(909) 982-8816

Canle.._,

~

1913

(6 1 9)245~

MlcWie Spe.I(CLO.)

14174 <ftm Tree Blvd., 92392
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35144 YIICaipl Blvd., 92399

1948

('909) 19()..1341

v.-

1950

(619) 365-6323

p.0 . Bell 6S8, 92402
S..JMiato
18& E. Main SL, 92583

T...cala

Art Pick

KmaWalk•

274SO Yaez Rd., 1104, 92591

Skyline Displays of
Orange Coun~ Inc.
1881 South Chris Lane
Anaheim, CA 92805

714-937-5588

Skyline
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HEALTH CARE

INLANOEMPIRE

•

lm•·nr·11 1., dl!/ng rllw/ruii·IIIJi 111'1. On Ol/1'

""CAN
I

h11nd. , 1111 hw ,. 1 our l'lllfdrn ,.,., ·,,ft 1 'I'"'

KEEP
BOTH
OUR
EMPLOYEES
AND
OUR
BOTTOM
LINE
HEALTHY?"

11

,•/1-lu·inf.(. On the 11th,.,. h11111/,

1 fill

hw ,.

lo lu•arnwd 11 llh "'/utw/1' t11 hrwg tho'!'
two world.~ tllf.(l'tlll'r. 1nd ur· hlltt'll/1/fl
1

ntin· .\tTiltl'f.(il's to ht•!l'

1011.

0111· 1.\ !11/T

dun/ Ofltion/HO Plan. It r~l.fi•n \OIITI'/11JI!0\1'1'\

the choil'l' oj 1/lf(J 1'!111'1'1/{!.l'liT

PPf) I'OI'<'rriW'· lndln•,·rww it\ r·tmtfwt i ·
til'efl priced. Hlllr lmllom lint•tnll/ ·, .\11//i·r.
It\ 11/!lflll{tl'd health cart• that Tll!lllllf.(l'' to
nwkt•en•none.fi•r•/ good. For mort· ·' ''"'''gies mil \fi/IT ilroku or /1.\ a/ 3/11 .).i/-:;:1 t I.

Aetna Health Plans

fEtna
===:u:.z:~
.,... .........................
~

The more you know,
the better you feel~
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Questioning the Clintons' Health Care Reform Plan
By SeiUltor Bill Leonard

H

illary Clinton won praise
from many who wimessed
her performance on Capitol
Hill when she presented the
promised health care plan that her
husband declared would be the cornerstone of his Administration. Yet,
Katz Walsh O'Beirne, a vice president of government relations at the
Heritage Foundation, rightly questioned whether this praise didn't
smack of a condescending attitude,

given the First Lady and a 500mernber task force spent the last six
months studying and developing the
health care plan she presented. The
praise notwithstanding, it is crucial
to ask questions that deserve more
than anecdotal or-rhetorical
answers--and to demand explanations for figures that don't add up.
Indeed, as both Elizabeth
McCaughey, a fellow at the Manhattan Institute in New York, and
Michele Davis, an economist with
the Citizens for a Sound Economy

Foundation in Washington, D.C.,
have argued, the Clintons' health
plan is deceptive on all fronts. President Ointon promised the following
principles would form the basis of
his health care reform: security,
choice, simplicity, quality, savings,
and responsibility. The debate will
be lost if we give in to the Cliotons'
understanding of these principlesan understanding that betrays a
belief not in limited government, but
rather, expanding government on an
unprecedented scale. The danger is
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very real because individuals could
be forced to join the proposed health
care alliances for no other reason
than the fact that they exist; and after
joining, the threat of ever-increasing
coercion against members looms
large.
Although the Clintons' plan states
that all Americans will have health
insurance, simply having an insurance policy does not guarantee security. Indeed, the President's plan
would force Americans to buy basic
health coverage from a limited number of choices offered by regional
alliances. Forcing people to join
regional alliances will not only
deprive individuals of the right to
hold on to their personal physicians
and health care plans (even if they
are willing to pay out-of-pocket for
these privileges), but these alliances
will also deny individuals security
because the President's plan forces
insurance companies and health
maintenance companies to ration
care or cut r.omers in order to survive under federally established premium caps.
Moreover, the Clintons' claim
that their plan ensures quality is also
an empty one, unless you believe
that quality can be achieved through
price controls and rationing. History
is replete with the consequences of
imposing price controls and resorting to rationing, none of which
should be imposed on Americans,
especially when it comes to health
care. To be sure, we are beginning
to see the effects of doctors, insurers
and HMOs struggling to control
their costs under mandatory and
often artificial caps on spending:
HMO "gatekeepers" are decreasing
physicians' salaries for going over
their quotas for referrals (despite the
condition of the patients they see)
and rewarding them with bonuses
when physicians come in under their
quotas. And with prescription drug
regulations under the Clinton plan,
pharmaceutical companies will
undoubtedly cut back on research
and development of important new
drugs. Many current insurance policies do not reflect the savings that
drugs offer our current health care
system, but the Clinton plan is not
the answer.
The Clinton plan also falls short
when it comes to the savings the
Clintons promise to uncover in the
existing system. The plan establishPWJ.u See Page 35

ou might say that PacifiCare
covers a lot of ground.
Because in addition to
providing coverage for things
like checkups, doctor visits
and emergencies, our managed care
plan now serves nearly all of California.
In fact, PacifiCare today boasts one
of the largest geographic service areas
of any California HMO. Which is good
news for companies with statewide

operations. Or companies on the road
to growth.
And with over 19,000 physicians,
almost 300 hospitals, and more than
500,000 members, PacifiCare can show
._...,~
you the \;ay.
If you re
\.Jd.L ~
interested in the benefits of PacifiCare's
statewide coverage, just let us know.
And we'll map it out for you.
cul909-824-756L

Pacifi"'-

IF YOU'RE WONDERING
WHAT OUR HEALTH PLAN COVERS,
WE'D SAY ABOUT
77 THOUSAND
MILES.
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Combating Christmas Cholesterol With Chromium

60% OF ALL HEART ATTACK VICTIMS HAVE CH I:ST

PAIN FIRST. But they ignore it. If they had treated it,
in all likelihood. they could have
prevented their heart atta ck
Some dlKtors think early treatment of chest pain could prevent
half of the oOO.OOO heart attacks
that strike each year
INLAND \'ALLEY INTRODUCI:S
THE CHEST PAIN CENTER. t\t
Inland Valley Regional Medical
Center. our Chest Pain Center is
dedicated specifically to the
treatment of chest pain in all its
forms. Our staff of nurses, technicians and physicians
are cardiac specialists. They have every modern tool
at their fingertips to help diagnose and treat chest pain
in all its forms.

c

f you're trying to control your
cholesterol, the holiday season
from Thanksgiving to New
Year's can be a disaster.
In the months when you're least
likely to get exercise, you're being
tempted by cheese platters, gravy
boats, cups of egg nog and boxes of
chocolate. Shon of escaping to a
desen island, what can you do?
The obvious answer is, control
yourself. But it's not that easy. If it
were, cardiovascular disease might
not be the nation's number one cause
of death. Over 100 million Americans already have high serum

I

ANOTHER WAY WE'RE LEADING THE WAY TO A HEALTHIER LIFE.

cholesterol - a major risk factor for
heart disease.
According to a new report in
Nutrition Research, scientists from
Georgia Southern University,
Auburn University, the U.S Department of Agriculture, and the Hames
Heart Institute in Claxton, Ga ,
found that simply adding a niacinbound chromium supplement to the
diet of college-age athletes significantly lowered their serum cholesterol by an average of 14%.
According to the American Heart
Association, that would reduce their
risk. of heart anack by 28%. Plus the

ratio of HDL to total cholesterol (an
important cardiac risk indicator)
improved by 7%. Besides the supplement, no other dietary changes
were made.
This doesn't mean that you
should run out and buy cheesecake
(although the run would do you
some good). But you might powerwalk to a health food store that
stocks vitamins and minerals. You'll
find niacin-bound chromium in a
variety of nutritional, weight-loss
and cholesterol-lowering formulas.
It's generally listed as an ingredient
under the trade name ChromeMate.

These warning signs could mean
you're having a heart attack.
!.Sometimes
it's very mild
discomfort.
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can be
quite severe,
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your chest.
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checked out
Immediately.

Remember, chest pain is nothing to fool around
with . If it strikes you. get to a doctor Immediately.
Every minute you delay could damage your heart
permanently. And,
every second you
save co ul d keep
your heart pumping stro ng.
Your heart has
to p ump 2,000 gallons each and every
day. That's not
something to be
taken lightly.
If you have any
questions. no matter how trivial you
may think they
sound , call us right
away at:

1-800-MY-CH EST
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Someone Close To You Cares.

ll

'The compound has even received a

U.S. patent for its ability to lower
cholesterol.
Chromium is an essential trace
mineral, like iron and zinc.
Although only small amounts are
needed, your body can't function
properly without it.
Unfortunately, modem processing
strips our food of what linle chromium it contains. Even the richest natural source:; - brewer's yeast, liver,
wheat germ and black pepper have only a fraction of the chromium most people need. (Besides
which, liver is loaded with cholesterol).
That's probably why
U.S.D.A. researchers have found
that the diets of nine out of 10
Americans arc deficient in chromium, providing less than 50 micrograms a day.
Research also shows that a lack of
dietary chromium may lead to
coolesterol problems. Animals fed a
ch romium-deficient diet develop
high cholesterol, as well as
atherosclerotic plaques in thei r arteries.
As for h u mans, the Natio n al
Research Council reports that cardiovascular disease is associated
with low chrom ium levels in the
body.
Niacin, the B vitamin component
of niacin- bound chromi um, is
already widely used for lowering
cholesterol. But very high doses arc
necessary (typically 500 to 4500
milligrams a day). Such megadoses
can cause unpleasant side effects
such as nausea, skin flushing and
diarrhea - or more serious problems, including gout, liver damage
and heart arrhythmia.
In fact, in 1990 the Journal of the
A merican M ed ical Associati on
reponed several cases of the liver
damage in people taking as little as
500 milligram s o f t im e-release
niacin daily for two months.
There's no evtdence of toxicity or
side effects from dietary chromium,
e ven at high doses. However,
there's a big difference between
beneficial nutritional chromium and
the industrial form of chromium
used in plating car bumpers .
They' re as far apart as olive oil is
from motor oil.
Interestingly, dietary chromium
and niacin have a synergistic effect
in reducing cholesterol. Taken
together, much less niacin is
required, which eliminates the problem of niacin nonnally used to fight
coolesterol.
Even if you have high cholesterol,
you don't need to take more than
200 milligrams of niacin-bound
chromium a day. That's enough to
correct any natural deficiency you
might have, and still get all the benefits.&
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Study Shows Impact of Health Reform Proposal
ob losses, reductions in wages,
higher spending and universal
coverage can result from federal health-care reform in California. according to two new studies
released Thursday at a symposium
presented in San Francisco by Blue
Cross of California.
The studies, by RAND and
Lewin-VHI, two highly respected
health-care research firms, offer
dramatic results which should help
to inform the debate over the
course of federal reform.
The RAND study examines the
impact of community rating (pool-
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has plans to save an
endangered species...
Independent
Business.
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ing individuals into insurance
groups solely on the basis of where
they live or work) under large purchasing pools as proposed in President Clinton's health-reform plan.
It shows significant changes in
spending that could initially be
regressive, with rural areas (Shasta
County) subsidizing urban (San
Francisco), and poorer urban areas
(South-Central Los Angeles) subsidizing higher-income areas (Beverly Hills). Administration plans for
subsidies to offset these changes
are also discussed in the study.
Lewin-VHI began its study
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Ifyou're a small business employer concerned about
health care, you should. ..
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Inc., the largest publicly traded
managed health-care company in
the state. BBC and WeUPoint offer
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1(800) 209-5227
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BNA Publication Covers Utilization Review
he company contracted by
your health plan to decide
what test, surgeries or treatments you may have is not currently
required to hire medical professionals to review your case-if you live
in California.
According to a special repon in
BNA California Health Care Report,
the companies that pre-certify tests
and treatment are not required to
have employees meet any licensing,
certification, general or medical education requirements. In fact, says
the repon, California state law does
not specifically regulate the process of contracted "utilization
review," which represents an
increasingly controversial facet of
managed care.
"Utilization review has entered
the political arena in California
this year for the first time," says
BNA California Managing Editor
Barrett McBride, referring to legislation now on the governor's
desk that is the focus of the special repon.
Providers want more flexibility
in their choices and tougher standards for reviewers, while health
plans are battling with the escalating costs associated with regulation. according to McBride.
"Utilization review, like su
many health care reform issues,
touches both the economics and
ethics of patient management,"
she says.
The same Sept. 17 issue of California Health Care Report also
highlights a just-released Little
Hoover Commission policy paper
that says California lags behind
other states in health care reform.
The commission is proposing that
the legislature approve a new regulatory body to oversee managed
care expansion.
This information was revealed
in the second issue of BN A's
CHCR, a new publication and
news service that provides comprehensive coverage of legislative,
regulatory and legal issues affecting California's health care industry.
The publication is the result of
more than two years of research
and is designed to help keep legislators. health care professionals
and other decision makers
infonned about the latest health
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care developments.
McBride said the issues will

continue to cover key regulatory
and legal issues including: a legal
decision on the rigbts of demon-
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rate
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ernment grapple with providing
quality, cost-effective health care to
increasing numbers of people,"
McBride said.
California Health Care Report is
published biweekly by Sacramentobased BNA California, a division of
the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.,
a leading publisher of print and electronic news and information services.
Subscriptions are $495 per year.
For a complimentary issue or subscription information, call (800)
372-1033 . •
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1931, St. Bernard1ne Medical

Center has grown to become a maJor reg1onal tert1ary
care center del1venng the most technolog1cally
advanced and highe~t quality medical care.
GUided by tht> nm;1on oi our ioundvrs, the S1sters ot

ARegl·onal Leader
In Health Care

Charity of tht> lncarnatl' 'Aord,
St. Bcrnardine continually promote>
human wholpness by pro' 1ding preventive and curat1ve care, while remainmg

ever m111dful oi indiv1dual needs and d1gnuy.
To ,JCce;s a member of our medical staff, call our
Phy>1c1an Reterral Serv1ce. 881-4305 or 800-942-4267.

~ST. BERNARDINE
MEDICAL CENTER

2101 N. Waterman Avenue, San Bernardino
909-883-8711
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Questioning the Clintons' Health Care Reform Plan
Valley Laser Center was
tablished in May 1992.
This premier Laser Center
was designed to bring the emerging
field of laser tectnology to the people of the Coachella Valley and surI'OWlding region. 1be Center demonstrates a major commionent to laser
training, physician education and
staff support-making it a Center of
Excellence for John F. Kennedy
Memorial Hospital.
1bere are several different kinds
of lasers at the Center which have
different effects on different tissue
types making many technical appli-
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ADVERTORIAL
cations available.
not a procedure in
The acronym L.A.S.E.R. stands
and of itself. Lasers
for Light Amplification by Stimulatharness light and
ed Emission of Radiation. This theodirect it into a
ry was first proposed by Albert Einsteady beam which
stein in the early 1900s. In 1960, produces heat This
Californian Dr. Theodore Maiman
heat is used to
invented the ruby laser, the first to
vaporize, coagulate
be used. With rapid advances in
or cut tissue.
technology, the production of variThe Center has a
ous kinds of laser and different
full-time director,
applications has continued to grow
Carol Brown, to
with each decade.
manage the proIn layman's terms, the laser is
gram, a secretary,
only one of many tools that can be
Maria Holguin, and a laser safety
used to do a surgical procedure. It is
officer, Angelo Aores.

The safety
officer is responsible for maintaining and monitoring laser safety for
the program. His
role requires that
he have knowledge and understanding of all
technical characteristics of laser
systems, assess
potential hazards,
understands medical applications to
ensure laser safety in the clinical setting and participates in the orientation of all clinical staff to procedures with laser.
A major investment, not yet
duplicated in the entire Coachella
Valley, for equipment at the Valley
Laser Center speaks to the commitment that the administration has
made to the benefits of the Center.
One of the most impressive parts of
this new service is the laser training
that the participating physicians
have undergone. Up-to-date, new
technological advances are shared
with physicians as they occur.

A major investment, not yet
duplicated in the entire
Coachella Valley, for equip·
ment at the Valley Laser
Pt>rhaps vou \ e heard about the
use of lasers in surgery.
But~ ou probabl~ don't kno11
ho\1 often m1dll(lll 11idel~ they cm1
be used. And~ ou ma1 not be aware
of the man) advantages of laser
surgen 01 er com entional surgery.
In fact, lasers can be used
by surgeons at The \hlle1 Laser
Center at John F. Kenned) Memorial
Hospital to treat problems ranging
from gallbladders to with an instruffit'nt C"allt'<l a la.st•r
brain tumors. And endoseopP.
these tffhniques
\\brking 1\ith an endos<"opP,
can be so henefic·ial, the surgeon ean vapmizt' internal
tht'l may attually gro1111t~ or repair lesions 11ithout
tran.~form some
eutting thmugh lwalth) tissue.
fonns of m~or surgen
Lasers offer les.'i. Laser surgef)
into outpatient pro<:edures.
can be less painful than eonwntion·
Surgery without incision.
al surge!')·. And so it rna\ rrquin•
One of the most useful laser techless an~1hesia and prmidt' les.-;
niques actually limits the need for
di&'Oillfort aftt'r surgery.
an incision. Instead oftutting
For certain procedures,
through the skin to
lasers offer decreased bleeding
reach affected areas,
and better eosffit'tie results due
to smaller incisions.
for certain procedures, surgeons at
And la'ler surgerv often requires
The \alley Laser
less recovery time, in some ea.o;es
turning a lengthy stay in the hospital
Center can treat
into no stay at all.
many patients
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surgerY at Tiw \alit'~ La.wr Ct>nter are
too numt'rous to mt'ntion in this ad.
Call thr toll-frt'l.' mrrnbt•r ht•lcJII,
and .JFK \lemorial Hospital will smd
you this enlightrning illustrat!'d
hooklet frw nfch;u'J,le. It 11ill help
you disro1er sonw oftlw !waling
ad1-antage!; that la.~·r surg!'l) h;L<; to
offer. But tall now. Ami ;Lsk your
doetor for morP in·
formation. Bec·ause,
if you or a memht>r
of your family t'Wr
do nt'ed surge!),
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Center speaks to the commitment that the administration has made to the
benefits of the Center.
1be Valley Laser Center at John
F. Kennedy Memorial Hospital is
affiliated with Laser Centers of
America allowing access to the latest teclmology and varied support of
all aspects of the program . This
company was founded by Dr.
Stephen Joffe, M.D., who in 1985
developed a Contact Laser used
with sapphire quartz probes that
revolutionized the use of the
Nd:YAG laser.
For many patients, laser surgery
can offer less pain, less blood loss,
less risk of complications, less anesthesia, less time in the hospital, less
time in bed, less time away from
work and better cosmetic results due
to smaller incisions. 1be advantages
of surgery with luen, as compared
to conventional methods, may vary
by procedwe, patiem profile, Jilysician prefemlce and other factors.&
.4llyoM havlttg any questiolls
regan:littg larer
16 welcomed
tocaU l-8tJO...U3-2220.
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es a one-size-fits-all benefit package,
real choice, security, quality and
which means that the package will
savings.
have to be very
Individuals
large to meet the Smokers alone
would benefit from
baseline needs of blame for the ris ~~~~~ a consumer- or
everyone. One
market-driven syscare costs. What about
begins to wonder
tem in the followwhen very well- those people who are overing ways: it would
educated people weight, those who abuse introduce incentives for individuals
(the
Clinton
drugs and alcohol, and
to choose insurance
Administration's
those who are
"best and brightthat is best for them
est?'') lose sight of
in a cost-conscious
terminally ill?
manner; it would
the obvious: forcing people to buy expensive health
insurance benefits they do not want
or cannot use cannot create savings
in the system. The claims for cutting $124 billion and $114 billion
from Medicare and Medicaid
respectively are simply that:
claims. Nowhere does the President
explain how these savings would
be accomplished.
So, how will the Ointon plan be
paid for? Surely, the stated objective of raising cigarette taxes 25
cents, (from 75 cents to a dollar) to
subsidize the small businesses who
would otherwise be forced to fire
employees or go out of business
altogether is way out in left field.
Leaving aside economics, the rationale is seriously flawed. Smokers
alone are not to blame for the rise
in health care costs. What about
those people who are overweight,
those who abuse drugs and alcohol,
and those who are terminally ill?
Not surprisingly, the facts undermine the Clintons' claim: while
health care costs have soared, both
state and federal cigarette tax data
through 1992 show that domestic
cigarette sales have declined 20%
since peaking in 1981.
And finally, what about the Ointon plan that will motivate individuals to assume more responsibility
for their health care? The Ointon
plan actually precludes any such
responsibility by denying consumers the opportunity to seck the
best care and weigh health care
purchasing options. Michele Davis
strikes at the heart of the problem
by declaring that "individuals can
only assume responsibility for their
health care when they are in control
of their decisions, not when the
federal government makes their
decisions for them." What is the
alternative? A consumer-driven
system is the only way to assure

••••
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offer a greater opponunity to purchase a no-frills catastrophic insurance for a reasonable price; it would
offer a better selection of health care
plans; it would offer individuals a
choice in selecting physicians; and it
would offer individuals an opportunity to build a reserve of savings for
future medical expenses.
Despite the odds--and they are
high. given the stakes. 1be bad news
is that every special-interest group
and many elected officials will pro~
ably end up selling out to the Ointon

plan. Nonetheless, I remain optimistic for the same reason as Senator
Phil Gramm: 'The good news is that
the middle-class Americans are
going to decide this." In other words,
we need to return to faith in the principles of limited government, individual choice and the good commonsense judgement of average Americans. A.
-Leonard is a California State Senator representing the 31st District.

A Hospital
Just For
Kids ...
Lonw Linda Fni'Cersity .\ledicul
Center i.eill be cclclmllinl! tire
opcninl! of our

1wtc

Children's

Ilospital in tlwfall <~f 199.1. This
recent addition to our hospital
will pro'Cide tlwfinest in comprehensi'Ce medical care. not only to
children of tire Inland Empire,
but to children tlrrout!lwut the
world.

The Lorna Linda
Uni'Versity
Childrens
Hospital.
Because Today:~
Child is
Tomorrows
Future.
909/825-KIDS

For Pltysician Referral
'

~~
. ~~~~
\~~
L _ _ ,_ __

Call 909/82-1--10 II
IA>IIl:l Linda l'nirc"ily l.hildrcn ' lh,plt.ll
112.14 .\ndc"'>n Strccl
IAmla Linda, C\ <J2J~~
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Health Care Reform May Already Have Hit California
By James Taylor

C

alifomia is, once again, ahead
of most of the rest of the
nation as far as President
Ointon's recently announced health
care reform plan is concerned.
In much of what the Ointon plan
proposes, California-and many
Inland Empire residents particularly-are already there. This puts us
at a decided advantage: while much
of the Ointon plan is, at this stage of
the game, philosophy, we here in
California have first-hand experience in how that philosophy will
evolve into specifics.
For example, one third of Californians are enrolled in Health Maintenance Organizations, which over the
past two decades have shown that
managed care is quality care and
cost-efficient care as well.
Philosophically, the HMO
expresses the Clinton plan in its
purest sense. The excesses of feefor-service are virtually eliminated,
the primary care physician casemanager system reduces medicine's
reliance on specialists. The general
practitioner thus becomes the
provider of a full range of services
he or she is well qualified to provide. Referrals to specialists are
available when necessary.
Traditionally, medicine has virtually been the only field in which new
technology has become a supplement rather than a replacement in
the diagnosis of illness. HMOs, and
the Clinton plan philosophy, replace
the old with new. Costs, in this
diagnostic arena are dramatically
reduced.
President Clinton has obviously
used HMOs as the philosophical
model for his plan. The president
and his vast team of specialists and
advisers, have shown they are well
aware of the diversity that also exists
in the delivery, quality and cost efficiency of health care from state to
state and region to region.
With this in mind, they have
strongly indicated that there will not
be a monolithic approach to the
health care delivery system. The
diversity, and special personalities of
HMOs, which so precisely meet the
needs of the communities they serve
will be a key element in the Clinton
health care reform package.
The small, non-profit HMO will
co-exist with their large, publicly
held counterparts. The Independent
Physician Association (IPA) model
HMO, made up of groups of
providers in which patients may
choose their own doctors, will coexist with the staff-based HMO.
They will, however, compete for
patients-and the winner will surely
be the HMOs who provide their
members with easy access to doctors
and facilities, excellent service,
provider netwo!X stability, quality of

care, financial strength, ease of
administration and wellness programs.
Nationally, all HMOs, must be
prepared for rapid growth. They
will assume the responsibility,
spelled out in the Clinton plan, for
the 37 million uninsured Americans,
of whom six million Jive in California. Technology will have a major
role in this task. Those HMOs who
have wisely invested in the latest
computer technologies will be best
able to fold these uninsured people
into their existing plans.
Several months ago, the state
established a first-of-its-kind program to help small business to buy

low-cost insurance for their employees. The little-known Major Risk
Medical Insurance Board, or "Mr.
MIB," works the same way as the
Clinton plan would, with one exce~
tion. It is voluntary.
Backed by new legislation that
requires insurance providers to sell
insurance to small groups at reasonable prices, the MIB has built an
alliance of small business that can
buy low-cost insurance from 18 different plans.
No matter what Congress does
with the Clinton plan, one thing is
clear: reform is already happening in
California.
It has been said that President

l
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How To Avoid the Drag of Jet Lag
efore you hop on that
New York's Montefiore Medical
overnight flight, think about
Center.
how well you'll sleep that
Thorpy added that using a sleep
night- and the next and the next A
medication is only one of several
new Gallup study has uncovered
steps that can help. Experts also recsome important news for travelers
ommend that travelers modify their
whose sleep is
behavior, such as
affected by jet lag:
conforming imme86% of doctors
Taking measures to over- diately to the new
surveyed say prelocation's time for
scription sleep come jet lag can be impor- sleeping, eating
medications can
tant because the resulting and other activity.
help.
''Taking measures
The survey, in disorientation and fatigue to overcome jet
which 300 sleep
lag can be imporexperts were inter- can impair performance on tant because the
viewed, also found
resulting disorienthat 79% of the a business trip or the abili- tation and fatigue

B

doctors would reccan impair perforty to enjoy a vacation.
ommend a shortmance on a busiacting sleep mediness trip or the
cation for their patients who travel
ability to enjoy a vacation," says
Thorpy.
on long-duration (7- to 8-hour) night
Laboratory research and studies
flights.
"Sleep medications can provide
of frequent air travelers such as promuch-needed rest on an overnight
fessional athletes, anest to this finding: They show that jet lag decreases
flight and help a traveler counteract
alertness, increases irritability, and
the insomnia caused by jet lag," says
weakens physical performance and
Michael Thorpy, MD, director of the
strength. The sleep experts surveyed
Sleep-Wake Disorders Center at

When you are InJured on-the·J<>h anJ you nL-eJ 1mmL-d1ate med1cal
attennnn, come to Rancho S,m Antomu ML'lhcal Center. We're cl,-,e,

II

by The Gallup Organization agree,
adjustment period.
citing daytime fatigue, impaired con"If a sleep medication is used to
centration and increased irritability
help facilitate the adjustment proas the three most common consecess, it is advisable to choose a
quences of insomnia.
short-acting agent that won't leave
But are all air travelers equally
an individual feeling sleepy the next
vulnerable to these effects? Some
day," advises Thorpy.
studies report that jet
A variety of preJag is particularly
scription sleep
pronounced in midResearch also suggests agents are availdle-aged and elderly
able, with most
that the effects of jet lag
individuals.
belonging to a
Research also sugare worse when flying to category of medgests that the effects
ications called
the east than to the west, "benzodiof jet lag are worse
when flying to the
azepines." Howwith severity increasing
east than to the west,
ever, now a new
with
severity
with the number of time
chemical class of
increasing with the
sleep agents has
zones that are crossed.
number of time
been developed.
zones that are
This new class is
crossed. Traveling from north to
called the "imidazopyridines."
south is not associated with jet lag
"The availability of effective
because no time zones are crossed.
pharmacologic and behavioral
Although the body eventually
approaches means that travelers can
adjuSts to a time change on its own,
take steps to help overcome jet lag,"
this takes about one day for each
notes Thorpy. "Obtaining a good
hour difference. A trip to France
night's sleep can make a critical difinvolving a seven-hour time change,
ference in how an individual feels
for example, requires a seven-day
and performs the next day." A

convement and we will see you nght .m-,ty No wamng. No complicated
f(,nns. ju,t warm, fnendly, profi.,.,"onal ctre from our Ur)(Cnt care tL'al11.

T earn Work, our occupanonal he.tlth pn'i,'!",lm,

L'

Operating Your Business Wrthout
"California Health Care ReJXlrt''
Is Like OperatingBlindfofded
L the daily-changing world of health refonn, regulation and

keepmg our local

workforce on-thc-Joh thmugh preventive health ,md wcllne" programs
.mJ re.pon.,l\·e urgent med1cal care. For mformanon on how TeamWork
can cut your med1cal cost,, call (909) 948-8094 tcxla\ .

TeamWork works weU for business.

legislation, there is one publication that will keep you rurrent on
all the state issues. It is BNA's California Health Care Repon.
BNA's California Health Care Repon monitors all the action
in state health care legislation, agency regulations, and litigation.
We'll also keep you apprised of coun decisions and the effects of
refom1 on California's ret,rulatory climate.

If you are a health care decision maker, BNA's California
Health Care Repon will keep you abrea~t of fast-breaking changes
in California's health c,lfe industry - and help you operate
more effectively.
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Clinton's proposal to finance health
care reform is a "huge wager," a
gamble that there is more than
enough waste in the existing medical
system to finance quality care for all
without the pain of massive tax
increases. California is not without
its excess in medicine from which
such waste may be wrung. On the
other hand, our state also has many
examples of the efficiencies which
will, like many other societal influences, spread from here to the rest of
the United States in the name of
health care reform.A
-Taylor is th~ pr~std~nt and chief
operating officer of Inter Valley
Health Plan.

RANCHO SAN ANTONIO.
BECAUSE EVERY JOB
HAS ITS UPS AND DOWNS.
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For a free sample is!>ue, or subscription infonnation, please
call 1-800-372-1033 today! Please reference rode CHCR03.

II RANCHO SAN ANTONIO MEDICAL CENTER
A SAN ANTONIO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL FACILITY
7777 Mdhkcn Avmuc, R.mcho Cucamonga, CA 91730 909/948-8000
Urgent Care - Open 7:00a.m. to II :00 p.m. - 7 days a week
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READY FOR SKI SEASON?

A

s ski season approaches,
enthusiasts among the over
40 executive set are making
preparations for a run down the
slopes. But lake heed. Jumping off
the lift and floating down the hill in
a spray of powder may not be the
graceful adventure it was last year.
With over 20 million skiers on the
slopes, injuries are as popular as the
spon itself. Expens estimate that
each year only one out of every 30
ski injuries are reponed to emergency hospitals and ski patrol clinics.
The other 29 go untreated or are
seen in a doctor's office.
"The most serious ski injuries

seem to occur to knees and shoulders, followed by lower back
injuries as well as 'boot top' fractures of the ank:.le," said Edmund
Dombrowski, M.D., an onhopedic
surgeon at Inland Valley Neurospine
and Headache Center at Doctor's
Hospital of Montclair. "People in
their 40s are a lot less flexible than
they where in their 20s, and therefore more prone to injury."
"Many injuries might be avoided
or the extent of injury lessened if the
skier stays with a good conditioning
program year round," says Dombrowski.
"But let's face it," he adds, "if you

are an executive who spends most of
the time in meetings, business lunches and on the phone, chances are you
don't have a lot of time for exercise.
If you are unable to maintain a regular fitness program throughout the
year, it is a good idea to follow a few
guidelines."
-Your physical health is a key factor in detennining your performance
on the ski slopes. Make sure you
check with your physician before
launching into any physically
demanding sport.
-If you have not exercised in a
while, begin a fitness program at
least a few weeks prior to the ski
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The Inland Empire Business Journal

FAX POLL
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What do you want to see with national
health care reform?
As we enter into a new era of health care, there is little doubt that
the U.S. is on the verge of significant change in the way we provide
health care to our citizens. Bill Clinton is the first president to come
up with a comprehensive plan for sweepmg reforms, but,
is it the right one?
Within the next year we will all hear a lot of debate over the issue of
health care and, undoubtedly, there will be new proposals and
new plans for reform. This is your opportunity to have your opinion
heard.
Please take a few moments and fill out the following questionnaire
and fax or mail it back to us.
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/Jre you in support of the Clinton Plan for health care reform?
'ves
No._ _ _ __
[·o you think that national health care reform is necessary?
Yes
No._ _ _ __
Do you think employers should have to provide health insurance
for their workers?
No._____
Yes. _ _ _ __
Do you think the current medicare and medicaid systems are effective?
Yes
No_ _ _ __
Do you think doctors in the U.S. make too much money?
Yes
No._ _ _ __
Do you think insurance companies need to be monitored?
What single step should be taken to improve health care in America
(worker's comp reform, universal care ... )?

Please return to the Inland Empire Business Journal
Fax#: (909) 391-3160
305 Sacramento Place, Ontario Calif. 91764
ATIN: Dan Tratensek

'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J

trip. Start slowly. The "no pain, no
gain" adage is a myth. Studies show
that the most common cause of
injury is exercising too aggressively.
Working out 10 minutes three times
a week at a moderate level of intensity and gradually lengthening the
workouts is the best way to build
body stamina and flexibility.
-Wann-up five to ten minutes
before you stretch. Stretching cold
muscles can injure them. Warming
up gradually increases your hean
rate and blood flow, increasing the
temperature of muscles and connective tissue and improving muscle
function. Jogging in place or
cycling are examples of a good
warm-up.
-In cold weather, warm-up
indoors first. At the end of your
exercise always cool down. In cold
weather, the cool down should be
indoors.
-Once warmed-up, exercise
should include 1/4 knee bends, knee
extensions and straight leg lifts.
Light weights may be used with caution and only if there is no joint pain.
-Shoulders can be strengthened
with a simple exercise. Hold a towel
in one hand and raise that arm over
your shoulder reaching down your
back as far as possible. At the same
time, place your other ann behind
your back at waist level and grab the
bottom of the towel. Holding the
towel in both hands, slowly stretch
your anns by pulling down and then
up on the towel. If you feel joint
pain, you are extending your anns
too far. Do not over extend.
-Build power by speed worlc.outs:
interval running, rope skipping and
aerobic twisting or hopping.
-Endurance can be improved with
aerobic exercise such as jogging,
skipping, swimming, roller blading,
or bicycling.
"When you have conditioned
yourself sufficiently to lessen your
chance of injury," Dombrowski says,
"there are a few more safety measures to take before hitting the
slopes."
Reassess your equipment for
proper fit and condition. Make sure
the length of your skis is still adequate for your weight. Take special
care to examine boot-bindings and
boot-binding interfaces.
Remember skiing occurs at attitudes most people are unaccustomed
to. Be aware that altitude and
weather conditions, as well as number of hours skied, can factor into
fatigue. Do not overexen yourself to
the point of fatigue.
Stick to the training and skill
level that you honestly possess.
Watch out for other skiers who
may be out of control.
Following a few safety tips will
enhance your fun and may help keep
you out of the emergency room.A

"A l2lan that prot~~ur em_plo_yees
as well as yQUT bottom liite.
That's the answer to Workers' Com-l2."
\hchal'i, \;likl' and Da\ l' c.teugh. CleuJ\h', Rhub.1rb Company

For the Cleugh's Rhubarb
Company, the answer to their workers'
compand medical benefits
coverage was the FHP 24
Hour Managed Care
Program.·
"Ours is a family
business," says Michael
Cleugh, Operations
Manager. "When you
process fruits and
vegetables, sometimes
accidents happen. The
24 Hour Managed Care Program
has helped us deal with that
tremendously.

We try to think of all the safety
angles, but things get overlooked.
With the FHP 2-! Hour Managed Care
Program, our safety standards
impro\ ed right away.
Now, if an accident does
happen, they're on it right
away. Quality care, 2-!
hours a day. And when
there is litigation, it's
processed efficiently.
The first three years we
were with the FHP 24 Hour
Managed Care Program, we
saved $100,000. You're not going
to get any better than that."

• The flU' 24llour ~1Jn.:1ged ( "'" Progrom os now ot(,•n'<f ~v 111P.Inc a federal!\ -qualitoed H~10 and 11> corporate affil.. tc C.rrat 't.lt

To find out how the FHP 2-! Hour
Managed Care Program can help your
business, calll-800-8-12--!347 or your
insurance broker.
"We're a family bu:,iness that's
always cared about the people who
work here. With the help of FHP, we'll
be able to stay that way."

Fl-IP

24 Hour Managed
Care Program'"
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Your hospital options are one
of the benchmarks of your plan.
Are you considering starting a
family? If so, make sure your
hospital offers maternity services, including prenatal care.
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Keep a Close Eye on Health Plan Options
throughout the area, it's imporile most of us conemplate the cost
tant to select a health plan that
ersus benefits of promotes well-care and meets all
our health plan, a more practical
of your other needs."
consideration is our choice of
Today, consumers typically
hospital and physician. Think
have many types of health care
carefully about your own insurplans to choose from. The three
ance needs. Do you want and
most common types include
need full family coverage? Is a
indemnity, or fee-for-service;
local hospital important? Do
preferred provider organizations;
you need a variety of medical
and health maintenance organispecialists, a hospital that prozations.
vides bean care?
"Employers typically offer
Although Today. consumers typi- their employees a
these are queschoice of plans-tions that only cally have many types of most of the time
you can answer,
during "open
17ealth care plans to
your goal is to
enrollment,"
obtain a health choose from. The three which may occur
at a set time each
plan to relieve
most common types
you of the buryear," added Bitden that medical
mclude indemnity. or
ting. "Knowing
bills can create
ahead of time
tee-for-service: preferred
when an illness
what your health
or injury occurs. provider organizations: care
options
Your health plan
include is key so
should allow and health maintenance that consumers
you to receive
can make approorganizations.
priate decisions."
care for a mediFor most of us. the key elecal problem before it becomes
ments of our health care plan is
more serious.
our choice of physician and hosToday's Health Care Focus
pital. In some plans, you only
have a limited choice of physi"Preventive care is a key focus
cians, those from a list approved
for today's health care
by the plan; in others, you may
providers-both hospitals and
select your own. In any case. it's
physicians," said Nancy Bitting,
important to make sure the
president/CEO at Riverside
physician you choose is affiliated
Community Hospital. "With
with your hospital choice.
managed care more prevalent

DECEMBER 1993

specialized care even though it
was available at a nearby facility
such as ours," commented Bitting. "All this because the
patient didn't realize that their
health plan or physician would

Do You Need Specialized
Care?
"People frequently ask about
our hospital's heart care services," said Pam Mercier, administrative director for the HeartCare Center at Riverside Community Hospital, the only program in western Riverside County that provides complete cardiac
care. "Because heart care is

Your hospital options are
one of the benchmarks
of your plan. Are you
considering starting a
family? If so. make sure
your hospital offers
maternity services.
including prenatal care.

direct them out of town for care...
Quality of care is an important
consideration when selecting a
hospital or physician. "Ask
friends or co-workers about their
experience. Besides providing a
high level of quality, Riverside
Community Hospital strives to
individualize its patient care in a
cost-effective manner," said Bitting.

important to their needs, area
consumers and employers want
to ensure that the plan they are
Read the Fine Print... Talk to
considering allows them access
Your Agent or Benefits
to our facility. With heart disManager
ease the nation's number one
Insurance policies are legal
killer, just about everyone knows
contracts. Always read and coma family member or friend who
pare the policies you are considneeds specialized heart care."
ering before you commit. Make
Some services to look for
sure you understand what it does
when selecting a hospital include and what it doesn't do. However
maternity, heart care (diagnostic
tedious, read the policy itself
testing, open heart surgery an<:
before you buy.
rehabilitation), physician referAsk for a summary of each
ral, emergency
policy's beneroom and outpa- Some services to look
fits or an outtient surgery.
line of the covBottom line: for when selecting a hos- erage.
Your
select a hospital
agent
or
benepital include maternity.
that offers those
fits manager
services important
heart care (diagnostic
wants you to
to your health
know what you
testing. open heart
care. Many of
are buying.
today's health care surgery and rehabilitaFor more
consumers are
information
offered plans that tiOn ). pl1ysic1an referral. regarding
cost less but may
Riverside Coml'rnerqcncy roorn and
limit
options.
munity Hospioutpatient surgery.
"We've heard stotal or if you are
ries of patients
looking for a
baving to travel extensively out Rivenide area physician, please
of dle Riverside area to receive call (909) 788-FIND.A
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"Frankl~ when it comes to

Workers'Comp, the time for talk is past.
It's time for solutions~'
V.P., General Manager, Dave Overgaard, Stuart F. Cooper Printing Company

For the Stuart F. Cooper Printing
Company, the solution arrived with the
FHP 24 Hour Managed Care Program;"*
a unique way of managing workers'
compensation and group health
benefits in one unified program. It's a
plan which saves money, jobs and most
importantly, saves lives.
"We were immediately shown
ways to improve on safety,"
says Dave
Overgaard, Vice
President,
General Manager

of Stuart F. Cooper. "What claims we
did have were processed quickly and
efficiently.
"Plus, the people at FHP are
medical experts. We're getting quality
care 24 hours a day, whether it's
something that happens
on the job or at home.
"What we're
talking about here are
lower medical costs. The
elimination of duplicate
ayments. And reduced

To find out how the FHP 24 Hour
Managed Care Program can help your
business, call1-800-842-4347 or your
insurance broker.
"In fact, we just received a dividend
check for $121,000 as a result of our
participation in the FHP program.
That's what I call a solution."

Fl-IP

24 Hour Managed
Care Program'"

~----~tigation."

• The FHP 24 Hour Manoged C.ue Program is now offered by FHP, Inc a ~ally"!uabfied HMO, and 1ts rorporall' affiliale, G....t 5t.'lll'51nsuranre Compmy. 1 CalilorniHomicil property and CllSUAity Ul5llnnCI! compllly
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Waste Not Want Not
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Waste Not, Want Not: Local Firm Helps Minimize Medical Waste
By Steve Willis

I

clable. That means that more than
320,000 tons of medical waste alone
could be reused or recycled in
America each year.
But more than being good for the
environment, reducing the amount of
trash heading for landfills is the law
in California. The Stericycle program has helped Huntington Hospital reduce its medical waste at the
source from 48% of the total solid
waste stream to 31% in the past nine
months.

magine the Rose Bowl, Southern
California's most famous stadium, filled 20 feet deep with
trash. That's more than 2 million
pounds. No it's not the aftermath of
Super Bowl XXVII or the Rose
Bowl's well-known New Year's Day
game, or even the Rose Bowl swap
meet It is, however, the equivalent
of a year of solid waste from surgeries, medical procedures, patient
stays, office woiX, routine maintenance and a host of other activities at
THE HUMAN FACTOR
nearby Pasadena's Huntington
"For me, the best aspect of StcriMemorial Hospital.
cycle is increased safety for our
All that trash has to go someworkers," says Rob Kessler, director
where, and the 606-bed hospital, like
of facility services for Huntington
most other California hospitals, is
Hospital and the local Stericycle
really appeals to me as a manager,"
well aware of the finite capacity of
guru. "The fewer times a worker
Kessler says. ''The environmental
landfills and other traditional means
has to handle medical waste, the betservices (housekeeping) employees
ter. Stericycle cuts down dramatiof disposing of waste. With the
feel bencr about the whole process,
cally the number of times a given
wave of environmental consciousand that makes all of us..._happy."
ness cresting in California. the hos- piece of medical waste has to be
pital reuses and recycles much of
handled."
WASTE-WATCHERS
Before instituting the Stericycle
what used to end up in the trash.
Central sterile supply, surgery,
Huntington Hospital took a leadprocess, Huntington Hospital follaboratory, labor and delivery, and
ership role in Southern Californialowed standanl procedures of medineonatology are among the high-voland a bold step forwanl in the new
cal waste collection and treatment.
ume producers of medical waste.
Housekeepers collected several red
age of waste disposal-when, in
Kessler has targeted those areas,
bags containing medical waste into a
June 1992, it became Los Angeles
among others, for in-service training
County's first
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , o n what specific
client of Stericyitems are considered
cle, Inc. The
medical waste, and
Illinois-based
how to properly use
company, with
the red bags formedoffices in Lorna
ical waste collection.
Linda, special"We used to get
izes in reducing,
paper cups, shoe covreusing
and
ers, diapers and other
recycling mediitems that clearly are
cal
waste
not medical waste in
through a prothe red bags. Disposcess that treats
ing of those items as
the waste, but
if they were medical
retains the basic
waste costs a lot of
integrity of the
money- a lot more
materials, makthan if we disposed
ing it possible to
of them in the proper
recycle die endway," Kessler says.
product. (The L....-"'-__..
1&5:~.--~,.;._.....;;;.:~~---------------' "During the in-serpoc:ea beals die
vice, we show employees what
larger red bag, which they put into a
waste 10 a minimum of 90 degrees
things are considered medical waste,
autoclave bag. The bags were loadCelsius, killing all pathogens and
and how important it is to put noned into a cart and taken outside to
producins no toxic emissions.) Tramedical waste items in their proper
the auUKlave. After treatment, the
ditional medical waste treatment
disposal bags."
bags were dumped into a large trash
melbodl destroy die materials, preBecause hospital employees have
compactor and sent to a landfill.
venting them from being easily
become better educated and more
The Stericycle system has housereuaedor~
selective about medical waste, the
keepen placing red bags directly
Tbe Stericycle plant in Loma
hospital has seen a significant
into Stericycle tubs. When a tub is
Linda, can reclaim 85CJ, of such
decrease in the amount of red-bag
medicll Wille. After aeabDa1t, tbe full, a bousekeeper puts a lid on the medical waste, Kessler says. In fact,
IDIIerial II reuaed IDdlor McyC1ecl at tub mel transports it to a trailer at the since July 1992, there has been a
hospilal'sloading dock. The red bag
lbe SlaicJde pl-.
17'11 decrease in the volume of medAe:conlla&ID Slericyde Inc., 98'11 i1 touched only once by the house- ical waste.
of die 900 to111 of medical waste keeper.
"Learning what is and what is not
"Reducing the pocenaial for expopiOCiuced dlily by tbe nalion's hospimedical waste can be a challenge for
tlll is potc:alially reusable or rec:y- sure of employee~ to medic:al waste

~~~~,
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some employees, particularly those
who have worked in a hospital setting for many years," Kessler says.
"For a long time, medical waste was
not separated from other waste.
Then employees were told to redbag just about everything . Now
we're telling them that a lot of the
things they used to consider medical
waste are not necessary to put in the
red bags. It can be a real re-learning
process." Kessler cites the federal government regulation for medical waste
when helping employees Jearn to
distinguish between trash and true
medical waste . That definition
includes five categories:
• Cultures and stocks of infectious
agents and associated biologicals,
such as certain specimen cultures,
discarded vaccines and some culture
dishes, and items used with the dishes;
• Human blood and blood products;
• Contaminated sharps, such as needles, syringes, blades, scalpels and
broken glass that have come in contact with infectious agents;
• Isolation waste from patients isolated to protect others from communicable diseases; and
• Unused sharps, such as discarded
hypodermic needles, suture needles,
syringes and scalpel blades.
Kessler calls Stericycle "a
quintessential '90s program" people-conscious and environmentally
aware. And though it won't completely eradicate that theoretical
mountain of trash in the Rose Bowl,
it might just reduce it enough for the
mind's eye to glimpse the slide of a
visiting band's trombone or the perfect spiral of a pass in motion. A
- WUli.s i.s a public nllltlofl.f repnsentative at HIUitington MemoriiJJ
Hospilol. This article appears

"Accidents hamen. It's part of life.
How you-deal with them
can make a lifetime of difference~'
President. Stan Lew is, Boerner Truck Center

At Boerner Truck Center, when they
talk about trucks, they're not talking
about little pick-up trucks.
"We're dealing in commercial
trucks," says Stan Lewis,
President of Boerner
Truck Center,
"and accidents
come with the
territory. Providing
a good workers' comp
and medical benefits
program couldn't be more
important to this company.
"That's why we
went with the FHP 24
Hour Managed Care
Program. ·They've
been totally involved in

cOIITtesy ofCaliforniiJ

I
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24 Hour Managed
Care Program"'

, l"he FHI' 2~ Hour Managed Care Program L' now oflt'n.-d by Hil'. Inc a troerallv-quahhed HMO. and 1ts wrporat••afhhate l,reat St.ll<'<lnsuranu•Comp.lm a Cahfom•a-domKiled property and <asualty msuran<t>rompan
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around. And on top of that, the whole
legal process has been streamlined.
That ought to make everyone feel good
in a hurry."
To find out how the FHP 24 Hour
Managed Care Program can help your
business, calll-800-842-4347 or your
insurance broker.
"Knowing that our insurance
company is totally on top of things
makes me and everyone else around
here feel good."

helping us set up new safety standards.
Sure, we still get back strains and other
minor injuries, but now, our claims
are processed in half the time it
used to take.
"You know, we've
been with the FHP
program for three years.
They've always been
responsive and proactive
in their dealings with
us. And, more
importantly,
they've always
provided our employees
with excellent medical care.
With the FHP 24 Hour
Managed Care Program, our
people are seeing the best doctors

~
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What Every Man Over 50 Should Know
s men age, the prostate
which is a walnut-sized
gland located just below the
bladder and is in intimate contact
with the valve that conuols the elimination of urine, may begin to
increase in size. This enlargement
(sometimes called "hypertrophy or
hyperplasia"), is a benign process
brought about by the growth of glandular tissue within the proswe and
is very common in men over 50.
In some men, the enlargement of
the prostate may begin to compress
the urethra slowing the flow of
urine. Initially the bladder, compensates for this added resistance by
contracting with greater force. This
added force causes the muscles of
the bladder to thicken and stretch out
of shape. In time, the overworked
bladder will become less efficient
and some urine (residual) will
remain at the end of voiding. If
allowed to go untreated, this condition can lead to infections of the
blldder md kidney failtm.
Suraical intervention may be
required when the obstructing
bel:o•e• ~ne~e. Tbe obstructing
pdldall of tie .,.... &1llld CID be
removed bJ an operation done
through the channel called a
-rransurethral Resection of the
ProsWe or Turp." Uling a llpCCial
telescope called a resectoscope, the
urologist is able to re-open the
obstructed urethra allowing the urine

A

to flow more easily and bladder to
empty completely with urination.
The American Cancer Society
states that this year over 100,000
men in the United States will be
diagnosed as having prostate cancer
and some 30,000 will die as a direct
result of this disease. It is the third
most common cancer among men
and second leading cause of death
from cancer. Prostate cancer is rare
in men younger that 50 but increases
steadily with advancing age. It is
believed that 30% of men over the
age of 60 have prostate cancer. The
best chances for a cure from prostate
cancer come with early detection.
The American Cancer Society recommends that men over the age of
50 have a yearly prostate exam as
part of the routine physical.
In the traditional method of
prostate examination, the physician
insertS his finger into the rectum to
explore the gland. The physician
searches for any irregularity or
abnormal hardness that is uncharacteristic of a healthy prostate. However, some portions of the gland are
difficult to examine in this manner
and small tumors may be undetected.
During the last few years, urologists Mve bepn to Ulle ultnsound to
examine 1be prostate. Ultrasound
allows the urologist to "see" within
the prostate and examine it more
completely than with his finger

alone. This has significantly
improved the cancer detection rate.
The procedure is painless,
requires no anesthesia and can be
performed with a minimum of
preparation. In addition. no harmful
radiation is used . The urologist
places a finger-sized ultrasound
probe into the rectum . The probe
contains a transducer that emits
ultrasound energy waves that are
reflected back from the prostate tissue. These reflected waves or
echoes are collected by the ultrasound equipment and are transformed into an image on a television
screen. As the echo patterns differ
from one type of tissue to another,
the urologist will be able to detect
abnormal tissue structures such as
those in cancer of the prostate.
Such an examination takes
approximately 15 -20 minutes and
may show suspicwus areas within
the prostate otherwise undetectable.
If a suspicious area is found, a tissue
sample or "biopsy" is usually taken
by directing a needle through the
probe and into the area in question.
The small sample of prostate tissue
is examined under a microscope by a
pathologist to determine if the irregularity is caused by prostate cancer.
In selected individuals, ultrasound
visualization of the prostate gland,
when Ulled in combination with certain blood tests and a good digital
rectal examination, possesses the

great advantage of detecting prostate
cancer at a very early state. Early
detection is the key to survival and
cure.
Ask yourself the following questions whether you should see a urologist such as the board certified
urologists at Riverside Medical Oinic.

~~we'

quality llealth plan.

1. Have you noticed a change in the
pattern of your urination lasting for
more than two weeks?
2. Is the flow of your urine weak or
interrupted?
3. Do you have difficulty starting
the flow of urine?
4. Does the need to urinate frequently wake you up at night?
5. Have you noticed any blood in
your urine?
6. Do you urinate frequently?
7. Do you have difficulty stopping
the flow of urine?
8. Do you feel a painful or slight
burning sensation when you urinate?
9 . Have you experienced an inabiltty
to achieve or maintain an erection
adequate for sexual intercourse or
painful ejaculation?
10. Do you have an achy feeling in
your pelvic area or upper thighs or
have you experienced lower back
pain unrelated to physical

Here's a second opinion.
And what an informed o pinion it is. It's the
opinion of the National Committee for Quality
Assurance (NCQA).
Why should that matter to you? Because NCQA
is an independent organization established by health
professionals and employers like yourself. Its sole
purpose is to create quality standards for HMOs
across the country.
In the three years NCQA has been reviewing
health plans, FHP\11 is only the second in California to
receive full accreditation. That means FHP has met
NCQA's stringent criteria and high standards in key
areas of care.
So when your employees ask for a health plan
that meets their high standards, respond with FHP.
If you already provide FHP, remind your employees
of the quality benefits and coverage from FHP. Then
give them the confidence of a second opinion-from
the NCQA.

activity?A
-This article was supplied by the
Department of Urology at the Riverside Medical Clinic.
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Canadian Report Praises Chiropractic Care

T

his winter there will undoubtedly be heated debate over
the national health care
reform proposal currently being
touted by the Ointons. One sliver of
the medical community has been
fuming over the fact that they feel
the current reform package will
leave them completely out in the
cold.
With some 45 ,000 chiropractors
practicing in the U.S., there has been
a great deal of concern raised over
the fact that very little consideration
was given to chiropractea in the cur-

rent Clinton plan. This furor has
prompted the American Oliropractic
Association to form a powerful special interest group to lobby for inclusion into any health reform agenda.
1be ACA, however, is not going
into the lobbying arena with their
defenses down. In fact, the ACA is
armed with a landmark Canadian
medical study, the Manga Repon,
which indicates that chiropractic
care might be the cure for America's
ailing health system.
1be repon, which was conducted
by a team of C anadian health

economists and commissioned by
the Ministry of Health in Ontario,
presents "an overwhelming body of
evidence" that chiropractic care is
more cost effective than traditional
medical treatmett of back pain.
"Low-back dysfunction has been
characterized as the single biggest
health care problem affecting woricing age Americans, a condition
which annually costs society billions
of dollars and reduces woricer productivity," said Dr. Bradley Sullivan,
president of the California Chiropractic Association.
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" ... the author of the Canadian
study concluded that there would be
a 'highly significant health care savings if mo re management of lo wb a ck pain was transfer red fro m
physicians to chiropractors."'
Tile majority of chiropractors are
non-M.D.s who are cenified by the
state and their own governing institutions to alleviate pain by way of
making spinal adjustments.
Historically, chiropractea and its
practitioners h ave not received a
great deal of respect from other
members of the medical community.
Chiropractea is often thought of as
voodoo medicine, and because most
chiropractors aren't medical doctors, they have come under fire for
presenting themselves as primary
care givers.
This view of the profession was
outlined in reports from the American Medical Association from the
1970s, when chiropractea was gaining popularity that referred to chiropractors as "an unscientific cult"
The ACA and its mem bers are
hoping that the Canadian study will
help change this opinion.
Among other things, the stud y
concluded: "There would be highly
s ignificant cost savings if mo re
management of low-back pain was
transferred from physicians to chiropractors," "chiropractic manipulation is safer than medical management of low-back pain" and that
"chiropractic management is greatly
superior to medical management in
terms of scientific validity, safety,
cost-effectiveness and patient satisfaction."
ACA lobbyists aren't wasting any
time making the Manga Studies
findings public knowledge. Almost
immediately after the study made its
way across the border, ACA offi cials were making calls and sending
letters, hoping to sway the current
reform package's stance on chiropractic care.
"Rather than discourage the use
of chiropractic care, as the (Clinton)
plan inadvertently does, the Clinton
Administration and Congress would
be wise to provide economic incentives to encourage the use of the
most medically effective and costefficient treatments," said Dr. Jerilynn Kaibel, past president of the
CCA.A

[
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Keep a Close Eye on Reform
CtHtlitwed From Page .U

ed that monies, as much as a billion
dollars, would be set aside for such
patients, but, that number is inadequate to provide payment for services to the undocumented alien
population of Southern California
let alone the entire nation.
Two other problem areas of the
plan are the employer mandate and
the five-year goal of having SO% of
all physicians trained in primary
care medicine. The employer mandate is a problem because it is
opposed by large segments of the
small business community. The
50%, five-year goal is a problem
because it is unachievable.
According to Dr. John Coombs,
Associate Dean of the University
of Was h in gto n School of
Medicine-"Even if every rnedi-

Dozens
Southern Cali-

agreements
aimed at dealing
with large scale

fomia hospitals,
groups, insurance companies,
HMOs and other

deciding on new
affiliations,
mergers,

For business and community leaders, this
is a time of great

some "devilish

health reform plan. Each organization with a significant stake in the
outcome of healthcare reform needs
to assess both the potential benefits
and risks. The status quo is not an
option. Although the "train" is on
the track and moving, interested
organizational leaders can have a
role (if they assenively exercise it)
in determining the route and the
ultimate destination of this "healthcare reform train.'' A
-Bauer is t~ Vice President oft~

hospital Council of So. Califorma

Two other problem areas of
the plan are the employer
mandated and the 5-year
goal of having 50% of all
physicians trained in
primary care medicine.
The employer mandate is a
problem because it is
opposed by large segments
of the small business
community.
cal school student in America
were to be shifted from their current training program to a primary care training trac k tomorrow,
the 50% primary care physician
goal could not be reached until
the year 2010 or after." The devil
is in the details.
T hat healthcare re form will
occur is undeniable-it is already
underway. In the private sector,
managed care programs are holding down provider reimbursement, reducing inpatient hospitalization, and to a degree limiting
consumer freedom of choice in
the selection of hos pitals and
physicians. With regard to MediCal, the state of California has
decided to shift the management
of the program from the state to
the local level in 13 counties,
including Riverside and San

ideo Sells

Because when it comes to effectively
selling a product or service, nothing beats
the impact of a well-produced video. And
best part, our "award-winning" creative
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Hospital Council Predicts Radical Changes for Health Care
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ByJamesW.
Caspar~
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M

ajor trends affecting the
hcaltb care system over
the next five years will
radically change the process of
beabb care delivcly, accordin& to a
new report issued by the Hospital

Qud d &ubem CaHfmUaiCenter
of Health Resources.
1be repon sugests that capitation, outcomes measurements and
1arge intearated health provider networts will usher in an entirely new
era of health care with fee-for-service, self-refeml and many stand-

federal level, the nwket will move
tbele trends forward."
The repon,
In addition. the document titled "View or the
predicts health care will be Pllure 1994-1999,"
predicts 17 key
purchased by three huge trends to emerge in
groups: government. large the next five years.
Assembled from
employers and group purthe collcctM thinkchasing co-ops. made up ing of health care
expens, hospital
of individuals and
administrators,
small employers.
pollsters and futur-

alone hospitals facing possible
extinction.

"These chan&es
will lay down a
new foundation
for the health care
system," said Jim
Barber, executive
vice president of
the Hospital Council of Southern
California. "With
or without health
care reform on the

ists, "View" has been produced by
HCSC for six years.
"Consolidation and collaboration
will reign," the repon says. Hospitals and doctors will band together
to form regional provider networks.
Such consolidation leads to more
effective pooling of services and
more bargaining clout In addition,
the document predicts health care
will be purchased by three huge
groups: government, large employers and group purchasing co-ops,
made up of individuals and small
employers.
In other changes, the remaining
few unaffiliated hospitals will
become "Centers of Excellence,"
specializing in a panicular service
such as pediatrics or a teaching hospital. Also, according to the repon.
managed care and capitation payment (a predetermined monthly
payment for a panicular package of
health care services) will continue
to dominate in Scutbem California,
with fee-for-service contracts disappearina.

The annual · View of the
Future·· document is
designed to help hospi-

Ca.s~

Re:sowces

The Seven Deadly Sins of Top
Management
e all recognize that the
higher one progresses up
an organizational ladder,
tM more vulnerabk one is to a fall.
Unfortunately, not all falls are instigated by outside forces. In fact, as
many as 75% of the top executive
demises I've seen could have been
avoided if the executive htui just htui
been aware of certain unspoken
rules of the road .. Review them
carefully and see if you can spot
something that will help you avoid
being the next casualty.

W

Sin #1 - Ignoring the Importance
or Your Board or Directors
When one becomes a top executive for the first time, it is common
to assume-like all previous positions-that your success will be
graded on how well the business
performs compared to expectations.
Such assumptions often translate
into the executive becoming so operationally focused that they ignore the
strategic importance of their board.
Yet, the battlefield is littered will.
the bodies of those executives that
did an excellent operational job, but
failed to managed the needs or solicit the input of their board.

tals. doctors. provider
organizations and consumers 1n Southern
Ca/Jforma prepare tor
health reform.

'b claa\ 8
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Diagnoses and treatment will
become more standardized, the
report anticipates. More sopbisticated, targeted outcomes data and

Image management is
crucial to the success of
companies and people. but
few executives truly appreciate the power this factor
can wield. In the ·good old
days.· the Henry Fords of
the world could produce a
product and force the consumer to accept only one
color -black.

mistake or grabbing the responsibili-

care.

ty for making all the key decisions.

Granted, there Is often a delicate balance where the executive must
"appear" as if they have all the
answen, but the struggle is often

determining where expecwions stop
and ego begins. 1be wise executive

recognizes there are
HSCS 18 OM of the dwe DrJtllllmdotu that COirtfJO" the CeiiiU of
Health ResOUTCu. Th4 other two
l1tdude COHR-COIIMCtloll tllldlhe
Nf11111N11H--F~

Sin #3 - Ignoring the Importance
or Your Network
Failing to preserve and/or expand
one's network (both inside and out-

wortc is to develop a strong Mobile
Strategic Business Resource Unit.
(See IEBJ Article, 11193)
Sin #4 - Ignoring the Power of
Yourlmqe
Image management is crucial to
the success of companies and people, but few executives truly appreciate the power this factor can wield.
In the "good old days," the Henry
Fords of the world could produce a
product and force the consumer to
accept only one color-black. Executives ruled their companies as
emperors and careers where made or
broken at will. Today, the media, in
conjunction with the government
and our legal system, threaten daily
to make or break careers just on the

Mo.JA.vEC...CE
--HEALTH PLAN--

A Health
Care Plan
ofthe
High Desert
Fully insured by Sierra Health & Life

Sin Ill -1\arnlna ResponslbiHty
Into a Mandate to Control
Too many executives make the

other quality aueasmem tooll will
be deveJoped to rae provideD and
offel' JofonDidoo Oil the quality of

1be 8IIDIJil "\1ew of the Pulure"
doc:nment is deliped 10 belp bolpitall, doc:kln, provider Olp>IQikq
and COIII'unen mSOUibem CaUfornia prepn for beaJib Jeform.

ning the game than create a battlefield where individual trophies are
the only prize.

side the corporation) is a common
sin of the busy executive. Unfonunately, most do not realize that their
networtc was never better than the
last time they were out of wortc. On
the other side of the coin, 90% of all
newly displaced executives cannot
name more than 10 people they
could call for a job lead. The impact
of these facts has led to the following truisms:
• The days of working an entire
career for one company are long
past
• As a result, the job of preserving, feeding and expanding your networtc is one of the most imponant
full-time responsibilities you can
have.
•One of the best, and most cost
effective ways to preserve your net-

miOUI'Cel (both

lntemally and extemally) that will
provide better, faster, more cost effic:lem I01udons and they aggressively

seek tbem OUL It Is more important
to build a 1e1m dill focules on win-

for information call

245-7106
15366 11th Street • Suite "0"
Victorville, California 92392
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oliday Cheer, Ad Club Style
By Steve Holt

G

et the Holiday Spirit, Ad
Club Style, by attending the
Inland Empire Ad Club's
annual holiday party on Thursday,
Dec. 16th, 5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. This
year's pany will be a great opportunity for IEAC members and nonmembers to mix, mingle, eat, drink
and be merry, all at a great location,
the studio at Visual Impact. A lucky
few may even take home a terrific
door prize, which they can, of

course, wrap and give to someone
e.lse as the perfect present. Nothing
hke a hule holiday recycling I
always say. Hey, in fact, I remember
avocado green fondue set sitting
m my cupboard, that would be perfect for... Well come by, and maybe
you '11 be the lucky new owner.
The pany is free to IEAC members and $10 for guests. Everyone
who attends will receive two drink
tickets for mixed and/or soft drinks,
and all the appetizers they can eal
Special thanks go out to Fred

:m

Annitage of Visual Impact, who graciously offered to open his doors for
this not-to-be-missed event. The
party kicks off at 5:30 p.m. at Visual
Impact, 801 S. Dupont, SuiteD,
Ontario. To reserve your space or to
get directions, call 909/941-7022.
Hope to sec you there.

Shhh....lt's a Secret
Starting on Jan. 12, Faust Printing
is sponsoring a seven-week series of
seminars titled, "Secrets of Prim Production Revealed." The weekly class
takes place on Wednesday evening, 6

When you need Agreot ideo,
An honest opinion, Agood Iough, An exfro hond,
Anew look, Agreat cup of coffee,
Asmile

p.m. Join top-notch print specialist,
Carl Frank, as he reveals the intricate
secrets of great printing.
The classes will be held at Faust
Printing, 8656 Utica Ave., Suite 100,
Rancho Cucamonga. Cost for the
series for lEAC members is $250,
and $325 for non-members. For
reservations, call 714/)91-3645.

Inter Valley Health Plan
Launches Hispanic MarketIng Campaign
Inter Valley Health, a Pomonabased not-for-profit HMO, is in the
middle of creating a unique marketing and public relations campaign
directly targeted toward the Hispanic
community. Working with Anita
Santiago Advertising, IVHP will utilize the campaign to expand their
health care coverage in the growing
Hispanic markets of Southern California. IVHP currently serves San
Bernardino, Riverside and Orange
Counties.

Platt College Puts People In
All tho Right Places
Gail Martinez, dean of students
for Platt College, recently announced
the placement of several interns and
new employees with several top
companies. Interns include Lynette
Hillman, an intern for Inter Valley
Health Plan; David Wiggs will be
interning with J.N. Design (Riverside); and Tim McGowan has been
placed as an intern with Buena Vista
Home Video, a division of Disney
Studios.
Three other Plan College students
have received new job placements.
Those placements include, Bob
Pearce with Zerovnik & Company;
Joe Nevarez with the Inland Empire
Business Journal and Jana Spence
with Hayden Incorporated.
If you have a job for a graphic
design student, please call Bridgett
Hartsfield, Platt's placement coordinator at (909) 989-1187.

Stewart Holt Hires and
Is Hired

l.ofOibwl..........._

Tbe Bro.dway, Rob~ • May, JC Peooey lllld Nordstrom
()pea 10-9 Moaday lin ftiday, 10-7 Sllurday _. 11-6 Sllllday
91 .Piwway Ill 'J)ollr Street ia Rivtnide

Stewart Holt Advertising of
Ontario, recently announced the hiring of Dawn Marie Hecht as an
account executive for the agency.
Hecht, formerly of the Impact
Group, will be responsible for managing and servicing several of the
agency's accounts.
As for being hired... Stewart Holt
has been named the agency of record
for Pomona First Federal Savings
and Loan. The agency will create
and direct all advertising and public
relations efforts for the 101-year-old
financial institution.A
Holt is a {Jtll'tMr ilt St4Wt1Tt-Holt
Advertlslng.
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International Trade Leads
7607113 Aluminum Foil
Production : A) Detailed Product
Description: aluminum foil, packaged. B) Product Specifications/
Technical Data: .0055MM Required;
Packaged in 12 & 18 inch rolls; for
domestic consumer. C) Quantity: 1-2
truckload, monthly D) U.S. Dollar
Value: Est. 500,00 Annual E) Purchase needed by: 3,194 F) Other
information: Brand name and private label options required; Interest
in other lightweight, aluminum foil
Jdtchen products.
Response: A) Response language:
English B) Best way to respond:
Phone C) From manufacturers only:
Yes D) Information desired from
U.S. firm: Complete pricing; tenns
for exclusive Canadian Rights. E)
Primary buying factor: price, quality
F) Other Information: Quote by
truckload. Exclusive Canadian rights
essential to closing on sales.
Company: A) Type of business:
Agency B) Year established: 1991
C) Annual sales: 1 Million plus D)
Member of business chamber: N/A
E) Bank name and address: Royal
Bank Of Canada, 5161 George St,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 2Y1 F)
U.S. firms represented: Barber
Foods, Portland, ORE.; Oven-Poppers, Manchester, NH; Doughties
Foods, Portsmouth, VA.
Other Information: Company specializes in total matket management
for Canada-supermarket products.
Accounts include national chains.
References available from additional
U.S. suppliers.
Coabld: Tom Mwdocb, Tom Murdoch &: Assoc. 10 Alterly Blvd.,
Unit SS, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
B3B 1J3. Phone: 902-468-8882
FAX: 902-468-3704
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(PCS-TOP)American Consulate
General Halifax, Cogswell Tower
Scotia SQ. Halifax, Nova Scotia
Canada B3J 3Kl

DMcrtpllon: a252 Paper
Productl011 : A) Detailed product
description: 480252 - White offset
prtndna PIPCI'· unbleached, uncoated. B) Ploduct speciflcadonl trecmlcal data: 480252 - White offset
paper, ...... llldlor IODI; Bolla vir-

gin and recycled paper; 60 G/M2, 70
G/M2, 80 G/M2; 33 118 X 46 13/16;
27 13/16 X 39 3/8; 23 318 X 33 1/8;
11 11/16 X 16 17132; 11 11/16 X 8
In.. C) Quantity: 200 to 400 metric
tons/month D) U.S. Dollar value:
TBD. E) Purchase needed by:
Immediate Requirement. F) Other
Information: Payment tenns: letter
of credit; Service contract is a
necessity; Shipping terms: FOB
Gdynia, Poland; End-Users: printing
companies; End-Use: Re-sale.
Response: A) Response language:
English. B) Best way to respond:
FAX C) From manufacturer only:
No D) Information desired from
U.S. finn: Comprehensive product
literature and price lists from manufacturers and/or agents distributors;
Proposal for long-term contract. E)
Primary buying factors: Price, and
order/delivery cycle time. F) Other
Information: Immediate purchase (12 months supply) stock inventory;
continuous demand - repetitive
orders with long-term supplier relationship desired.
Company: A) Type of business:
Importer B) Year Established: 1992
C) Number of Employees: 6 D)
Annual sales: COOLS 200,000 E)
Member of business chamber: None
F) Bank name and address: Polish
Parishes Credit Union, Roncesvalles
Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. G)
U.S. firms represented: Bluffton
Agricultural Group, Bluffton, Indiana (for flour mills, seed, grain);
Ferrell-Ross, Bluffton, Indiana (for
feed processing technology; material
reduction, recovery and recycling
equipment); Clipper, Bluffion, Indiana (for farm equipment). H) Other
Information: IIG is a private company whose sales territory includes
North /America, Latin America, and
Europe. IIG acts as an engirlecriJll
consultant and ttadina services fim
for a wide variety of industties such
as mining, flour milling, well

driJlin& and auromodve blUe mlllufacturing. I) Number of accounts
served: 18 1) Sales force: 3 K) Post
remarks: IIG president, Frank Z.
ADdziak, hila mechanical allineer-

ing degree with approldmately 25
yean experieDce IOd bu wodted for

companies such as General Moton
and McDonnell Doualu. Mr.
Aodziak bu beell a consultant for

over IS years and has worked in
Middle Eastern and South African
countries.
Contact: Mr. Claudius Kowalski,
business consultant, International
Industrial Group Corp. (JIG), 1775
Meyerside Drive, #12, Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada LST LE2 Phone:
905-67~2769 FAX: 905-67~7450
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP), American Consulate
General, Toronto, P.O. Box 135,
Lewiston, NY. 14092-0135
Refer to: 1'0031

61091 Cotton/Polyester TShlrts
610462 Cotton/Polyester
Sweat Pants
61102 Cotton/ Po I yester
Sweat Shirts
Production: A) Detailed product
description: 610910 - 100 per cent
conon or cotton/polyester blend Tshins with licensed sports teams,
comics or cartoon logos for boys and
men aged 13 to 30 for casual and
spons wear. 610462 - 100 per cent
cotton or cotton/polyester blend
sweat pants with licensed sports,
comic, or cartoon logos - Standard
elastic waistband and cuffs required;
For boys and men aged 13 to 30 for
casual and sports wear. B) Product
specifi~tmical data: For use
as casual and sports wear. C) Quantity: 610,910, 610,492, 611,()20 combined total 900 to 1,200 dozen per
each mass merchant to which Bregman's agency sells. D) U.S. doUu
value: S1 to $3 million E) Purchase
needed by: Delivery for spriq1994
through to fall 1994 F) Other Information: Company serves as a commissioned sales agent to severalltey
mass merchants in the Canadian
market. Agent's customen pay
m111uf11CtuJ'en directly upon receipt
of invoice. Manufacturen pay commission directly to tbe qent. Pay~ tem11 are flexible but are aenenD.y specified by 1be manufaclum.
End usen of tbe spons wear are
boys lnd DlCil apd 1310 30.
R.espoale: A) Responle lquaae:
English B) Best way to respood:
FAX C) Prom manufact1U'ef oaly:
No D) lnformadoa desired from
U.S. firm: Price per uait 1114 per

quantity; Details of licensing as per
which Major League Baseball, Nm..
hockey, NFL football, NBA basketball teams, comic or cartoon characters are available; Terms of sale;
Availability of the product E) Primary buying factors: Price, quality
F) Other Information: Continuous
demand, repetitive orders with a
long-term supplier relationship
desired.
Company A) Type of busine~s:
agent B) Year established: 1963 C)
Number of employees: 3 D) Annual
sales: $3.5 million E) Member of
business chamber: None F) Bank
name and address: Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, S9S Bay
Street, Toronto, M2C 2C2, l'tlone:
416-980-4780 G) U.S. finns represented: None H) Other information:
The company acts as a commissioned sales agent for several Canadian manufacturers of licensed
clothing. Sales territory is countrywide. Firm's sales force consists of
Mr. Bregman and two other employees. 1be company seUs to Canadi111
mass merchants and has an on-goina
business relationship with 25 such
acoounts. I) Post remaJts: This cvmpany is well-regarded in the trade,
and its president, Mr. Sid Bregman,
has worked more than 30 yean in
the apparel sector. The com~y
aas exclusively as a commissioned
agent, soliciting and forwarding
orden to his principals, who ship to
and invoice the buyer direc:dy.
Contact: Mr. Sid Bregman, Sid
Bregman Sales Inc.., SSS Richmond

Street West. 1305, Toronto, Onwio,
Canada MSV 3BL, Pbooe: 416-~
1772,FAJC:416-~7889

Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP), American Consulate
General, Toronto, P.O. Box 135,
Lewiston, NY. 14092-0135
Refer to: P0030

For turthel' . . . . . . . ,.
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Renewed Asian Investment in California Real Estate
By Wade E. Lamming

KCKCAMRa...
1350
......... -,, ... a. ......
In the Coachella Valley
K-NEWS 1270 AM

"Southern Ca.fornla
Business Focus"
Fro111 7n00 Pill • 7•30 Pill
Mo.....y T ..... Friday

Features Discussions on a Variety of Business Issues
Recent Guests Include . __
• Congressman Dana Rohrbacher • Dr. Laura Schlessinger •
• Mark Victor Hansen • Darrell Paullc • Elizabeth Caulder •
• John Thornton • Sal Briguglio • Jerry Eaves •
• Senator John Lewis • Mike Schenker • Stan Statham •
• Mary Ellen Drummond • Senator Ruben Ayala •
• Robert Mandavi • Mary Scarpa •

Cdrldcly Named Gateway
Cor por c1te Sales VP

ateway Title Company
announced the hiring of
Theresa Canady as its vice
president of corporate sales where
she will be responsible for business
development within the subdivision,
commercial and industtial segments
of the Inland Empire market..
Canady is currently a vice presi«tent of the Southern California
Building Industry Association and a
director with the Southern California
Housina Development Corporation
as well as being a planning commisslooer with Riverside County• .A

G

CB Cornmercral Cleans Up

on Sales

For Information call Rebecca Gordon (909) 391-1015 Ext. 21

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY
NEWS/TALK RADIO
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LOCAL NEWS EVERY HALF HOUR
LOCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFTEEN MINUTES

1011
IIUINS

Greater Riverside Ownher of Commerce has sold its

TI

3,SOO-square-foot office
building located at 4261 Main Street
completing the final stages in the
chamber office's move to a new
location in downtown Riverside.
The old chamber offices were
sold to Fisher, \\athen & Geetina.
a law firm for $325,000. The transaction was handled by Vindar
Batoosingh, vice president of CB

Cammercial.
The chamber's move ''reflects the
orpnization's unswerving suppon
of Rivenide's core, focal point for
lllllllerous business, trade and civic
activities," said Art Pick, chamber

preside.-.
CB Commercial also was
involved in the recent sale of a
90,120-square-foot building in
Ontario to a Musachusetts-based
c:ommen:ial Jamdry, Unlfinl Corp.

Dmd Omanl and Richard Hill,
of CB aq~~e&ea*:d 1be buyer in lbe
$2111i1UaD ........
1be ltloc:llbl oldie CCIIDJIIilY 10
Ozllldo is ........ bdDa be&weea

75-100jobiiD die . . .
~flO- be IDd Con............... 40 . . .
die JaJ.a :a.p. ..... clec:idiDC
CID die Oalldo loc:IIICID.
CB Olmmen:ial repraeDWiva
lllo pye a JNil deal of credit to
~ hiler of lbe JaliDd Empire
lcxnJmtc PlnDerJidp b' bla ......

Unifirst is expected to take occupancy of the building before year's
end...t.

Former Head of Centremark
Constructors Acquires
Ownership
ack G. Stouse, former president
of Centremark Constructors,
Inc. and the director of construction for Centremark, has
acquired ownership of the construction company from Centremart.
Upon the change of ownership,
Stouse has announced that the company will now be named, J.G.
Stouse Constructors, Inc. and will
move to Temecula from its former
offices in Ontario and San Diego.
Centremark Constructors, Inc.
was started in 1991 to handle both
tenant improvements and commercial design for the Centremart office
developments.
During Stouse's tenure with the
company, he directed more than $10
million in tenant improvement projects, handling more than 30 jobs
rangina from small spaces to over
50,000 square feet_.A

J

Pier 1 Leases 96.980 Square
Feet rn Rancho Cucamonga
ier 1 lmpons, a retailer of
housewares based in Ft.
Wonh, Texas, has leased a
96,980-square-foot industrial buildina in Rancho Cucamonga for three
years. The lease is reponedly wont

P

$800.000.
The buiJdina, which is located •
8830 Rochester Ave., hu already

been occupied by the tenant Pier 1
Imports will use the building u an
overflow warehouse in addition to
the 400,000-square-feet facillty It

already OCQJpielln lbe aaa.
Rm Blakalee of Grubb & Ellis'
a..a~o omce aepelellled me fi:Dd
in lbe 1I'MIIICdon.
Orubb & Ellis lllo Jelecl 24,940

square feet of industrial space in
Rivenide 10 City Bquides, IDe. a
fiiPlilJ trult bued in Newpon
Belcb.
Tbe buiJdiDa. Jocaled • t350 atrua Ave., il c:oaslclered an investmeal purdlue by lbe buJJ:r IDd wiD
be oc:c:upied by llealiol and Cool-

IDa. a diSUlbutor of boatill8 IDd
............. r ...... IDII coollita
.... blled.IDS.~
....,•• llrtbefidllJ.

new group of buyers has
invaded Southern California's commercial real estate
markets: non-Japanese, Asian
Investors. In May 1992, for example, Fortuna Enterprises of Taiwan
bought the 1,280-room Los Angeles
Airport Hilton for approximately
$50 million.
In August 1992, Hon Kwok Land
Investment of Hong Kong paid
S 19.1 million for the 456-unit
Bunker Hill Towers in downtown
Los Angeles.

A

Unlike the Japanese
institutional investors of
the 1980's. today·s Asian
investors are usually
entrepreneurial but, like the
Japanese. they take a longterm ··patient money ..
attitude about their
investments.
This fall, Grand Amazone Limited, Inc., an Indonesian investor, purchased the six-story, 110,00-squarefoot Saban Building in the Burbank
Media District.
A few non-Japanese Asian
investors have even developed commercial properties in carefully
selected locations, such as the thriving San Gabriel Square retail center
in San Gabriel Valley.
What does this surge of nonJapanese Asian investment mean for
the Inland Empire, not only now but
also for the future?
At present, non-Japanese Asian
investon are just starting to enter
Inland Empire commercial real
estate markets. Some are considering
potential investments and looking at
properties in San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties. But most of
these investors are still concentrating
their actual purchases in more centrally located ponions of the
metropolitan area and in heavily
Asian communities like the San
Gabriel Valley.
In the near future, however, that
situation could chanae. NonJapanese Asian lnveston will start
making purchases in the Inland
Empire, thereby foUowiDJ familiar
outward-movina development and
~ paaans in the Los Anseles meaapolitan aaa.
Therefore, Inland Empire real

..a

e1111e owners
hr± ••• llDdd
lildcipate 1bia welc&ae ll'elld. ...

learn more about these Asian
investors and what kinds of properties they are looking for.
Most of these investors now come
from Hong Kong, Taiwan. the People's Republic of China in that
order. At present, only a small portion of the purchasers come from
Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, the Philippines, and South
Korea
Some of these investors purchase
properties for Asia-based corporations. Others acquire properties
through California-based partners
who might be foreign nationals,
recent immigrants, or first and second-generation Asian Americans.
The flow of money, therefore, can be
qliite difficult to follow.
Unlike the JaplUiese institutional
investors of the 1980s, today 's Asian
investors are usually entrepreneurial
but, like the Japanese, they take a
long-term "patient money" attitude
about their investments.
What locations and typeS of property do these investors favor?
Like the Japanese investors of the
the early and mid-1980s, Asian
investors currently favor greater Los
Angeles and the San Francisco Bay
area because of their convenience as
points of entry. However, today's
Asian investors do not limit their
purchases to heavily Asian locations
like Monterey Park east of Downtown Los Angeles or San Francisco's Chinatown. They are now
seuclling for investment properties
throughout most of greater Los
Angeles as well-regarded secondary
California markets, like the Inland
Empire, Sacramento, and San Diego,
and are becomina active In Arizona,
lexas, and Florida, much like some
Japanese investors toward the end of
the 1980s.
Nor are Asian investors limiting
their activity to established
metropolitan markets. Looking Into
the future, some have adopted a
long-term "land banking" strategy.
They are acquiring agricultural land
located in the expected path of eventual metropolitan growth.
Unlike the headline-making
Japanese lnveston of the 1980s,
most Asian purchasen of the 19901
aec:k. out "bread and butler" properties rather than trophy buildlnas.
Asian investors typically do not
want to attract undue attendon to
their pun:hases. Why? Many abo

foraee better retums fnlm IIDIIler
lower-profile buildinas.

As

entrepreneurs and relatively small
corporations rather than institutional
investors, many Asian buyers simply
do not have the resources to acquire
trophy properties.
Today's Asian investors are typically seeking hotels, shopping centers, and small- to medium-sized
office buildings (often Class B or
Class C properties,) particularly
those properties which can be
acquired at deep discounts over
replacement costs.
Asian investors usually want a
steady cash flow, at least for the first
few years, so that they have time to
learn more about the building and
surrounding market, before they
must start re-leasing the property or
carrying out improvements.
How are thes investors financing
the transactions?
In making their purchases, Asian
investors welcome leveraged transactions. In fact. they seek out opportunities to take over in-place financing and put in minimal equity.
In today's capital-starved markets,
however, Asian buyers face the same
challenges in obtaining real estate
loans from traditional sources as
American investors. And real estate
loans, if available, carry bigher-lhan-

However. some Asian
nations. including the
People ·s Republic of China.
are beginning to experience
inflation of 20°o a year or
more. That erosion is fueling some California
investment.

avenae interest l'l1eS.
Many Asian purchasers, therefore, obtain financing with personal
guarantees at lower rates in their
home country, an .unbeatable advantage in today's markets.
Unlike European and Japanese
buyen, Asian investors are relatively
unconcerned about the impact of
currency fluctuations on their
returns. The Hona
dollar Is
peged at HK $7.7 to US $1. Other
Asian currencies, except for lbe yen.
have traditionally experienced relatively minor movemem in re1adoo to
the dollar.
However, some Asian nations,
inc:ludinl the People's Republic of
Cdna. are beaimln&IO experiellce
inflation of 2011 a year or more.

Kona

'That emlliao is fueliDc niaillvllllllllelll.

CaiUbr-

By all indications, Asian inv,estment in California shows no sign of
slowing down. Some alternative
Asian real estate marltets are located
in politically unstable nations; the
United States, by contrast. is politically stable, and its commercial
property markets are a relative bargain, particularly for investors with
cash.
In coming years, most investment
money will probably come from
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the People's Republic of China, because of
the tremendous wealth being generated by their rapidly industrializing
economies and extensive worldwide
trading. However, the ranking of
these nations might well change in
the future. Investors from the People Republic of China, for example,
will probably become a more significant force in California markets,
provided that the mainland Chinese
economy continues to grow and their
government permits international
investments in real estate.
Investors from Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines,
Indonesia, and South Korea will
likewise become more active players
in California markets. For the
immediate future, however, these
investors will play smaller roles,
because of their smaller national
economies.
Thus far, most Asian investors are
not put off by California's well-publicized deep recession or the state
government's fiscal woes. For
example, greater Los Angeles, the
state's hardest-hit region, remains
quite popular with these investors.
Even with the re<:ession, greater
Los Angeles is sdJ1 tbe te.m lAIJCil
economy in the world. as measund
by gross domestic product. Asian
investon predict that aeveral multibillion dollar infrlstnlcture projecla
currently underway-such u the
construction of the regional mua
transit system and tbe expansion of
the ports of Los Anaetes and Lon&
Beacb-wiU lliertllbm the reafoDal

economy over lbe loa&-nm.
If anythina. Asian inveaton
believe tballbe decline In rell . _
values in most California muteu
offer subltantial opponunidel for
their padent-moaey iDYeaaents.

ell-.

1bey actiO buy Jow llld
time-bonoled AmericiD ideii.A

a
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Notice of Default and Trustees Sales
P.O.Bo~t

1840

Pomona. CA 91769

• Alia ....... 11031 SbDob
Q., Alta Loma. CA 91737
Aaeaed 1991: $317,322
Land Value: $100.000
Loin Dire:
Loin Amounl: $52,7CIO
Dellnq. Dire: 05126193
Dellnq. AmL: $47,119
Owner: Broacy, Oordoa S.,
11031 Sbilob a..
Alta Loma. CA 91737
-rn.e: c.a WeltaD Recoown,ence Corp..
7863 La Mea Blvd.l200
La Mea. CA 91944
AN: 201-782-314)0

Tnasaee: Professional Foreclosure Corp.•
S Huaon Cerur Dr. tiOlS
Slota Ana. CA 927CT1
AN: 171-313-09-000

••mm

• Upland· 1789S E. Cumberland St., Upland, CA
91786
Alleaecl 1991: $220,000
Land Value: $60,000
Loan Date: 11/9/90
Loan Amount: Sl83.SOO
Ddinq. dltc: OSA>l/93
Ddinq. AmL: $9,6S9
Owner: Bishop, Adela S.,
9120 S. V. L. Bolt
Vk:lorville, CA 92392
Truslee: Masaer Mort.ap
Co.,
840 Stillwater R.d. B-1,
Weal Sacremento, CA
9S798
AN: 481-393-10-000

• Clllao • 13548 Treuure
Wy., 0Do. CA 91709
Aaeaed 1991:$238,772
Land Value: $37,142
Loin Dlle: ~
Loin Amounl: $11.900
Dellnq. AmL: $12.699
Owlw. Willie. ......
13541 ..._.. WJ.,
Qb). CA 91709
Tnlllee: Soulbem CaHfomla
Home LoiDI,
14369 Plllt AYe. •102A
\'lclorvtJie, CA 92392
AN:

•eon... 3940 Mt. Pllmal
Or.. Corona, CA 91720
Alleaecl1991: rus.ooo
Land Value: $102,000
Loen Dlle: S/19/92
Loan Amount $214,000
DdiDq. dltc: 311/93
Ddinq. Am.: $12,167
Owner: Ble, Jooa w.
3940 ML Pllmll Clr_
OJrona. CA 91720
Trulee: Proleuional Fore-

1~381-224)0

• Redlaada • 313 Rub)'
AYC., RecBencls, CA 92374
A.-d 1991:$93,184
Lllld~$24,290

c:loae Colp.,
4180 La Jolla vma1e
Dr.....05. La Jolla, CA
92037
AN: 101-30Z-003

I . - DMe: I2/ICW6
I . - A-= $15,290
Dellaq. dlle:IIIM
Dellaq. A&: SI3,4N
0..: ..... KellllA.. Jr..
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• Moreno Valley - 25272
Moveland Road, Moreno
Valley, CA 92553
Asseucd 1991: s129,540
Land Value: ru.soo
Loin Date: 0812S/89
l..olll Amount: s114.300
De1inq. Date: OM)l,93
Delinq. AmL: $4,788
Owner: Bndlcy, David W.,
25272 Moorland Rd.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Truslee: Cal Western Realnveyencc Corp.,
7863 La Mesa Blvd., 1200
La Mesa, CA 91944

APff:301-35S-024
• Murrieta - 25220 Via
Pera, Murrieta, CA 92563
Asseucd 1991:$225,420
Land Value: $35,700
l..olll Dale: 11,4)8189
l..olll Amount: SI73.SOO
De1inq. Dare: 02101,93
Ddinq. Am.: $26,382
Owner: Souza,Wendell A.P.,
25220 Via Pera,
Municta, CA 92563
Trustee: Professional Fore-

2516 S. Calaveras Pl.,
Ontario. CA 91761
Truslee: Robert E.
Weill Inc.,
920 VWaae oat Dr.,
Covina, CA 91722
AN: 216-3441-15-000
• Ontario- 1031 s. Palmetto Ave., IS, Ontario, CA
91762
Aslesled 1991: $79,261
Land Value: $13,785
BldJ Value: S6S. 476
Trwlsfer Value: $68,7SOF
l..olll Date: 00/10187
Loan Amount: $74,900
Minimum Bid: S77 ,340
Sale Dare: 10125,93
Owner: Madera, Andrew C.,
1031 S. Palmetto Ave., IS,
Onwio, CA 91762
Truatee: Lender Service

1318 B. Shaw Ave., Ste.
320.
Freano, CA 93710
API 1011-SS3-70-000
• Rancho Cucamonaa 7661 Haven Ave., tC,

cl~Corp.,

Rancho Cuc:amonsa.

CA91730
AIICIIIed 1991:$60,820
Land Value: $845
Biela Value: $59,975

• Rlvenlde - 1142 Campbell Ave., Rlvenlde, CA
92505
Alleaecll991: $78,10S
Land Value: $26,416
Loin Dlle: 04/25/91
Loin Amount: $108,900
DeliDq. Dlle: fTIA)I/93
DeliDq. Amt.: $3,272
Owner: Rodrlpez.
CadoiE.,
11142 ClmpbcU Ave.,
Rivenlcle, CA 92505
Trultec: Standard Tnll1ee
Deed Selvlce Co.,
P0Box5070
Olacold. CA 94524
AN: 149-251-m5

l..olll Dire: 05/15/92
l..olll Amounl: $145,749

• Clllao • 2516 s. Clla¥elll
Jll., OliDo. CA 91761
A--.11991: $144,024
LIDd Value: $50,388
. . . Vllae: $93,636

.... Dlldll.fl87
1.-.~ SUN,030
.. I

Bid: $112,300

Sill DIIB:IW21,93
0..: "-. Ardllr.

•

Murrieta

-

36118

Provence Dr., Murrieta,

CA92562
AIICIICCI 1991: $151,980
Land Value: $35,700
BldJ Value: S116,280
'l'rlnlferVIIue: $150,000F
Loan Date: fi1/2.5189
Loan Amounl: s134,900
Minimum Bid: $149,247
Sale Dare: 11/18193
Owner: Plaenon.
Jcfll"ay D.•
36118 Provence Dr.,
Murrieta, CA 92562
Truslee: Trou a: Trott. P.C.,
30300 Telegraph Rd., Ste
201,

HAT ARE YOU DOING
NEW
YEAR'S
EVE?
Spend an unforgettable New Year's in the nation's favorite
winter playground soaking up your favorite music.
J30 Hours 01 M1slc AINI ,_., Wlt6:

Feat ured Artists ...
Queen Ida and her Bon Temps Zydeco Band
Linda Hopkins
Tommy Newsom and the 1onight Show" Alumni Qultltet
Susie Hansen Latin Jan Band
Bill EllioH Swing Orchestra featuring Amy Westo1
Bo Grumpus lagtime Trio
Chicago Six
Climax Jan Band
Great Pacific Jan land

frlnkJin, Ml 48025

API947-123-015

Bureau.

S Huaon Cenler 1k tlOSO,
Santa Ana, CA 927CTl
AN: 948-291-004

i ( I I I •,

Concord, CA 94524
APt 102-181-009

Minimum Bid: SIS7,9S6
Sale Dlfe: 11,4)2193
Owner: Lewll
Deve1opnlea Co••

• Norco- 4411 N. Woodward Ave., Norco, CA
91760
Alleaecl 1991: $70,6S6
Land Value: $29,808
Bldg Value: $40,848
Transfer Value: $6S,()()()F
Loan Dale: 06113186
Minimum Bid: $47,713
Sale Dale: 11(1.9/93
Owner: Oonzllez, Ramon,
4411 N. Woodward Ave.,
NORlO, CA 91760
Truatcc: Flnt American
11tle ... Co••
3625 14th SL,
IUftlllde. CA 92502
ANI34-212-002

7661 Haven AYC., tC.
Rancho Oacamonp,

CA91730
Truatee: Standard Trust
Deed Selvlce Co.,
PO Bolt 5070.
Conconl, CA 94524
API lf117-182-114l0
• Corona o 1941 Braebum
Dr., Corona, CA 91720
Alsessed 1991:$182,580
Land Value: $71,400
Biela Value: $111"180
1'riDifer Value: SI80.1XXF
Loin Dire: 04102190
Loin Amount: 161.900
Minimum Bid: $174,499
Sale Dlle: 11/17193
Owner: Marez. Nk:t A.•
1941B,..._.Jk,
ConJna. CA 91720

s

Tnutee:
Deed
PO

• 'IUieala • 41917 Hum-

ber Dr., nmecwa.

CA92S91
~1991:$131~

Land Value: S3t,lf11
Blcli Value: $100,490
'l'nlllrerVIIue: SI24,QOCF
Loin Dille: f11(1.9188
Minimum Bid: $135,486
Sale Dale: II/II,'P3
Owner: Stewlll, Pial T..
41917 Humberlk.

'1aDecu11. Ca ~I
'l'nlllee: Specleled JDc..

P.O. Bel& !013.
Ca....II.CA93013

....... ,...$21 .. $120. ...... ,.......... .

...... 30, 1993· .....,2, 1994
Slllflw&..W.&= Oanpions
lesartslllilliallls,

----~~~~~~ AND
~~E~MT.P~ffi~E~B~U~SThffi
~~SS~J~O~U~RN~AL
~------------------------~D~E~C=E:M~B=E=R~l-9-93------~-~~D~E~C~E~M~B~E~R~l~99~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~L~A~N~D~E~M~P~m~~EB~U~Sm~E~S~S~JO~~UR~~N~AL~·~P~A~G~E~57~
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TABLE
FOR
TWO!

RES A

C1tcll 30 mlnutll of tile best
lnllnd Empire re1t1ur1nt reviews
two tlmel1 week on KVCR TV 24,
tile lnl1nd Empire's PBS ltltlon.
T1ble for Two 11 tile only reltlurlnt review allow of Its kind on
television. The allow 111"1 ...

11:30 p.m. on TUMdlys
lnd 11:30 p.m. S11urdlys.

IFFIND~G

MISSING
CIHIDREN
WERE'TIHSFASY,
WE WOUlDN'T
NEED YOUR

HEm

·-~

MJS•m~: children don't Jth cmsc:

th.:nKCI\l.... In fact, 'lll<C the m.lJonr:y
oftht'lll JTC.' abdut ted bv J parent,
they nught not n·dhze th.:} 'rc
"mK\mg" at all. That's what m.tk<"'
our 10b tou!(h<'T, and \\hy we're
askmg fi>r )OUr hdp.
In your prole5\Jonal capamy, you
nn~t be able to 1dennty an abductt·d
<hild. or a parent who may haw
Jbdumd a thild. If so, please contact
Child Find of Amcnca. Or ask the
parc:nr to call u.s for confidential
mt di non Our toU-frc:e hodm( 1'
1-800-A-WAY-OliT It could Just
be the way out tht; 'rc lookmg lor.

By Ingrid Anthony

Buffalo Ranch SteakhouseThe New Sizzle on 'E' Street

T

here's a new sizzle taking
mounted above the bar snons and
place at the old Sizzler's on
growls.
"E" Street in San Bernardino,
The real talent, besides the
and it's not a new salad dressing, or
humorous western look and good
a chicken combo. This new excitefood, is the staff that is selected to
ment on "E" Street is the Buffalo
present the bountiful ponions of
Ranch Steakhouse restaurant which
beef and ribs to irs customers. 1be
just opened its swinging doors this
singing waiters and waitresses are
past September.
probably the most hospitable in the
Owned by the Sizzler's, this
Wand Empire. Recently the Buffalo
restaurant no way resembles the one
Ranch Steakhouse donated their .
everyone is accustomed to--this
food, time and talent to the charities
ranch-themed restaurant has fun and
who were a part of the Food, Wme
a flavor of the old west. 1be interior
and All That Jazz event at the
motif is patterned closely after the
Carousel Mall in San Bernardino.
ranch house architecture of MonTheir lively and friendly staff contana, Colorado and Wyoming in the
tributed in making this event a huge
late 1800s. Rough-hewn wood timsuccess.
bers and panels are
As mentioned above, the dinner
used throughout.
If you have a yearning for a JX>nions are bounThe decor showtiful-as much as
cases genuine arti- beer. you came to the right 22 ounces per servfacts used in cattle
place. Mosey on over to
ing of choice beef,
drives of that era.
the bar and order a glass of including filet
An antler-style
mignon, top sirtheir Buffalo Brew. the
chandelier hangs
loin,
T-bone,
house specialty and
from the beamed
Ponerhouse and
ceiling while a
exclusively produced for New York strip.
huge "animatronTheir
slowlythe restaurant.
ic" buffalo head
smoked prime rib

&E TERTAI ME TG

A.T
is a Buffalo Ranch signature dish.
Other western favorites include a
variety of roasted and smoked poultry, fresh whole trout and baby back
ribs. Each dish is accompanied by a
choice of baked yams (which are
out-of-this world), a baked potato,
ranch beans, seasoned mashed potatoes, seasoned French fries or fresh
vegetables . Popular appetizers
include genuine buffalo meat quesos
and a potato mountain, as well as
beer-steamed shrimp and tonilla
soup. This menu also features salads and pastas including smoked
chicken walnut salad and basil
chicken fettuccine. Each table
receives a complimentary baguette
of hot garlic cheese bread and a
haystack Caesar salad with entrees.
Try their famous apple crisp for
dessen with whiskey cream or a
scoop of ice cream.
If you have a yearning for a beer,
you came to the right place. Mosey
on over to the bar and order a glass
of their Buffalo Brew, the house specialty and exclusively produced for
the restaurant. Or try their Rattlesnake Beer, Growlin' Gator Lager
or Buzzard's Breath Ale- sounds
tempting, doesn't it?
This authentic ranch-themed
restaurant is located at 970 "E"
Street in San Bernardino. A meal
with drinks will cost an average
from $14 to $18. Reservations can
be made by calling (909) 8843819.A

behind the family enterprise, from
is one of those deceptive wines that
Wine of the Week
participating in the winemaking to
start out tasting good and then
Chateau Ste. Michelle 1990
marketing and sales . And the
build throughout the taste experi"Columbia Valley" Merlot ($14).
wines are the best they've ever
ence--til they end up almost overWashington State is becoming
been.
whelming your palate. Pushes the
famous for this variety, and one
As you 'II see from the reviews
limits, but never goes over the top.
reason is that the wines are very
and scores to follow, just about
Rating: 91/80.
friendly. Even substantial examevery wine in the line is a winner.
Signorello 1992 "Napa Valley"
ples such as this one have good
Not many wineries get such rave
Sauvignon Blanc ($15). This is a
fruit and round-edged tannins and
reviews across the
Sauvignon Blanc
are, well.. .. friendly. Flavors are in
board,
making
the traditional cherry realm, but
for Chardonnay
Mead on Wine
there's also berry and sweet cedar.
Signorello
a
real
There
is
some
grapefruit
lovers,
and
if
it
1Ty Jury D. Mtad
A complex and pleasantly lingering
safe bet for holi- and melon undertones and were up to me, I'd
aftenaste begs the second glass .
day gift-giving.
t 's fairly common knowledge
Drink it this holiday season with
just a touch of astringency label it "Fume
Signorello 1991
Blanc" as a tip-off
turkey, duck, goose and quail, and
that I don't like to spend a great
to
the
recently
bottled
"Napa Valley"
to iL~ smoky, oaky
even with ham if the style isn't too
deal of money for wine. It's
Pinot Noir ($28).
style . Like the
wine. It is excellent,
sweet. Good value. Good availnot that I have cheap taste, that is, I
The second h ighChardonnay, it is
ability in most markets. Rating:
but will be even better
do not like the taste of "cheap"
est score I've
88/86 . •
I 00% barrel-ferwine. What I relish is inexpensive
with one to two years
given a Pinot Noir
mented
and
wine that tastes expensive. That's
in more than a
of bottle age.
there's not a bit of
why so many of the wines I evaluyear ('89 David
that grassiness
ate in this column are value wines
Bruce got a 99).
sometimes associor "Best Buys." They're what I
Intense perfume of beautiful
ated with Sauvignon Blanc. There
look for.
crushed rose on top of fruit that
is some grapefruit and melon
The truth is, that while I'm able
combines the most attractive qualiundertones and just a touch of
to find lots of really good, even
astringency to the recently bottled
ties of berry. cherry and cranberry.
exceptional wines in the $10 range,
Donald D. Galleano
Very long, smoky, truffley, earthy
wine. It is excellent, but will be
Praadcnt
most truly great wines cost more.
after-flavors. Delicious and memoeven better with one to two years of
Sometimes I feel compelled to tell
rable. Great red wine. And though
bonle age. Rating: 90/84.A
VlanOurWine
you about expensive wines that are
extremely difficult for me to
Tasting Room
just so grand and delicious that
say..... wonh the money! Rating:
To make appointments to visit or to
and Picnic AI'N
even a tightwad like me says,
inquire as to Tli!arest retail avail98/85.
" Money be damned."
Signorello 1992 "Napa Valley"
ability coruact: SigfiQrello Vifli!4231 Wmcvallc Road
Signorello for Christmas. Let
Mira Lom:a, California 917)2
Chardonnay ($20). But can they
yards, 4500 Silverado Trail, Napa,
me warn you up front. Signorello
(714) 68'·B76
make white wine? Docs Porky Pig
CA 94558, (707) 255-5990.
wines comes from a small winery
have a speech impediment? A
and vineyard in Napa Valley. They
100% barrel fermented white wine,
command top dollar and for good
using more than half brand new
reason. You will only fmd them in
French oak barrels. For the really
fine wine shops and the very best
technically oriented, nearly all the
restaurants.
wine underwent malo-lactic ferSignorello is a father and son
By Bill Alllhony
mentation. All of the above
operation. Ray, Sr. grew up in San
explains the roasty, toasty. smoky,
CLOS PEGASE
ROBERT PECOTA
Francisco and migrated to Canada
roast coffee bean and butterscotch
C8bernet Sauvlgnon Napa
Sauvlgon Blanc Napa Valley
where he is involved in a number
aromas and flavors this wine delivValley 1990.
1992.
of businesses. Starting the winery
ers in spades. And no, the wine is
4,000 cases made ............$7
2,400
cases
made
..........
$17
was a dream of many year's duranot all technique, there is still some
tion.
fruit lurking beneath all that comJ.LOHR
When I f11St met
BERINGER
plexity. Rating:
Ray Signorello,
Cabernet Sauvlgnon
Cabernet
Sauvlgnon
When I first met Ray
92/84
Jr., I got the feelCalifornia Cypress 1990.
Knights Valley, Proprietor
Slgnorello
Signorello, Jr.. I got the
ing he was some25,000 cases made .....$7.75
Grown 1990....................$13
1990 "Napa Valwhat amused by feeling he was somewhat ley" Cabernet
his father's midSauvlgnon ($30).
BONNYDOON
CHATEAU SOUVERAIN
amused by his father's
life crisis
in
A knock-yourC8bernet Sauvlgnon
Muscat canelll Monterey
mid-life crisis in
grapevines, but it
socks-off
red
County Vln de Glaclere
Alexander Valley 1990.
definitely wasn't
wine, and a toegrapevines. but it
33,381 cases made ........$11
1992.
his passion. It's
curler if you're
3,200
cases made ·-·-·····$15
definitely
wasn
't
his
funny how much
barefoot. Big,
difference a few
passion.
bold, ripe, extracVICHON
CHATEAU ST. JEAN
years can make .
tive, dark cherry
C&bernet Sauvlgnon
Johannlsburg Riesling late
The young college graduate who
and bittersweet chocolate wine,
Harvest
Alexander
valley
Stags Leap District
was headed for the "Big Apple"
with complex fennel after-flavors.
Special
Selection
1989.
1990.
and a career in investment banking.
There is 12% Merlot in the blend to
caught the wine bug bigtime and
3,100 cases made
475 cases made
round off the rough edges, and this
hu come to be the driving force

Wine Selections and
Best Values

The 1993-1994 Season
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Executive Time Out
Colorado Springs and the
Broadmoor Resort
By A.llall Borgen
Pllolos by Kim Harris

hen one thinks of Colorado, the visions of
great mountain skiing,
big hom sheep and uncompromising landscapes are usually the
first images to come to mind,
unless you're an L.A. Raiders'
fan, and then the arch rival Denver Broncos
might
take
precedence.
Located on
the
eastern
slope of the
Colorado
Rockies, Colorado Springs
is a city that 11,_1Jt.,·::trhas no skiing,
but instead,
offers scenery
IDd attractions
u spectacular
IS tbe weadler.
Within the
182-square
miles of Colorado Springs, are
some one-of-a-kind attractions
that the whole family can enjoy.
The U.S. Olympic Headquaners
and Training Center is a state-ofthe-an training facility for our
Olympic athletes and features an
Olympic Shooting Center, which
is the largest indoor shooting
facility in the Western Hemisphere, a world-class Velodrome,
an Olympic Sports Center, which
includes a 59,000-square-foot
facility containing five gymnasiums, a newly constructed Aquatics Center and a multi-purpose
J)'IIIIIUium whicb accommodates
uebery, badminton, basketball,
aud boldDa to name a few.
Flee toan are pven and are a
must for tile endle family. Wbo
knows. maybe you'D be rubbing
elbows witb a future Olympian!
Another auncdon that I bighly
JeCOIIUIIeDd is a trip on tbe Pi1tea
Peak Railway which takes you up
to tile 14,110 foot level of Pikes
Peat giving you a picturesque
view of Colorado and tbe beautiful snow-c.pped mountains. Tile
railrolld is only open from April
to cud of October. 1bis area is so
ICellic, Kathleen Lee Bites wrote
..America tbe Beautiful" after
viewtna tile spacious skies aod

W

IIJOIIIUins.

Other popular destinations that
are worthy of your time are a tour
of the U.S. Air Force Academy,
the Garden of the Gods which
offers a spectacular view of fiery
red-sculpted rocks, the precipitous canyons of Royal Gorge and
the crashing cascades of Seven
Falls.
If you enjoy historical landmarks, the twenty museums and
galleries, the Old Colorado City
Historic District and the nearby
Manitou Springs Historic District
offer a wide variety of charming

hole championship golf courses,
12 tennis courts, three squash
courts, three pools, a world-class
indoor ice-skating arena, horseback riding stables, a championship sporting clay, skeet and
trap range and 28 upscale shops.
A new state-of-the-art, threestory, full-service health spa and
new golf clubhouse are cumently
under construction. The 38,000square-foot structure should be
completed by next June.
This resort is so large,
they have their own pharmacy,
movie theater, car
rental office and
even a florist shop
where the flowers
sold and displayed
throughout
the
resort are grown in
the resorts own
greenhouse. The
Broadmoor is really
a city within a city!
The attention to
detail doesn't end
with the homegrown
flowers.
There aren't many
five-star resorts in
tbe world, and to be named as one
oftbe world's premier resorts, is a
well-deserved honor. I found the
staff to be amongst the most courteous and professionally trained
that I have ever encountered, and
tbe restaurants were first rate.

II

has an award-winning wine selection that is one of the largest in
Colorado.
If you are in the mood for
something less formal, try the
Golden Bee, which is a replica of
an English pub, complete with
steak and kidney pie, fish and
chips, and ploughman's lunch and
sandwiches, which can be washed
down with the Bee's famous yardand half-yard-size ales.
Live ragtime music accompanied by audience sing-alongs provide a lively time up to 1:30 a.m.
Need a facility for that special
business retreat? Well, the Broadmoor offers more than 100,000
square feet of meeting and exhibition space and 38 rooms seating
from 20 to 1,800 people for meetings or banquets.
If keeping your children's
attention is a concern, worry no
more, since the Broadmoor also
offers the "Bee Brunch'' program
which is intended to keep your
child busy from 8:45 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. and from 6 p.m. to 10:00
p.m. Activities are designed for
children 5 through 8 and ages 9
through 12 and is at a nominal
and quaint shops and a glimpse
cost.
into the rich historical backSome of the activities for the
ground of this lovely area..
younger kids include zoo trips,
Some of the many activities
swimming, games, crafts, paddle
that you can experience within a
boating, while the older children
two- to three-hour drive include
can involve themselves in ice
white-water rafting, rock climbskating, hiking, golf clinics,
ing, hot-air bal- r---~-:::::'1:'"""--------------------- horseback riding
looning and winplus many more
ter skiing at
just as exciting
Aspen, Breckenactivities. This is
ridge, Vail and
the
perfect
other
worldopportunity for
famous ski destiyour kids to have
nations.
fun while you
Now that you
enjoy a round of
know about the
golf.
attractions in the
There's so
area, bow about a
much more to
place to stay.
tell you about the
Without a doubt,
Broadmoor
the most famous
Resort; however,
and certainly the
I do not wish to
most prestigious L::~~~~::...._
_:_].~...._-....:...
2::S~
hear anymore
reson in Colorado Springs, and in
The Penrose is tbe "signature"
about being too wordy from the
tbe world for that matter, is the
restaurant and features an eleganteditor. I'll just leave you with
Broadmoor Reson.
ly formal dining experience,
these last thoughts. H you're lookBuilt in part in 1891 as a gamincluding a spectacular view of
ing for that relaxing, stressed-free
bling casino, and enlarged into
the city from its vantage point
and clean air vacation or weekend
the Broadmoor Hotel Main Comatop of the main towers. Tbe Pengetaway, do I have a place for
plex in 1917, the Broadmoor
rose features such traditional
youll A
Reson is more tban a hoceL
favorites as chateaubriand, medalFor additioNZI information, write
Housed within the 3,000-acre
lions of veal with a cognac morel
to the Broodmoor, P.O. Box 1439,
property is 550 first-class rooms
sauce, roast breast of duck with
Colorado Springs, CO IJ()9()J, or
and suites, a beautiful man-made
leg confit a l'orange. In addition
call (800) 634-7711 or
lake, eigbt restaurants, three 18- to terrific food, the Broadmoor
(719)577-5777.

__

___.JL__
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Wine, Food & All That Jazz Kicks Off Holiday Giving
round the holiday season
you hear a Jot of talk about
giving, goodwill and chari ·
ty, but how often do you actually
take time out to help promote a worthy cause.

A

Street and the Carousel MaiL
Held at the Carousel Mall in San
Bernardino, Wine, Food & Jazz,
now in its third year, was able to
raise thousands of dollars for the
Share the Dream Foundation
which, in tum, disUibut·
ed 100% of the pro·
ceeds to eight different
area chariues. Organizations that rece1ved
donations from the
evening were: the Children's Fund, Inland
AIDS Project. Inland
Empire Design Institute,
the Inland Empire Symphony, the Wand Empire
West Resource Conservation District, the San

KICKS Big Band from San
Bernardino Valley College and the
Pk Little Big Band who played a

m1x of classical and contemporary
melodies.
"It was nice to see all of these
people come out
Bernardino Valley Col- r-.::iiiiiliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
and have such a
lege Concert Band, the
good time while
Wignall Museum/Gallery
they were doing
at Chaffey College and
good for the comChildren's Enrichment.
Last month, on Nov. 20, about
munity,"
said
The evening featured cuisine
800 people took part in what is posRebecca Gordon,
from 13 area restaurants and wine
sibly one of the least demanding
coordinator for the
from over thirty wineries, all of
ways to donate to a charity - the
event. "We were
which donated their services and
annual Wine, Food & All That Jazz
also pleased to see
products for the
charity benefit
a lot of people that
It
was
nice
to
see
all
of
event. Providing a
sponsored by the
JOined
us last year
these people come out and musical backdrop
Inland Empire
come back out for
have such a good time
for the fine food
Business Journal,
thiS year's event."
while they were doing good and drink were
San Bernardino
for the community.
First Class, the
Downtown Main

...

THE SAN BERNARDINO
COUNTY MUSEUM
is pleased w express its apprccaataon to Jhc mc·mhc" of our

Corporate Partnership Program for oumanding support of
our mission to preserve and interpret the cultural and natural
heritage of our region, enri.:hing the lives of tlH>U>ands nf visit<H s
each y~-ar throu~;h our exhibits and cdu.:ational program>.

Chairman's Cirde
Aetna Health Plans of Southern Cal•forn1a

AACO Foundation · , B A Sharp end Company

Broadwell Rea•dual• Repoa•tory. a d•v•s.•on of Greenf•eld (nvuonmental
Health r-.tet
Ka1ser
Permanent• ~ KCAl FM · KFRG 95 1 ( M•llers Outpost
The San Bern~udn'lO County Sun •
Wells fargo Bank

President's Club
Inland Empue 6U11neu Journal ·' Kasler Corporat•on · · M1croNet Systems. Inc

Patnck Med1a

Group. Inc 0 Profen10nal Comput•ng Conaultanh. Inc · · Ra•I•Cycle
Redlands Hen-cultural
&. Improvement Societ y · · San BernardinO County F1sh & G•me Comm1U10n

Senior Executive
Best. Best & Knager
e F I Waate Systems

Beaver Medical CliniC. Inc.
I'
Brumck Alvarez
& Battersby · Cahforn•• Steellndustnes. Inc · Caln~w P.pe line Co
Cherchez La Femme
Commun1ty Bank, Redlands ,) East Highlonds Ranch/Mob•l Foundat1on. Inc • Env11unmentol
Systems Research lnst•tute • • [ullt & Young ) Frankhn PTeu · Fr~to·L•v. Inc ' GTE
Calltom•• \ l A Cellular Telephone Co ,. Redlands Federal Bank • Southern Cahtorn•• Ed11on

o The Arts Fow·ldat10n ot San Bernard•no County

Executive
Aetna L1fe • Casualty v Alhed General Contr.ct•ng, Inc

· Anheuser-Busch, Inc

WE'LL BRING YOUR ·
INTERIORS TO UFE

m

s •ncenor plane
o;peclaiLSts
\)(.; r

~en

or
=eJrS.

we can acJnel_,:e a (....f)n
aliT105phere (or you. us.ng
cop qu.tlily g"'en and colorfully bloom.ng plant>
We have a fully scoei\ed
greenhouse (acl/a(!J waeh d
large .nL-enco.y of plant>
We are fully craaned co
suggesc and desagn ?lant

Offices • Banks • Hotels
Restaurants • Model Homes

matenal Chat wlll enh4nce
your (acdiC!J. Our highly
(rained cec/vuc•aru reg·
uJarty seJVlce all your pl.!rat

needs.

SHORT TERM

•

~-.al

Events

• Parues

LONG TERI"'

• Des"Jn
• Sales

• Conuentaons

• r.use

• Banque!S

• lnstalla~on
• Mauuenanc•
• Qu.vanlftd Qu4hl!l

• SUI9f! Sees
• Theme E:, en!S

Ashton

AnalytiC Instrument Corp " Conte! of Callforn•a
Dole C•trus Redlands He•ghts C1trus Company
•) Ounon 6 Aaaoclatu/Cadtzland Co ~ EARTH Sctences & Analvtteal Technolog•es
Gr~~ater Ontarto V111IOrs 6 ConventiOn Bureau • Gngsby Garden Center \ Home Savmgs of
Amenca ( JKEA U.S West • Jtm Glaze Auto Center
Klauuner Furn•ture of So Cahforma
lot& Lauer Realty
McOiadiey &. Pullen
Pinkerton Secunty &. lnveahgattOn ServiCel
Redlandl C.ntenmal Bank
San Bernardtno Htlton · San Bernardtno County Cenlfal Credtt
Unton •J Seven W Enterprise• • Southern Cahtorrua Gat Co
The Fteldttone Foundahon
TRW Balftttte M1utlet OtVItJOn

For more inform<ltion ;tbom the Corporate P<lrt)lership Pro);ram,
conti\Ct Amy Cardullo, Museum Development Otf~.:er, i\[
909/798 8~70.

OL'R QUAL/ TY IS EXCEl.LENT
OLJR SER~1CE IS SPECTACULAR
OLR PRICES ARE COMPETIT1VE
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Creative Financing: Other People's Money
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Ast TH Califnia

• Vatare Fora•

L

everage your know-how with
other people's money, and you
won't have to own the money
or qualify for a loan. Negotiate to
grant those who own or control the
money a vested interest in your success!
Strategic Partnering is a way to
gain this leverage, whether you're a
big fish in a little pond-Qr vice

versa.
Start by thinking, "What firms will
benefit if my firm grows?" You
should be able to come up with at
least two or lbree. If only one comes
to mind, weigh the risks of relying
too heavily on the continued success
of a single particular vendor or client

versus the synergy of growing together.
For a mutually beneficial corporate relationship to work, your firm's
success will directly affect the growth
of your partner, thus motivating them
to help you. Among the valuable
aspects of this type of relationship is
the vinual instant access to your partner's customer list (at least they
might do a mailing on their letterhead
for you). Or, you might gain access
to your partner's inventory, Just-InTime. while you do not warehouse or
purchase it but just drop-ship it, for
example. And such resources as
these are kinds of things you· d try to
buy if you bad c:lSb in hand....

For total protection,
rely on the first nante
~security.

Intrusion
Detection
Systems

•

Fire

Alarm

Systems

CCTV
Monitoring
Systems

Access
Control
Systems

IUr :o w" "'' ~llltl.cu. am.tral
stations for you.r ongoing
protection
So, to cost-effectively
reduce your security risks,
look to The First Name in
Security"' for a FREE professional security appraisal.

(909) 460-0886
WELLS FARGO
ALARM SERVICES
603 S. MiUiba Ave., Suire K
~~Lr..:~~CA 91761

rainy day. Knowledge is power:

cbooee to ICl NOW or tbrow this anicleaway!A
'17tl8 anlck war wrltte11 by Lymtm
St11dy, a l{llll'iellltl coi&JIIltiMt IJIId 11
Ctll/fonrls Vat~n FDnllll dlnctm.
Tile IIGt Ctll/fomia VeiiiiUI Fort1111
wUl be /1111. 19,1994. 71w/Dnllll wlU
/ellllft Q pt»td ofapuafrum
llwutmetu btakbtg, l'IIIIIU'I Ctlpiltll
IJIId 11/adjlnu. Collltll:t Bn~Ce
Holdell t11 (714) 545-9200for/wtltu
*""""""MillO R.S.V.P.
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IF YOU'RE A SMALL C OMPANY buying from a big vendor, this
kind of relationship can be hard to
develop-realistically there are many
other small companies who may
desire the same company as a partner,
besides major current customers of
the vendor. Your approach may be as
simple as discussing the concept over
lunch with your prospective partner 's
marketing manager. Conversely, you
may decide it appropriate to create a
highly targeted formal "dog-andpony" show to demonstrate your
firm's commitment to success, its stability and the integrity of your staffall evidence that you may indeed be
the vendor's next major clientmaybe its biggest client ever. And in
the meantime, be confident: realize
how important your firm is in future
earnings potential to your vendor.
Small clients are the bread-andbutter of many large fmns- obvious
clients are more easily targeted by
competitors, and it is the small, near·
ly invisible clients who can keep a
company alive when the vendor loses
a major client. (Consider the chaos
in the defense industry and the mad
scramble for "technology tran sfe r"
into the private sector).
IF YOU'RE A BIG FIRM with a
few major clients and perhaps many
minor clients, call a huddle among
your sales and marketing staff. Track
your recent client sales and look for
patterns of not only sales to those
clients but their patterns of punctuality in paying their invoices to youtheir business strength and management integrity, in other words. For a
moment, take a "biz picture" view
and consider these clients as, in
effect, "commission-i>nly" extensions
of your marteling and sales staff. As
sucb. bow could you best help them
iDcrase tbeir sales? A larger credit
limit? Point of purchase sales aids
IDd signage?
Choose a partner carefully, based
on a reasonable projection of stability
and growth in their respective industry. Consider tooperating on a shortterm, cloeecl-eud project---tty a "first
date" rather than immediate marJia&c. Thus you can learn with minimal risk bow the respective managemeat of the two finns wort together.

Don't say to yourself, "lbal'a a good
idea" and file this article away for a
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Omnitrans Purchases
"Clean Air" Buses
mnitrans, which provides
public transportation to the
San Bernardino Valley, will
be adding 10 compressed natural gas
buses to its fleet in 1994 according
to the Omnitrans Board of Directors.
Compared to diesel buses. CNG
transit buses virtually eliminate carbon monoxide and particulate matter
emmissions and cut nitrous oxide
emmissions in half. The decision by
the Board to purchase the CNG
buses was made to avoid having to
recondition 14 1980-model diesel

O
Stanley Named Associate
VP for Steward and
Associates
teward and Associates Commercial Real Estate has promoted Jeff Stanley to associate
vice president.
Stanley, a Lorna Linda resident,
joined Steward five years ago at
Schneider Comme rcial Real Estate
and stayed with the firm during its
reorganization to Steward and Associates in July 1993. Stanley specializes in leasing and s ales of retail
property and contract negotiation.
" Jeff has been especially productive this past year," president Allan
Steward said. "He's earned his new
position with smart work and professionalism on behalf of our clients."
Most recently, Stanley engineered
a five-year lease for Turner's Outdoorsman, bringing the popular
sporting goods chain to S,OOO square
feet at Orange Show Road in San
Bernardino. A

S

Mt. San Antonio Gardens
Ranks in Top 20 Nationally

M

t. San Antonio Gardens
retirement community in
Claremont was recently
named by N~ Choices in Retirtmelll Uving magazine as one of the
nation's 20 best retirement communities.
N~ Choices is owned and published by Readers Digest Publications and has a national circulation
of over 600,000.
"It is quite an honor to receive
this high national ranking," said
Ruth Davis, the Ganlens' vice president of marketing. "Significantly, of
the three that were selected from
California, we are the only one that
is a Life Care retirement community
where all future health care costs are
guaranteed."
Mt San Antonio Gardens is the
largest Life Care retirement community in CalifomiLA

FHP Names New Med1cal
D1rector for Inland Reg10n

H

P Health Care recently

lmOIIDCCd 1be lppOintmenl of
David Bee, M.D., u medical

director for the company 'a Inland

Rqion.
Bee will be raponsible for inpatient utilization review, regular
review of out-of-plan padenu and
will diMct and mooitor quality ISSW'-

ance activities. Bee will also oversee
FHP's Independent Physician Association plans in Barstow, Indio,
Apple Valley, Victorville and Palm
Springs. A

Pomona First Federal
Constructing New Loan Center

buses now In the Omnitrans fleet.
" We feel we are in the frontline
efforts to clean the air in San
Be rnardino County," said Charles
Buquel, Omnitrans' board chairman.
"We have committed ourselves to
phasing out the use of diesel burning
buses as they are retired from the
system."
Twenty percent of the cost of the
new CNG buses will be provided by
a grant from a special program managed by the South Coast Air Quality
Management District. The buses are
expected to arrive by December
1994....

P

omona First Federal bank is
currently in the process of
constructing a new loan center
in the c ity of Rancho Cucamonga.
The loan center will be located at
9467 Millikin Avenue and is srheduled for completion by spring of

1994.
Plans include a lobby area, conference rooms and a state-i>f·the-art
computer system.
Management from PFF has
worked closely with Wilcox and
Associates and other general contractors to ensure that the facility
will meet the needs of PFF's loan
functions.
The new loan center will help to
consolidate the bank's loan operations by housing four functional
areas: loan counselors, major loans,
underwriting and appraisal as well
as general loan services.
"Our ultimate goal is to increase
the efficiency of the loan process to
bener serve our customers," said
Kevin McCarthy, senior vice presidemofPFF.A

New Engmeenng Director
Coming to Ke1th Compames ·
Moreno Valley Off1ce

R

ichard Roboua has been
appointed Vice President of
Engineering Services for the
Keith Companies, one of the largest
consultins firms on the West Coast
Robona will be working out of
the firm's Moreno Va11ey office and
will deal mainly with projects in the
Inland Empire.
Robona has been with the Keith
Companies Costa Mesa office as
director of engineering where be
supervised an engineering staff,
managed quality c:oottol and served
u project director on a number of
projects such u the Irvine Company's Irvine Coast developma...
In his new position. RoboUa will

direct engineering operations for the
Inland Empire. Prior to joining The
Keith Companies, Robotta was
senior vice president and regional
manager for a well-known consulting firm in 1be San Diego area.A

TENANT IMPROVEMENT PROFESSIONALS

(909) 682-6225
FAX (909) 682-6406

OC7 JVO
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Courtyard Offers Diverse Amenities in Central Location

Inland Eanpire's Top Luxua·y Auto Dealers
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A. David FrankUn
President
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Charlet W. Dutton, Jr.

Charlet W. Duttnn, Jr.
President
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D. Robert Johnson
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Peter Sav13e, Jr.

Thomas Lokovk
General M ana~er
(909) 983-058 ,984-1886
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Pete Sav13e, Jr.

John Zalta
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Affordable life insurance has just arrived!!
Super Low Protection for:
Family Protection • Partnership Insurance • Mortgage Insurance
(Lost your group benefits? Is your present policy just too expensive!)

he Counyard, located just
minutes from the proposed
site of Palm Spring's first
Indian gaming casino; a joint venture between Caesar's Palace and the
Palm Springs Band of Cahuilla Indians is home to: Tile Coffee Station
& Beanery, the owners; John Mulder, Monte Koch and Doug Lobdell
invite you to come in and have a
new coffee tasting experience.
Offered at the Coffee Station is
real Italian Espresso, specialty coffee drinks, a variety of gourmet
whole bean coffees, Italian sodas,
sandwiches and deserts. The
ambiance of The Coffee Station &
Beanery is cozy and inviting. Definitely the place to stop before or
after an evening at the Courtyard
Ten Theaters, where you can enjoy
watching one of 10 movie selections. Nowhere else in the desert can
you find the personal service and
plush atmosphere offered here.
Marshall Stone, general manger,
has succeeded in providing the place
for a relaxing afternoon or evening
away from home.
Tile Gallery at the Courtyard will
please the palettes of lovers of contemporary original fine art-Palm
Springs most exciting addition to
the desert art scene. The tranquil
and intimate setting of the gallery
provides a splendid showcase for a
carefully selected group of nationally and internationally recognized
artists. Gallery at the Courtyard
enjoys a 10-year affiliation with a
significant Laguna Beach gallery,
assuring a satisfying visit for the
seasoned collector and an educational experience for the novice.

T

providing the place for a
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For information on space available at this prestigious center, you
may contact Tammy Perezchica at
the On-Site Leasing Office, (619)
325-1262.
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evening away from home.
Also residina in The Courtyard
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Hockenberry Gallery. John anti
Loretta Hockenberry offer a unique
concept where one can choose from
one of many an pieces or have your
ponrait drawn right before your
eyes. AU work featured at the Hockenberry Gallery is done and signed
by John Hockenberry. Definitely not
10 be missed.

A\All

WC-\110\

ATI\IOSI'IIERE

THE BEST IN TOWN
• Across the stttellrom the oew Convenlton Cenltt
• Thtte blocks from Palm Cao1on o,,, on the

ESTABLISHED PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT
• llodtrn. mld·rlse. efeontlor building
• Open-air lobbies woth lush greenery.

Oownlo~n-Airporl IllS

-

MiniiiiWD p,aq-ta$100,000. MaXImum ISSue age is 7S years of age. A no oos1 medical examtnation may be required. Rates may be ..id annually,
8ellll-ually, or 1110111hly ..nk drart as dcstred. Certain medical conditions may a !Teet the rates as qunted. Rates quoted are for the state of California
oaly. Prefened no IDbecx:o dasaificahon must quahfy medically. Premtums increase annually. Policy fonn 1172-43 Cl-93.

For more lnfonnation call: (909) 926-1028

ing bank portfolios, credit card processing, sales, equipment, service
and merchant support.
TPM Holdings. Inc. owner of Tile
Courtyard is succeeding in changing
the image of the center. They are
committed to bringing businesses
and professionals together..A.

THE CENTER OF PALM SPRINGS' PROFESSIONAL ROW

manger. has succeeded in

Compare Our Rates!!

._

Spain, Lake Tahoe, Colorado and
Florida.
Meeting
your professional
needs at The
Courtyard
are
Craig Cassing,
Attorney at Law,
specializing in all
phases of civil litigation, Mark Sullivan, Attorney at
Law, specializing
in criminal law
and ICCA, manag-

Marshall Stone. general

Our National Company is one of the strongest in the industry!
A+ Rating - AAA by Standard & Poors
Insured by the California Insurance Guarantee Fund!

MOI'(fHLY NON-TOBACCO RATF.S

Meeting all of your travel
arrangement requirements at The
Courtyard is Desert
Empire Travel,
however, if you
require more than
just travel arrangements then, World
International Vacation Club is available to schedule
your time-share
reservation or purchase in locations
such as Mexico,

• Spectaculir mountaan v.eV~~s

• Ad1ace~ot to the Bank ol Palm Spnngs
• Proteuoonal buoldmgs and major hotels
• Fane res.llurants dtli:~o and tt>tfee s.hops neartly
• Easy access to lnlet>tate tO. Hoghway 111 and
Ramon Ro•d
• Convenient to C1ty llall County othces.
Oeser! Ho,potal. US Post Offoce and bus "a110n

management

771 TAHQUITZ WAY
~LM

Alii~

COVERED PARKING
• Ground !loOt, second and thord-&IOI'j rat~Qing in
llll from I lingle OffiCt to S000 squa11 MI.
• Competthvt rates wrth 1mprovenoent illlowanc:ea.
• Protusoonal space-planning ptOVIded
• Counyard Eucutrve and Lt9al Suites with
clencal suppot1 HMCU.
• ProluSionll on·Stle management by one of
Southern Calilornla'a largest and most mpectad

SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 92282 • (819) 325-1282

-of
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Palm Sprinp
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The Seven Deadly Sins of Top Management
CD~t~Vwa F,_ PtJ~e 49

problem.
miunent and belief in their people,
•Flight: They look for any excuse
an unwavering confidence in the
to avoid the problem, take "road
ability of the team, and an ethical
trips" to avoid confrontations and
and moral base that prevents them
generally OOpe the
from burning othproblem
will
ers just to save
One of the most difficult
resolve itself.
tasks an executive has is to themselves.
Constructive,
recognize when their
confident
and
Sin #6 - Failing to
strategic
con- organization has reached a Match Strategy
new stage of growth
frontation and the
and Culture With
ability to "talc.e the
Organizational
(or challenge) where the
heat" are key comDevelopment
Sin tiS - Failing to Manage the
direct implication is that
ponents of the top
"Friday/Flght!Flight" Syndrome
One of the
the old team may not be
executive's skill
most difficult tasks
1bose executives most in demand
the best team to fight the an executive has is
set. They arise
are the ones who have a reputation
next battle.
from a firm comto recognize when
for successfully guiding their comtheir organization
has reached a new stage of growth
(or challenge) where the direct
Ill
implication is that the old team may
not be the best team to fight the next
battle. The solution may be as simple as adding to or modifying the
organization to shore up any obvious
(Formtrly Thr lkrdwals .t llaoufaclures Aaociatioo)
weaknesses, but often, the answer is
much more complex. Organizations
can outgrow different people at different times as well as their capabilities. The cultural template for the
organization can become confused,
politicized, and hostile if it does not
receive the attention it deserves.
Strategies have a tendency to
become routine exercises that are
limited by the imagination and capabilities of those whose duty it is to
write them.
presumption of guilt The excculi\le
who ilels they can igrore IDw they ~e
perceived by their orpnizalion andAlr
their rustome1s hM truly OOl augk up
wilh lhe times. If image n1 JqUlllioo
cxpl sua:ess. ltm me stwld ~sac
rifice lheir ~ ilna8c iJr sllllt-feml
gain. Yesterday's employee becomes
tomorrow's potemial boss or critical
job reference.

panies through tough times and into
prosperity. However, when times
are really tough, the pressure from
the top extreme, and the demand to
find solutions and/or scapegoats is
real, only the best executives survive. Under such extreme conditions, there are three very predictable
and very devastating sins an executive can commit:
•Fright: They freeze up and
become unable to manage or deal
with the challenge.
•Fight: They talc.e it out on anyone else but themselves, hold public
executions and progressively destroy
any hope for a team solution to the
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The Employers Group

In Cooperation With The Inland Empire Business Journal
Proudly Presents

JOHN GARAMENDI
STATE OF CAUFORNIA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

in a

Public Business Forum on National Health Care Reform
with a
Dislingused Panel Representing Insurance. Health Care.
Manufacturing. Retail and Labor

c.ost
$45.00 Spomon $55.00 othanl $375.00 Table of Ten
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Ontario Airport Hilton
February 1. 1994
7:30a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
llab YGII 8nanatiaD CaD (108) 71M-M30 Fax (808) 784-1591

Co-Sponsors
Hospital Council of Southern California
lnlaod Empire EcODOJDJC Partnership Inland Empire Legislative Task Force
lnland Empire Industrial Relations Research Association
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Sin #7 - Failing to Value the
Importance of the Marketing
Function as a Key to Survival
The formula for business success
used to be a lot simpler. Before the
days of global competition, instant
communication, and constant technological advances, one could carve
out a good regional business with
even a mediocre product. In more
recent years, American companies,
in particular, have been forced to
accept that reputations alone will not
carry a company if the quality is not
competitive. However, quality has
not proven to be the universal
answer it was touted to be either.
Neither was customer service. 1be
point is that marketing is a total
business system function and customer service and product quality
are only sub-sets. Thday, success in
the global martet will require a truly
world-class marketing effort Those
executives that don't appreciate and
invest in a balanced business strategy that includes all elements of a
world-class effon will be left struggling for the crumbl. .A
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marks the first time in its history
ground water will be transferred
through Metropolitan's distribution
system. The transferral system has
moved only water from the Colorado
River and Northern California since
1941.
"Although the amount of water
appears relatively small, this project
will serve as an example for similar
efforts in other areas that some day
may have dramatic positive effects
on the overall reliability of Southern
California's water supply," said
Richard Balcerzak, MWD assistant
general manager.
The two-year project calls for
5,000 acre feet of imponed water to
be stored in the Chino Basin aquifer
which underlies several western San
Bernardino County cities.
The water will later be pumped
into MWD's system as needed to
eventually serve consumers in Los
Angeles and Orange Counties.
These two MWD programs may
link Southern California's entire
water supply to roots in the Inland
Empire.
"It may not be too many years
before other large groundwater
basins in Southern California will be
tied into the loop, storing large quantities of imported water during years
of abundance and sending them to
every comer of the Southland during
years of need," said Bill Hill, Chino
Basin's representative at the
MWD ...It.

CUSTOM
COMPANY
VIDEOS
Corporate ID
Sales/Product
Orientation
Sales Marketing

$2,999
INCLUDED
LENGTH
VIDEO TAPE

Up to 7 Minutes
314'.

VIDEO TAPING On-Site/Studio
EDITING

Cuts/DVE Wipes

NARRATOR

Included

SCRIPT

Client Supplied

MASTERING

3i4" Video Tape

DELIVERY

3-4 Weeks

HIGHEST QUALITY
LOWEST PRICE

(909) 391·1015
DAILY
PLANET
PRODUCTIONS

The Day You Discover
That Your House is Smarter
Than You Are
C0111~d

From Page 5

we're not completely sure we've got
the part of the virus that attacks toilets. Nevertheless, the Exorcists (the
anti-virus SWAT members like to
call t.iemselves) are confident the
worst is over.
"HomeWrecker is pretty bad,"
one of them :ells me "but consider
yourself lucky you didn't get
Polte!Geist. That one is really evil."
Dec:.l9:
Apparently, our house isn't
insured for viruses. "Fires and mudslides, yes," says the claims adjuster.
"Viruses, no." My agreement with
the SmanHouse people explicitly
states that all claims and warranties
are ooll and void if any appliance or
computer in my house networks in

any way, shape or form with a nonccrti fied on-line service. Everybody's very. very, sorry, but they
can't be expected to anticipate every
virus that might be created.
We call our lawyer. He laughs.
He's excited.

Dec. 21:
I get a call from a SmanHouse
sales rep. As a special holiday offer,
we get the free opportunity to
become a beta site for the company's
new SmanHouse 2. I upgrade. He
says I'll be able to meet thCi programmers personally. "Sure," I tell
him ...lt.
-Micheal Schrage is a writer, coi'ISultiJIIl and research associate at Mas-

sachusene IMituu ofTecluwlogy

C.u.tlma bl.md '' the perfect place to e,cape tor a conierence
retreat lnd the Catalina Cam·on Rewrt IS the rerlect rbce to
convene. Mmute> trom A\'alon, the Catalina Canyon Resort
otfrrs t\' o large <ontereme rooms .:araHe ot seaung I SO reople,
the.me 'lYle. Continental breakta>t, compltmentar,· 'huttle SCI"\'I(C
from the harbor, deluxe room>. pool. )acu::a and >auna are but
a tcw ot the \recaal amenmes featured m our "Cunfercnu:
ra,kage." Tennl' and golt ad),lCCOl to the Catalina Canyon
Resort.
For more Conterence Pa(kagc mtormauon, a tree Conference
Planner's ktt, and nut>e ume anJ iare mtormatton, calL

Palm Springs Chamber oF Commerce pvr<rnts

The 6th Annu~

Business Faire •94
Palm Springs Convention Center

Tuesday

January 11 , 1994
3:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Theme: TRAVEL & TOURISM
Sh<»r-- .......-e>a.ar

11>.--.,.....,.-

AND... hem ·sa chRnce for all of us to reRIIy·
~

Network for New Business Opportun•ty
1<X>O's of Contacts
Give each othor the Business
One Stop Marketrng & Business Promotion
Showcase Goods & Services
Educotlon - Speakers & Training
Entertainment & Gourmet Food Sampllng

~Make

0
t"l

\"'
1."r
'l."r

P.S. Ownber Member
10 x to'"""'

$275

Non-Moomber
$375
Ul 01 Fat ,u "'P'"' ..t lflfMIItalllo thr
PlbSpmjl~rd CamiPKf r·l~3251577 xii,FAX(61~ :12511..,.9
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Classifieds

CORPORATE VIDEO
CORONA CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
CORONA NIGHT WITH THE ANGELS KICKOFF LUNCHEON

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
R0\171-£ E':{)1P[) CFDPE.CfC1{S
IWD 11-ENENff.FS CF

Commercials ·Training •
Sales Tapes • Point of
Purchase Videos • Road

MONDAY, JANUARY 24, 1994 (Tentative)

THE. UPLAND CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE..

CHARLEY BROWN'S RESTAURANT

Show Support·®
Video News
Releases

$15.00 PER PERSON

CAliFORNIA ANGEL PLAYERS WlU BE PRESENT
FOR AUTOGRAPHS CALL

FOR MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION CALL
(909) 93 1-4108

THE LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

·-------------------------A HAPPY HOUDAY SEASON

OLD COLORADO HOMESTEAD
Circa 1860?

If you would like to know what a membership in
our chamber can do for your business, or what
excitlng events are in store for the new year.
CALL (909)799-2828

On 35+ Mountain Acres
Spectacular Snowcapped Mtn. View
Tall Pine Forest
Lush Mtn. Meadow

Ad Deadline For January
is December 20th
For info on Advertising
call (909) 391·1015 ext. 28

National Park Type Setting
Only $55k terms

MONTCLAIR CHAMBER OF

Call AL (719) 846-4631

LPI

COMMERCE

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

I.JGHT UP A UFE...
Hospice remembrance Chnslmas Ughbng
Ceremony-Thursday, December 2, 5to 7 pm

Tuesday, March I, 1994
at
Whispering Lakes

Conlee! Debby Britton .,

Kitchens • Fireplaces

(909) sn-1446

For Further Information Call: (909) 624-4569

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Golfers•... Circle the date!

27450 Ynez Road Su1te I0-4 • Temecula. CA 92591

Cable 1V • Heated Pool
AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

R 12I?.t~l~l?S
1893

COMi1ERCE

The 6th Annual

1993

Business
Faire 94
Palm Springs Convention Center
9

Redlands Chamber of Commerce
Celebrating 100 Years of Service

Call for Reserv
... ations and Information...

(800) 675-5843 • (714) 338-2418

I

~

Tuesday

I East Redlands Blvd.
Redlands, CA 92373

January 11, 1994

WISE ABOUT MAIL

3:00 pm - 9:00 pm

(909) 793-2546

Theme: TRAVEL & TOURISM
~h<>p

Busilless in Action
Hispenic: Business Council
Economic Development

.
•

•

<

~

~

t'l
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t'l
t'l
t'l
t'l

Legislative Action
Military Mfairs
Publicity

.
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rcgulaUons to maJu: an ciT\.'cUn
matltng.
~tany postal cha.ngc11 later, our
a~Ale l!t &till Jotn>'Wlng ln wisdom.
Oftm Umct\, ~m.nrter than the P08t
Offit:c,
lf )'flU nrcd help ...-.1th ll mall·
lnl;( from F;,OOO to 5 mtlllon ph:C'ca,
we can 8CT\o'l" you.

AND... here's a chance for all of us to really:

Fuun:e
Prod1ldl " Servica
Membership Referrals Monlhly ''Outlook" Newsleuer
Business Expo
Community Maps
Educational Seminars
Health Insurance
Chamber Otr~ee:
New Busilless DirecWry
Networking &: Marketing Opportunities
22620 Golden Crest Drive, Suite 110
S.C.O.R.E. Counleling
Marmo Valley, CA 92553
MFaJ Memebenbip
(909) 697-4404

..-

~<> .........

up mall, and to cut throu,:(h pnst..al

"Good Bu.swss Builds a Bm~r Community"
The Marmo Valley Chamber of Commerce Mission is to
l'rolllote, support. and Educate our Business Community.

c-.uuees:

Fl....c ycnrtl ~~lour ettglc \\"0 ...
hom Into a f!lnw but simple postal
S)'1Sh.'m. Jlc learned ways to speed

I:>..-~-m-

Commeree

Ambassadors
Educ.uon

(909) 391-1015
ext. 26

Call (909} 931-7650
Ask for Art Kemp

Wishes you and yours

''41H~Gou=T~'

Reserve your
advertising
space now!

THE COST-EFFECTIVE EDGE
FOR TODA Y'S LEAN TIMES

(909) 737-3350 FOR INFORMATION

December, I 5 1993
at NATE'S DEL/
72-281 Hwy. I I I
Palm Desert, CA
Call (619) 346-6111 for Details

••1994 BOOK OF
LISTS"

Network for New Business Opportunity
Mo.ke 1OOO's of Contacts
Give each other the Business
One Stop Marketing & Business Promotion
Showcase Goods & Services
Education - Speakers & Training
Entertainment & Gourmet Food Sampling

P.S. Olamber Member
$275
Non-Member
$375
Ull or Fax )W' inqtires arxl reservatm 1o the
Pm ~ Otamher~ Ccmmerr.e 161~ 325-1577 xll,FAX (61~ 325-8549
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Laughlin Global Corporate Services, Inc.
2533 N. Canon St.
ear- Cily, NV 89706

•..
_.._....t.
. . . . . . . --·--r.
+ -,,-......................... _~·· ,. . . to.~....,
.-±-. -- ·+
+
+ -,

You can enjoy the fast and easy way to obtain your new complete corporation
including legal forms, all initial filing and recording fees plus first years resident
agent. Youcan only obtain this quality exclusive corporation package from Laughlin
Global featuring such exclusives as your name stamped in gold on front and spine,
gold foil corporate seal affixed with colorful silk ribbons, custom printed stock
certificates with gold seal and silk ribbons. Your stock certificates represent you.
Picture the pride in your stockholders eyes, their proud smile and satisfaction as they
rub the gold seal and silk ribbons on their own stock certificates. ~'Call for FREE information 1-800/348-9119.
~j
~

13626--F Monte Vi~t• Ave , Chino, CA 91710
(714) 628-9577 • FAX (714) 6211-3987

t-.

--

Complete California Corporations

mawutnl"S.. promos,

&Clfmalkrs, catal~ or nny other
t)JX' of rrutJI . Our roMnml~ hc.~ncflt
from c.xpcrtnlct:: v.c lua\1.' ohtalno.l
from '"'tnktn~ "'1th thl' Po~t Offin~
Let our wt!"dotn lwlp you wnrk
~marte-r not han:kr

Southern California
Bindery 8r Mailing, Inc.

10 X 10 booth

La~_:>rive_• Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

INCORPORATE • 24 HOURS
\\'ORKl\IANSHIP GUARANTEED

We '4ill hdp ,nu t~~ort thro'llgh
the maze of pnM.al n·gulotlnns, tn
o;a"c \"'U the mo"t monC) pc:wo.lblt.•
We 1\CT"\C bu!\lnCMal tlHLt moll
m~-stctt.rrs.

23508
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"The lllppicr Solution"
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Economic Spotlight

Cortlilswd From Page 3
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ship with Grand Casinos, Inc. to
construct a $33 million casino on
their reservation in the TemeculaMurrieta area
The one apparem hitch in the plan
however, is that Grand Casinos will
only offer up their full backing if the
casino is allowed to feature Las
Vegas style games like black-jack
and slots. These games are currently
outlawed in California.
Grand Casinos will only pledge
$15 million to the project if the casino only offers poker and bingo, two
games that are legal in the state.

A
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would be granted control over the
entire 21-ac re base to serve as livir.:;
quarters and facilities for indigent
citizens.
Under the current p lan, a large
portion of the base would be turned
over to the community for use as a
regional airpon and five warehouses
on the base would be designated for
the homeless.
City officials are hoping the situation with Nonon doesn 't tum into
the same thing that happened with
George Air Force Base which was
tied up in litigation for years.
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November - December
DecemberS
A Festival of the Arts will be held at the J. Flllipi Vmtage Company in historic Guasti on Sunday Dec. 5 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Some of the artists will include back-to-nature mixed media artist Gail
Taylor, Jeanene Young's narure an original creations, Don Wakefield's exceptional sculptures, special graphic art by Randy Gavazzo, watercolors and
sculptures by Sharon Yatsko.
Fme wines, food and music will also be a pan of the festival.

1be Palm Springs lntematlooal Film Festival will get underway during the
recood week of Jmwy 1994.
1be Festival. wbich is celebrating its Sth year, will feature the latest in new
films from IOIIIe 20 countr'.es.
In lddidon to the fiJm sc:reeninp, the Feslivll will also holt a oomber of
JalaU'IDIIIDd bcveraae diJiributon wbo will be Cllerini the 10 day evCDL
For~ informllion or for dc:bu call (619) 778-8979.
8

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1750 W. Sixth St.
Corooa, CA 91720
Victoria Rathbun
Aileen Patricia Dixon
40085 Calle Medusa
Temecula, CA 92590
Aileen Dixon

Alma Borcuk
3657 N. Valley Ct.
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Alma Borcuk
American Box Co.
455 W. La Cadena Dr. 3
Riverside, CA 92501
American Corrugated
An gela Fashion
9773 Sierra Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
Sung Min

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS

January 6-16

5

A~ns BodySy~erns

Alejandros Al!t(l & lhlck Service
17933 Valley Blvd .
Bloomington , CA 92316
Alejandro Torres
Al i Textiles
7407 Riverside Dr.
Ontario, CA 91761
David Dahdoul
Allen Enterprises
4696 Mitchell Ave.
R iverside, CA 92505
Rex Self

nion Bank has named

Graber OHve House In Ontario will be celebrating Fall Harvest by welcoming visitors to come view the grinding, curing and canning of their worldfamous olives. For more infonnldon call (909) 983-1761 .

Seuonally Adjusted

Advanced Auto Sales
2175 Sampson 1109
Corona. CA 91719
Robin Bell

Roben Dalton v ice president of the bank's Riverside-San Bernardino Regional
Office.
Dalton, who has only been with
Union Bank since July, formerly
served as vice president of Commercial Bank in the City of Industry and
as a loan officer with De Anza Bank
in Swmyvale.A

©~[l...~froOO)~[ru
Lnous

New Business Listings

Union Bank Names New VP
Homeless Group Vows to
Fight Norton Decision
local homeless advocacy
group, the Western Eagle
Foundation, has vowed to
fight the recent decision by the
Depanment of Health and Human
Services to divvy up the Nonon Air
Force Base facilities all the way to
the Supreme Coun if necessary.
Western Eagle was hoping they

...

83 84
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At Deadline Continued

January 13

1be Inland F..lnpm BusiDea Jouma1, in coopendcln with a number or area
unlvenitia, will be spclDIOiina lbe Fourth AJnaaJ. Inland Empire Economic
Fcnc:ut Coofereace.
1be CIOIIfaalce wiD felllft a IIUIDbcr of dildJI8uilbed speakers wbo wiD
lddaallbe oudoot forlbe ...... ec:ooomy In 1994.

How to Get More Office For Less Money?
What you really need i~ a great place to
conduct your tm~ine''- To meet and entertam your
clients. Have your phone answered and messages
taken by a real person. Receive you r mail and make
your telephone calls. Send and recel\:e your faxes.
deliveries, and have someone re liable locate you
when you're needed.
In other words. a home base when you
need it. or a place that takes care of you when
you're away on business. A prestige address to
reflect your company's image.
What you don't need 1s a b1g, tixed.
overhead. You pay for only what you need.
We realize that your needs can change.
We're tlexibk. We offer several plans ranging from
basic telephone and mailing service. to completely
staffed private office.
Safari Exe<.: utive Offi..:es were created to
offer busy executives and profcssionab an em iron
ment conducive to hus1ness. It is an ideal setting
fo r someone who need plush, professional environment, a\'ai lahlc 24 -hours. seven days a wed.
Located next to O ntario International Airport,
across the street from Hilton Hotel.
Servkes provided by Safa ri Exec uti \'e
Offi ces indude
• 4 6 Fumi,hcd ground floor offices. with \'iews.
Attractive lounge and court yard
• 2 Conference romm v. ith bars, large screen T V's,
overhead projectors and aud io visua l equipment
• Compktc secreta rial services, tek phone, vo1ce

mail. fax. and copier
• Word processing and pnnting
• Free parking
• Delivery '>ervices, UPS. federal Express. etc.
• Concierge for travel and entertamment arrangements
To team more about our facilltes and services,
pkase come over and discuss your business needs.
We'll he glad to show you around, and explain the
various ser.1ees and options available at Safari
Execut ive Offices.
When you see what we have to offer. you'll understand why it makes good business sense to have
your office here.
~

~

~

~
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SAFARI EXECUTIVE OFFICES

3535 Inland Empi re Blvd.,
O ntarin, Califo rnia 9 1764
Tckphone (\)()9) 94 1-0133
h \X (909) 941 -:!.547

Angies Catering
195 10 Lupin Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
Angela Jimenez
Antiq ue Wholesalers
41095 Fig St.
Murrieta, CA 92562
Bruce Davis
Apple Vid eo Fashion
34 N. First St.
Banning, CA 92220
Vieng Mounivong
Arlington Machine
9TI8 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
George Luna
Art World Association
7628 Frazer Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509
Bill Chang
Auburn Tech
1293 Elmer Ct.
Upland, CA 91786
Ivan Ho
Auto Care
12011 Mariposa Rd. #B
Hesperia, CA 92345
Daniel Flint
Autohaus Imported Car Ser.
1555 W. Sixth
Corona, CA 91720
TI!omas Jameson
B & S Collectibles
1886 Wilson
Chino Hills, CA 91709
Betty Johnson
Backstreet Dell & Pub
19W7 Vine St.
Palm Desen, CA 92260
Linda Lyon
B & W Food Market
8923 Sierra Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
William Kim
B C In~aUation
3086 Oakview Lane
Upland, CA 91786
Arlene Chacon
Baldwin Crafter
72-695 Hwy 111 A-7
Hesperia, CA 92345
Dennis Balwin
Bear Sarety Serv.
42159 Big Bear Blvd.
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
Richard Maldonado
Beeper Depot
444.E. Foothill
Rialto, CA 92376
Samuel Addo
Best Nozzle Service
116 E. Baseline Rd.
Rialto, CA 92376
Anmadwisam Sadek
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New Business Listings
Betty Button
27300-A Jefferson Ave.
Temecula, CA 92509
Beny Bunon
Bill's Forklf't Service
7820 Amethyst
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
William Persons
Bj's Wholesale Electric Parts
11126 I Ave., tt2
Hesperia, CA 92345
Elizabeth Ramsey
Blue Horizon Investments
4782 Mission tt31
Montclair, CA 91763
William Shoulders
Blue Ribbon Interiors
22450 Silver Dollar St.
Corona, CA 91719
Kelly Fredrickson
Bonded Liquidators
955 S. ESt. ttF
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Bor g Warner Ind. Prod.
241 S. Wilmington
Wilmington, CA 90744
Borg Warner Ind. Prod.
Bpc Division
3002 Inland Empire Blvd.
Onatrio, CA 91764
New Bristol Corp.
Brew Meisters
369 N. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Palm Springs Brewery Inc.
Butterfield Video Exp ress
4200-850 Chino Hills Pkwy tt175
Chino Hills, CA 91709
Jaime Morales
C&L Mercantile
565921Wentynine Palms Hwy
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
Cynthis Strange
C &S Auto Electric & Body Works
9783 A. Alder Ave.
Bloomington, CA 92316
Cristino Palacios
CatrePrimo
23581 Sunnymead Rand Pkwy.,
tt123
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Rohini Winters
C alcran Co.
5670 Arrow Hwy.
M onclair, CA 91763
Ke nneth Moore
C alifornia Skies
6634 Indiana Ave.
Riverside. CA 92506
Charles Sacks
C amtec
12519 Luna Rd.
Victorville, CA 92392
Marlow Smith
Candys Creations
2271 W. Stonehurst

Rialto, CA 92377
Candy Davis
Cappuccine Inc.
6175 Montecito Dr. tt8
Palms Springs, CA 92264
Cappuccino Inc.
Car Chat
15050 Monte Vista, tt8
Chino Hills, CA 91709
Sam Holden
Carls Jr.
6079 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
Carl Karcher Ent Inc.
Carrillo Auto Access
11471 Alder Creek Ave.
Corona, CA 91720
Rodolfo Carrillo
Casa Santa Fe Mexican
Restaurant
12345 Mountain Ave. ttA
Chino, 91710
Alfredo Castro
Casandra Wright
7259 Seville
Highland, CA 92346
Casandra Wright
C h andler Auto Serv.
813 6th St
Norco, CA 91760
Arm indo Garvalho
C h erokee Trading Post
14164 Weeping Willow Ln.
Fontana, CA 92336
Charles Dean
C helas Jewlery
1820 W. 5th St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
Graciela Lopez
Choice's Niteclub
68-352 Perez Rd.
Catherdral City, CA 92334
Perez Rd. Ent. Inc.
Citrus Diner
9141 Citrus
Fontana, CA 92335
Norberto Pinheiro
Classy Creations By Donna
9233 Hemlock St.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Donna Greer
Colleen Stevens Interiors
22906 Mission Bells
Corona, CA 91719
Collen Stevens
College Financial Aid & Testin g
587 Jackson St
Rialto, CA 92376
Concou rse Pro Shop
7100 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Jack Comelson
Confetti Quins
1499 E. 6th St.
Beaumont, CA 92223
L Dekker & Assoc.

·
Earth First Packaging
Emma Gonzalez
892-718 Miles Ave. *4E
Indio, CA 92201
Emma Gonzalez
Europa Restaurant & Villa Royale
1620 Indian Trail
Palm Springs, CA 92264
Lee Affiliates Inc.
Flint River Ranch
1243 Columbia Ave. NB2
River.;ide, CA 91507
Philip Flint
Foothills Auto Service
2133 W. Foothill Blvd. NE
Upland, CA 91786
Parviz Babashmadi
Gallery Inti.
73-199 El Pasco NA
Palm Desert, CA 92260
Barbara Hones
Georges Burgers
605 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
George Kritikos
GMKEnt.
1244 W. Arrow
Upland, CA 91786
Kausar Jabeen
Golden Desert Mobile Homes
16972 B Palm Dr.
Desert Hot Spring, CA 92240
Golden Desert Mobile Homes

Cortez Tire Shop
12490 Magnolia Ave. *C
Riverside, CA 92503
Gloria Cortez
Creations Hair Design
5404 Moreno St. NJ
Montclair, CA 91763
Bernice Koster
Cruzing Connection
10606 Romona Ave.
Montclair, Ca 91763
Francisco Cruz
D J S Designs
1828 Smoketree
Pinon Hills, CA 92372
Duane Biggs
Derby Ent.
1908 W. Acacia N88
Hemet, CA 92545
Dennis Derby
Desert Design & Import Group
71-120 Thunderbird Terr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
J Roben McGowan
Discount Beverage
2318 A. S. Vineyard
Ontario, CA 91761
Raymond Pollock
Discount Plumbing Serv.
27452 Jefferson *C 7
Temecula, CA 92590
Vincent Tarantiro
Ecolo: Pack
2033 Longmont St
Riverside, CA 92506
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''Riverside Medical
Clinic helps us do a
better job
by doing
their job
so well.''

/om lfrfa/1 Otntt•r
Am,~:,' laM·
R•·\tmmmt

\\hen Torn \lei all talb about RilrNdt· \1ethcal Clinic brin~ clo~r 10 hi~ ~ucce~sful restaurant.
he doc~n·l mean thr1'rr ju~t nrarh1. lie me;m~ the1\e taken the lime to undeNand 11hat h1~
demanding buSiness is all about alid are able 10 relate to hi~ nretb
"\ fr11 years ago 11e had a negati1e e\pcricncc 11ith another health carr pr<)lidcr But smce 11e\c
been 11ith Ri1crside Medical Clinic. 11e\e had nothing but e\cdlent rapport 11ith them," Tom said

~--------~------~--~

recently.
"'They do a good job for

I

l", ..

he continued. "They get back to us 11 ith all the paperwork we need,

the statu~ of the injury The) keep u~ up 10 speed and CIC1")1hing 1s 1n order They :mhcipate all our

CD

nerds. \\e ne1er get the run-around··

c:t
c:t

your employer~. make sure 10ur comp:u11 "s health program include~ Ri1erside \ledical Clinic.

CD

of comprehcnsile programs that include women's health, pediatrics. urgent care. diagnostic sen ices,

If 10u hal(! a business that 11ould benefit from medical care that treab 1our company <L'- well <l'>

I

\\ ith more than 90 dedicated phy s1cians and speciali~b. Ril crside \ledical Chnic offers a nmgc

.......

rehabilitation, indu~tn;d carr and health education at eight comenient locauons.

CD

To find out more about lum your business can profit from a rclationslup 11 ith

I

en

\1edical

Clinic, c:dl today. Or ask Tom McFall11 hat it"s like to work 11 ith people 11 ho care as nwch about the
health of his business ;Ls he docs.

a:»
a:»
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RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CLINIC
S..u~At

Ri~erside

a-.. & A«~-.u4 41 7)~ S4k PUU4
'"'OMIII HAM

J P'll

fl'l 11,. apfll IAT 11AII I PM

WEDDINGS • GROOMS TUX FREE
WITH 6 OTHERS
STUOENT & GROUP DISCOUNTS
CHINO

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
(9091 987-6699

(909)

590-0090

(909) 697-5555

Advanced Business Machines will be onering
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge!
From small table tops•••
to mid-sized units•••

and large duplicators.

ABM will place a unit in your office
FREE Of CHARGE.
Customers will only pay lor the
copies they produce,
at a savings of 30% to 50%

BEFORE YOU BUY OR lfASE ANOllB COPIR, CALL US FIIST

(714) 588-7526
O.A.C
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